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Cover Photograph

The c "ver' photograph waS taken by Raymond H. Muessig at Cranbrook
Elementary School, located in the northwestern part of the Columbus City School
District. Although most of Cranbrook's 350 pupils in grades K-3--are Americans,
there are 35 other countries represented in Cranbrooles families, due in part to the
.
.
school's proxingy to The Ohio State University..
The beautiful children who Posed foi the cover photograph are, seated left to

right, Olga Chwascinska (Poland,kindergarten), Thomas Kang (Korea:1st grade),
and Dina Elhag (Sudan, kindergarten) and, standing left to right, Asami Himori
(Japan, god grade), Michael Lake (U.S. A 3rd grade), andMariaRarnirez (Colunibia, 2nd grade).
Children such as Asami,bina, Maria, Michael, Olga. and Thomas should inspire
everyone everywhere on our-globe to do everything possible to make the earth an
ever-better home for the human family, today and tomorrow.
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, Foreword
Mapping the concepts of global eslucation is analogous to exploring and
chartipg unknown territories. The land forms, flora, and fauna observed by

'the survey. party can be analyzed from each surveyor's perspective; the
descrilniont will reflect the Unique frame of reference of each explorer.
Only when a readeocan synthesize and integrate these mulltple perspec-

.

.. tivesnto his or her own conceptual map will there be coherent undeutandmg.

2

Wo often are advised to seek the "patterns of change " as a way of
learning tin, new reality brought about by dynamic social forces. The
metaphor "patterns of change" seems too superficial. Turbulent change ,
processes are sculpting rough, uneven, and unfamiliar terrain which
educatbrs need to exp:ore. Rates of economic, political, social, and demographic change are accelerating. The terrain before us, therefore, is altered

-continuousluMcireover,--techndlogical-advances-r-mIt ineveFountraote----intervals of time and distance and altered perceptions of the global condition.
.
Why a global perspectiv e? Simply, because our individual and collective
survival depends upon it. Interdependence of the nations and peoples of the

world is part of the changed reality portrayed in this sourcebook. Our
collective wetl-beingnow and increasingly in the future will be a function of

the understandings and skills available to .our leadership to resolve intertwined political, economic, and social problems of a iransnational and
global character. These complex understandings represent value shifts and
do not come easily. We trust that futuregenerations will manage better the
interchange among peoples and the conflicts generated by the interdependencies. This preferred future will occur only if we begin now to prepare' our children and youth for the world they will inherit.

'to

We are responsible as professional educators for intergrating global
perspectives into our curricula in ways that permit all students to organize

their comprehension of ideas, things, and ptople and to see' wholistic
relationships. Global perspectives, as an organizing theme, has the unique
capability of enabling us to work in a larger framework with multidisciplinary tools. The global perspective frees us from parochial and chauvinistic
interests, enabling us to move beyond, mere schooling to education.

While the primary audience for this sourcebo4 is the classroom
teacher, it is clear that thoughtful leaders throughout society need to
develop comparable understandings and skills. The editors and authors
have learned much in the process of preparing this sourcebook. At The
Ohio State University we are infusing into our teacher preparation'program
many of the concepts discussed here. We plan to increase our attention to

global perspectives as an evolving field of inquiry and reflection. Subsequent efforts will be aimed at increasing the quantity and quality of
edbaelritectititrtrefional, materials-available-Tor elementary and-seeondary classrooms.
Although I, as Dean, commissioned this expedition, it could achieve its
goal only'under the insightful leadership of editors Raymond H. Muessig
and M. Eugene Gilliom and the perceptive authorship of the multidisciplinary writing team comprised of Ojo Arewa, Sr., S. Earl Brown, Michael W.
Curran, M. Eugene Gilliom, Diether H. Haenicke, James E. Harf, Victor J.'
Mayer, Steven L..Miller, and Raymond kl: Muessig. I thank each member

for his contributiOn to the success of this venture.
Robert A. Burnham, Dean
College of Education
The Ohio State University
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Professor of Social Studies Education)
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r
**Yes." she said, "Yes. All the coastlines. ba%. sounds,
_ cipes. and peninsusthei-v-orlds-beiche'slErZbied totiOVIAbe-countries and cOntinevs and
Wands. All the Cannes 'arid Flimptons yet to be. Shores in Norway like &golden
lovely dust. Spain's wild hairline. Portugal's long face like an impression on
coins. The nubbed antlers of Scandinavia and the great Smith Ameriir porterhouse: The -French teapot and Italian boot and Australia like a Scottie in

profile." ,
"Asia runnitirlike a watercolor, dripping Japan and all the rest." we said
'ttgethet.
"Yes. yes." she said. "God. I love the world:"
"There's no place like it...*

Stanley Elkin'

Introduction
Gladly Teche, a dedicated teacher for four decades, reached the mandatory retirement age in March of 1981. He reluctantly surrendered the key to

his classroom on the ninth day of the following June. Knowing that he
would miss his yvork tremendously, he had devoted months to planning
numerous activities to keep away from a ;rocking chair, inclyding a trip
around the world. Wishing to capture some of his travel experiences on
film, Teche pu'rchased a Japanese single-lens reflex camera three days ago.

His efforts to read and understand the owner's manual Supplied with the
compact miracle of contemporary technology have met w. 11 little success,

tif

because
(a) Teche has always admitted to being something ;;;;Zte.;: jchanical idiot."
(b) the directions may havartkin traitsliftedfrorn Japanese to English with
consiaarable\loss of meaning in he process.
j (c) thefinstruCtiohs were not clear even in ;he, original Japanese xt.
skilled in
(d) the person who wrote and/or translated the booklet was a showthe dubiou art of obfuscation.
really is so complex that its functions crefy -description.
(e). the c
kf) of all of the above or somecombinatios, thereof.

/

,
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Gladly is particularly puzzled by the 'section in the owner's manual
" entitled "Focusing:" How is a neophyte supposed.to make sense out of a
single paragraptrcontaining a jumble of words including splitimage sp.ot,
band oflmicroprisms, acute matte field, viewfinder. distan e scale ring,
focusing
g collar, aperture, and focal length? SinceTeche occasionally has
had an aptitude for making desirable discoveries by accident, he decides to
',face hi; hope in serendipity. He figures that one eye has togc somewhere.
WhY, not thar little "window" up there on theback of the camera? Voila!
He-tan see the kitchen door, but it seems to be a bit fuzzy. Keeping the
camera in place with his left hand, the recent retiree uses his right hand to
turn all of the "things" that move' on the ritysterious device. Eventually,
Gladly sees the top and bottom halves of the door Move back and forth
when he changes tht position of a plastic "circle." then, the protagonist of
this tale stumbles, on the finding for which he has hoped: when any one of
the verticle lines in the door is "straight," the rest of the door, the adjacent
wall, and the other things Teche can see seem to be clear! If a single item is.

sharp, its surroundings come into better focus. In an inductive manner,
Gladly has,proceeded from the particular, to the general.
Similarly, an inductive approath influenced the organization ofPerspeclives of Global Education: A Sourcebook for Classroom Teacher Scholars in specific fields were asked to,provide sharply focused historical,
park ar,-e-c-oncimic-r---and-other perspectives

particularthat-would,reaul--

in a more acute global image in general. Of course, thinking is a highly
complex process that involves induction, deduction, conjecture, applica;
Lion, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, intuition, interpolation, extrapolation, and the like in varying degrees, mixtures-, and sequences. However,
global understanding is by its very nand and nature so cornrrehensive that

often it can best be introduced and amplified by objectiyes, content,
methods, materials, and evaluation procedures that progress from immediate _to extended, 'simple to complex, concrete td abstract, known to
unknown, as the following item should 'illustrate,
Farley Mowat, one of-Canada's most distinguished professiopal writers,
is the author of A Whale for the Killing, a heart-wrenching, true story that
centers its focus on Mowat's heroic battle to save the life of an 80-ton

finback whale trapped in a Newfoundgiarnoon. Additionally, Mdwat
broadens the reader's range of vision to include the plight of all whales and
then every form of life in general on our planet. Like a skilled attorney -at,
law, he builds a strong case.
. . . [Elverything science has discovered has strengthened the conclusion
that whales are among the most highly perfected forms of life ever to dwell upon

this planet,

/

. . . [Blaleen-whales may be the most long-lived of all mammals, including man.
And since they are preyed upon by no natural enemies in adulthood, except:of/
course, for us, and appear to be singularly free fro:I fatal diseases, they are
probably one of the very few non-human forms'of life that nature would permit to
die of old age, if man did not intercede.
.

Before the most rapacious of predators. the human animal, set about annihilating them in earnest during the 17th century, the eight species of Great
Whales are believed to !Ave numbered a3 mary as four and a half million
individuals.
2
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By 1430. . . they had been reduced to about one and a half million.
Less than half a century after that, in 1972, there were estimated to be no
more than three hundred and lift y-tpousand survivors.

If the whales are to survive. mankind must declare and enforce a world-wide
moratonum on the killing of all and any whales. Such a resoitemust be of at least
ten years duration if the terribly depleted stock of Great Whales are to have any

real chance to reaver. .

,.

.

Before nlodern mar began his murderous exploitation of the seas, the oceans
swarmed with herring . . . and with whales. Now that is changed. Having come
close to eliminating the emu whales, man is now rapidly doing the same thing to

the herring..
.

.

. The fond expectation that the seas will feed .nankind when the ravaged.
earth can no longer do'so. is ncemore than aq illusion. Already the seas are bei4g
wrosilv oM er-fished. . .
s

[are itseti'L' -not human lifeis the ultimate miracle Upon thiNfa'rth.
.2

The- feats tvtowat afticulates-about-all living things_on our'planet could -

even be extended into the future to enlarge the scope of focus-. Released ' '

2

durinithe writing of this chapter, a report from the President's Council on
EnvironpAental Quality says that due to soil erosion, overgrazing, cutssive irrigation, contamination of underground drinking water, side effects
of chemical pest controls, pollution, tropical deforestation, urbanization,
and the like, the rate of extinction of species of animal and Ant life could
increase to One species each hour in ten years. In the next twenty years,
15-20 percent of all specks an the earth could be lost.'
Chapter 1 has been written Po set the stage for all of the following essays

in Perspectives of Global Education: A Sourcebook for Clas.froom
Teachers. This first chapter is divided into two basic parts, the first of
which focuses on a global perspective and thc second of which centers its
attention on global education. Each of the two parts is
by
three stibdivisions, a definition of a "global perspective" and
and late? "global

education," a statement on the nee for a global perspective and global
education and'a discussion of iomeof the ingredients of a global perspective and global education. Before getting into the two major chapter com-

ponents, a series of quotationsfollowing immediatelyhas, been included to create a feeling, a mood. Chapter 1 is concluded with some
statements designed to alert, energize, inspire readers.
Selected Quotations
!No man is an island, entire of itself: every man is a piece of the continent, a part

of the main:
mankind . .

.

.

. any man's death diminishes me.'because I am itiolved in

.

John Donne

4,

In spite of differences of soil and climate, of language and manners, of laws and

customs in, spite of things silently gone out of mind, and things violently
destroyed, the Poet binds together by passion and knowledge the vast empire of
human society, as it is spread over the whole earth, and over all time.
.

William Wordsworth

.

.

I see ratiks, colors, barbarisms, civilizations. I go among them, I mix indiscnminotch And I salute all the inhabitants of the earth.
Walt Whitman
That person is most cultivated who is able to put himself in the place of the
greatest number of persons.

,

Jane Addams

I do not want my house to be walled in on all sides and my windows to be stuffed.
I want the cultures of all lands to be blown about my house, as freeiy as possible.

Mohandas K. Gandhi
Until you have become really, in actual, fact, as brother of everyone,brother'
hood will not come to pass.
Fyodor Dostoyevski
I look forward to the time when men will be as ashamed of being disloyal to
humanity as they are now of being disloyal their country.
Woodrow Wilson
Our true nationality is mankind.
H. G. Wells
The salvation of mankind lies only in making everything the concern of all.
Alexander I. Solzhenitsyn
,
What is the use of a house if you haven't got a tolerable planet to put it on
Henry David Thoreau
Artotizens everywhere hold common stock in the ftiture of both the planet and
the human race.
Robert Leestma
We are one hunk of ground, water, air, clpuds floating around in space. From out

-

there it really is one world.

Frank Borman
The new electronic intMepende
village.

c re-creates the world in the image of a global.,

Marshall Mauhan
We are beginning to discover that our problem is worldwide, and no one people
of the earth can work out its salvation by detaching itself from others. Either we
shall be saved together or drawn together into destruction.

' laftbindranath Tagore

4
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. A Global Perspective
Toward a Definition of a "Global Perspective"
In an article entitled "Global Perspectives in the Social:Studies," appearing in the 1980 winter issue of the Journal of Research and Der,!opment in Education, James A. 'Becker and Lee F. Anderson. two of the
longtime pioneers and leaders in the global education movement, state that
.

.

.

.

IA) global perspective portrays humankind as belonging to the earth. This
. image highlights 4 least four things about human-natural environmental
.

relations: (a) the ablolute and ultimate dependence of humankind upon resources found in nature.: tb the limited and finite characteristics of many natural
resources,: (c) the global nature of the planet's ecosystem: and (d) the impoItance
of trying to adapt human culture to the-imperatives eeelcigical laws which
V
humankind cannot amend or repeal. . . .4

t

Ghulam M. Haniff, a social scientist in a university il4artMent of
interdisciplinary studies, has this to say about a global perspective:
. . It is no longer fruitful to view the planet earth, as an infinite 14nd mass'
.

inhabited by culturally diverse groups of people livingin relative isolation from
...:ach Other and comprising autonomous communities capable of a variety of
activitiesearned on autonomously. While it is' true that members of the human
species continue to occupy spatially distinct pieces of real estate and to live in a
state of social fragmentation. it is also true that the e.vents of the contemporary
vorls: have made them all citizens of a global villagea village in which the
shanng of resources and community life has become a social imperative.'

Other statements included in this chapter will clarify further and extend
the meaning of a global perspective. No comment is necessary Are.
Tha.Need for a Global Perspective
t
To anyone who is the least bit aware of what has happened, is currently
taking place, and could occur on this planet and in outer space, the need for
a global perspective istso self-evident that this section of Chapter 1 may be
unnecessary. However, I would like to include here a little exercise that
'may involve you, the reader, more actively and may serve as a form of
reinforcement, if nothing else.
Please stop reading this chapter long enough to sectireabout twenty 3" x
5" cards. Or. take sheets of 81/2" x 1" paper and cut or tear them into
twenty strips 81/2" x 2". On each card or strip of paper write one crisis,
problem, dilemma, concern, event, change, development, prospect, challenge, whatever, that you feel has global ramifications and requires the
a worldwide scale. You may use a single word, a
attention of humankin
to identify each of the itemscategories, if
phrase, or a sent ,m
ou. Next, using the top of a table, a kitchen
you will that, occur..
counter, or a section of floor, arrange the points you have recorded on the
cards or slips bf paper in order of their'irnportance, putting the most crucial
thing first. You should find this rank-ordering difficult, indeed, and you
may discover that many of your points overlap, are interdependent.
As a teacher and a teacher educator the past quarter of a century, I have
tried' as often as possible to "put up or shut up," to carry out myself the
assignments I have given to others. Therefore, I have developed my own
list in the manner I have suggested above. At this stage, then, I invite you to
compare your items and the rank you assigned them with my points and the
order in which I arranged them. I wish that you and I axed a number of other
5
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people coulfl discuss our lists. I suspect that our exchange of ideas and
feelings might result in a consideration of additional items, some new
categoriec, in a hierarchial rearrangement, and soon. I doubt that we could
. reach complete agreement ona.master list, but we might ste the need for a
global perspective once again.or even more.
Having indicated my willihgness to reconsider, amend, amplify., recom-

bitte,and reorder the items that came to my mind, here is my list, in
sentence form:
I. Surely the impending explosion of the wdrld's popuialfonwith the very
real possibiliti of mass si rwation and alldeserves apnsideration as an
item. though I am not at all sure whether I should hay e. made it my first
concern.
2. The rapid depletion, of earth's scarce, exhaustible resources became my
second point, after 1 hid shifted items around a n mber of times.
3. Perhaps you.share my apprehension with respect to the continuing arms
race and the threat of a wak-nuclear, chemical, microorganic, etcetera
that could he so total and so destructive.that whatever remains might just as

yell have perished.
4. MOit lists would doubtless include worldwide environmental pollution.
5. I used the preservation and 'extension of human life, ri ts, dignity, and
worth as a comprehensive category. It seemed to me that ove, freedom,
equity, security, health , happiness, altruism, open opportuni , and the like
NI
could contribute to planetary human fulfillment. For the sake of emphasis
here, I inclUded hate, enslavement, injustice, insecurity, disease, pain,
anguish, husger, homelessness, greed, materialism, exploitation,
chauvinism, racism, ethnocentrism, sexism, ageism, anomie, and alienation
among the enemies of self - realization. for humankin4.

6. Humankind's disregard for nature's magnificent, yet delicate, design
including the destruction of mutually beneficial, balanced animal.and plant
species all over the globebecame another consideration.
7. Although the expression is trite, I did not feel that I should omit the "smaller
world" idea. With good and bad outcomes, radical changes in transportation
and communication have brolight the peoples of the world closer together,
increased their interdependence, emphasized specialization with gains in
comparative advantage and losses in autonomy, facilitated the growth of
multinational corporations' and agencies, and so on. '

8. Most peoplt in so-called "deN loped"° nations probably believe that their
lives are better on the whole because of science and technology. However,
there may be growing disenchantment with certain ideas held for a long time
by countless members of the human species. Questions such as these are
becoming moreiniistent: Should all scientific and technological change be
equated with progress. especially improvement for every inhabitant on the
earth? Should everything that is possible scientifically and technologically
be attempted, regardless of anticipated and unanticipated consequences?

Should science and technology serve the philosophy of "unlimited

growth"where funds may be more abundant for research and
development, or should a "less is better" principle predominate?
9. What about outer space, the other planets, asteroid, ad infinitum beyond
earth's atmosphere in the solar system? Which earthlings get to explore and
to use outer space and for what purposes? Does the entire universe "be-

long" exclusively to those nations with the technology to get "out there?"
Should outer space be polluted with the garbage of explorations, used for
satellites with detection systems and weapons, etcetera?
6
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10. My list concludes for now with the highly complex problems associated with
transnational government and the resultant reduction of national
sovereignty.
.

How did you doillow did I do? How did we do? Do our mutual lists
leave cong;derable doubt about the need for a global perspective!!
Some Ingredients of a Global Perspective
This portion of my essay identifies and discusses briefly six ingredients
of a global perspective that I consider to be among the most important and

helpful for teachers. The tirst is a "spaceship earth"ecological way 'of
viewing the. world. The unity of the. human species and the diversity of
cultures is my second-component. Third, the interdependence of human
relationships has been included. The idea of multiple loyalties appears as
fourth element. The fifth constituent concerns human rights. Futurism
IS

fath.

ti

-Spaceship Earth"-Ecology:- Although people who labor in the global
education vineyard are familiar with Barbara Ward's Spaceship Earth, the

following passage should be new and useful to many of the inservice
teachers and most of the preqervice candidates who read this publication:
.
I can think of only one 1,1,0 of expretsing the degree to which interdependence' and community hate become the destiny of modern man. I borrow the
comparison from Professor Buckminster Fuller, who, more clearly than rhost
scientists and innovators, has grasped Ilk implications of our revolutionary
technology. The most rational way of considering the'whole human race today is
to see it as the ship's, crew of a single spaceship on which all of us, with a
remarkable combination of security and vulnerability, are making our pilgrimage
through infinity. Our planet is not much more than the capsule within which we have to live as human *oeings if we are to survive the vast space voyage upOn
which we have been engaged for hundreds of millenniabut without yet noticing
our condition. This space voyage is totally precarious. We depend upon a little
envelope of soil and a rather, larger envelope of atmosphere for life itself. And
both can be contaminated and destroyed. Think what could happen if somebody
were to get mad or drunk in a submarine and run for the controls. If some
. . .

member of the hurlian race gets dead drunk on board our spaceship, we are all in
trouble. This is how we have to think of ourselves. We area ship's company on a

small ship. Rational behavior, is the condition of survival.?

In International Learningand International Education in a Global Age,
Richard C. Remy, Jam,s A. Nathan, laMes M. Becker, and Judith V.
Torney have this to say:
The "spaceship earth" view of the world is an essentially ecological image of
internationh: affairs. Ecology's "Way of seeing" has shown us how the chain of
life is interrelated and interdependent: neither the ocean, the air, the land nor

animal life which inhabit all of them can be "independent." An ecological
metaphor unites the seemingly distinct domains of biological activitythe
ocean, the air, the soil and the life which inhabit theminto interrelated concepts. The glob& system metaphor highlights transnational behavior or that
behavior which is beyond or breaks out of the definition and boundaries of

"security policy" or "foreign policy."
Earth: International Protection of
Lyton K. Caldw,ell's In Defense
ments:
the Biosphere also contains relevant c
For modern nun to survive in a fini world, he,must restrain insatiable
demands upon the natural environment and treat that environment with the
.
7
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respect and care that he would give t is life - support system were he a passenger

on a spaceship. 5'4-control has now become the quality essential to the
/dual and society alike, since man has become the greatest threat to his own,
survivaland devefopment .9

Uititywttn Diversity: Over thirty years ago, Clyde Kluckholiii, Professor of Anthropology, Harvard University, wrote these words:
.

.

. Anthropology holds up a great mirror to man and lets him look at himself in

his infinite variety.

:w

.

.

.

.

Workf4iformity in culture would mean aesthetic-and moral mottotony.

The anthropologist's solution -is unity in diversity: agreement on a set of principles for world morality but respect and toleration for all activities that do not
threaten-world peace, . . .

Human-life should remain as a. home of many rooms. .

;to

Over a decade ago, M. Louis Francois, Inspecteur General de L'UF
struction Publique of France, said,
Active tolerance demands qualities of modesty, flexibility, perspective and
awareness. It involvefthe courage to ask: "Whither my own society and why?"
"Whither my own religion and why,?" "To what extent do I ordoes my country
behave and act to frustrate 'he essential dialogue?" It is,possible that a willingness to ask such questions might enable the great differences between men to be
.
'brought into a state of active'tolerance. Men might then see that the centripetal
force of their comMon. universal !minim nature was far stronger thait the cenf-- trifugal force of thetr.different ideolOgies and racial-cultural patterns. Thus a new
Huniarism might inducemen toieconcile their differences in a common struggle
against hunger, disease and ignorance which blight the lives of so /many of their
members. Our task is to make the world safe for diversity. A.4united, not a

uniform, world is our goal. The world will henceforth live or die together."
Seymour H. Fersh has observed that "Anyone whose life is restricted to

knowledge only of his own culture dews not share in his birthright as a
member of the world community ." '2 And, James M. Becker says that we
should view humankind as a "single species, though with a great diversity
of cultures" and recognize "some of the forces which push man toward
cooperation and the integration of his institutions as well aethose forces
which make men defensive.. . ." He adds that we must see the "need for
wider and more varied human indentivi than has been provided by the
nation-state in the past.""

Interdependence: With respect to our increasingly interdependent
human relationships on earth, Barbara Ward has written the following in
Spaceship Earth and The Home of Man, respectively:
. . . The greatest institutional gap in our world is created by an inescapable, planetary, inter Jependence which breeds common grievances and creates
common needs and opportunities, yet is matched by virtually no instruments of

worldwide order and welfare. And it is through this gap that mankind can tumble

into annihilation.1
. . IW)e can now talk to the ends of the earth as easily as villagers, once
conversed with each other. Our planetary interdependence is as great as that of
earlier states. Our knowledge is world-wide. Our airs-ancLoceans are equally
.---- 1
shared. So are all the preconOtions of material existence. . . ."

Norman Abramowitz, Andrew J. Leighton, and Stephen Viederlman
point out that

g,
,

. . "flInterdependence- is not a new phenomenon. What is new is the frequency and number of interactions with others, as wellas a heightened perception and awareness of these Interactions. In addition; there is a growing recognition o the complexity of the relationships and the processes InvoliTed in them.
.

Employing an interesting play on words, historidn Henry Steele Corn-,
mager has issued "A Declaration of Interdependence". that reads in part
When m the course of historlY the threat of extinction confronts mankind, it is
necessary for the people of the United States to declare their interdependence
with the people of all nations and to embrace those principles and build those
institutions which will enable Mankind to survive and civilization tosflourish.'7

&.

Multiply Loyalties: A single sentence helps set the- tone for thiS portion
of my essay. In an article published i 1968, _Herbert C. Kelman suggests
that "It is not a matter of transferring lo Ity.from a sm'aller to a larger unit
but of entertaining multiple loyalties."" cker agrees.
Unles; men are willing and able to work in g oups, they cannot long survive
as inBisiduals. Conformity to local habits and customs is necessary, but in
modern times, every individual is a member of many different groups. each
Maiming his loyalty. At times, conformity to one group seems to conflict with the
Interests of other groups. Multiple loyalties and multiple membeeship in a vaiiety
of formal and informal groups enable individuals to help mediate some such

conflicts. Increased interdependence and transnational participation create
conditions which undermine the nation's demand for total loyalty to the state.' 9

Barbara Ward and Rene Dubos develop the following line of reasoning in.

Only One birth: The Care and Maintenance of a mall Planet:
The planebis not yet a center 9f rational loyalty fat all mankind.
But possibly it is precisely this shift of loyalty that a profound and deepening
sense of our shared and interdependent biosphere cAt stir to life in us. That Men
can *iiperierice such transformations is not in- doubt. Horn family to clan, from
-clan to.nat ion. front nation to federationsuch enlargements of allegiante have
occurred without wiping out the Whet-Joyce. Today, in human srkiety. we can
Perhaps hope to survive in all our prized diversity provided we 'cati'achieve an
ultimate lep&Ity to our single, beautiful-, and vulnerable planet Earth.2

Reischauer's Toward the 21st Century( EduCation for, a
*Edwin'
t-hanging World also contains relevanyQassages.
The sense of world citizenship ne not and should not replace a sense of
national identity or a, feeling of to Ity to the still smaller groupings- within
ite we ,inso-existing with the nation state.
society. The latter have succeeded
. Time after time in history, the small groupthe family the tribe, the city

statehas been forced by changing co ditions to subordinate its hitherto exclusive sense of self tq a broader unit of overarching common interests, though
without losing its own identity'in the process. This is what is required once more,
but on a glcbal scale. . .
.

.

.

.

. [Alt thislime, when the world community is rapidly superieding the potion
ultimate unit of human cooperation, we do so little to build a sense of
as t
.

identi i ation with the whole human race and emotional, attachment to a world
community. Such attitudes will be necessary if the global unit is to serve as one
of survival rather than destruction.. .21

Human Rights: I have turned again to The Home of Man for these
eloquent statements pertaining to the area of human rights:
.

.

. [Alm/ valid concept of dignity and equality includes a number of nonmaterial:

-goods--responsibility, security, and participation, the fl-ee exchange of
9

s

thuught and experience, a degree of human respect that is independent of
moirtary rewards or bureaucratic hierarchies . . . All these goods of culture, of
man's mind and spirit, need not be costly in terms of material tesources. Indeed,
they belong to the sphere of life where growth is truly exponentialin knowledge. is beauty, in neighborliness and human concern.
.

.

lithe right to shelter is a basic human right, it cannot be fully enjoyed unless
there are corresponding rights to community, or rather to those human benefits
which can only be provided by a community.
.

Some of them are socialhealth, literacy, employment, personal security.
Some of them are physicals- -pure water, good drains, clean air, access, aild
mobility. Some are cultural-4reeciont of expression and choice, continuity,
responsibility, effective influence, beauty. great asio, the right to visions and
dreams. They are all, given the inescapable'nature of reality, inextricably bound

up witlitach other. . . ."
Futurism: Here are two selections germane to my sixth ingredient of a
global perspective:
Future studies techniques and approaches seem promising in that they treat

human behavior as a process of continuous creationmaking Ahoices which
affect future choicesnot as an accretion of facts or data from the past, a
viewpoint that tends to imprison alternative futures in perceived pasts. Rather
than emphasizing what is deterministic and random, future studies affirms the
nondeterministic and creative."

Future studies is a convenient device . . . because it considers the entire
globe as a system, data about which may be used to forecast possible alternative

futures. There are many elements of future studies and global studies which
overlap, such as the concern for creating world order and ensuring a peaceful
future for humanity. ... .24

Global Education
t

Toward a Definition of "Global Education"
Some of the leaders in the movement define "global education" as

4I

educaticin for responsible citizen involvement and effective participation in
global society."

youth, atidadults
. . . an effort to create-edticationatsystems in which
comet° do two thingi. On the one hand, students learn to perceive and understand
the world as a single and complete global syktem: on the other, students learn to see
themselves as participants in the world system and to understand the benefits and
the costs. the right's and the responsibilities, inherent in such participation.26
.

.

helping citizensyoung And old alikedevelop the probletn-solving capacities

associated with making thoughtful decisions; it involves helping people develop the
skill to make reasoned judgments about theirnown international behavior and the
decisions and actions of others; it involves helping people develop the capacity to

exert somo ir.fluence over international social and economic processes in which
they arelneVitably involved in daily life."

The Need for Global Education
Reischauer has called for "a profound reshaping of education if mankind
is to survive in the sort 9f world that is fast evolving." 21 "Before long," he
144

19

.

..

*rites, "humanity v.ill face many grave difficulties that can only be solved
on a global scale." This situation necessitateso'a much higher degree of
understanding and a far greater capacity for cooperation between disparate
peoples and nations than exist now." r Unfortunately, education "as it is.

presently conducted in this countryand in every other country in the

I

World, for that matteris not moving rapidly enough in the right direction
to produce the knowledge about the outside world and the attitudes toward
other peoples that may be essential for human survival within a generation
or two."" As Reischauer sees it, the inadequ'aey of contemporary education "is a much greater international problem than the military balance of

powd that absorbs so much of our attention today.""
"Seeing The world as a whole rather than as a collection of units,
Scrapping the semented view of earth and the bits and pieces approach for
a global view of the world-, recognizing that despite the great diversity of

cultures and peoples there is a basic u .t." says Becker, "is a major
merging world society."" Charchallenge in preparing students for t
e with Becker.
lotte .1. and Lee F. Anderson
.

In a global age when worldwide interdependence makes it*elf felt in the daily
lives of mov-citizens, i(is critical that individuals learn to exercise some control
and influenceover the transnational problems, institutions, and social processes
that impinge upon their wc11-bei lig ancyhe well-being of other members of the
human species. SchoOl% we believe, can assi4jndividuals in developing some
competence in exercising uffiuenceswithin the comaxt of global society.i4

.

.

.

Robert Leestma reveals his commitment to global education in this
statement:
In no country today does education correspond sUfficiently to the reality of
world conditions, events, and issues. Given the nature .of the contemporary
world and the fortheable future, every educational system should reflect much
more adequately than it currently does such matters as the unity and diversity of
mankind, the interdependence of nations and peoples, and the need for international cooperation in shaping pn acceptable future."

:

World Society, written by JohtvW. Burton of University College, Lon,
don and published by Cambridge University Press, contains the following:
just as
. . . The study of world society needs to be built inib educational systems,
in mathematics, language, health and road safety. Only then will people be able
to assert their estimates of how-mach should be spent on defence and how much

on education and health, and in this way chezk the judgments of political
leaders.'"
Caldwell has an interesting ecologica.: l viewpoint and a strong Stand.
I Hor the most part the ecological integrity of the Earth must depend on
. ,
new and younger en and women for the leadership required. Foal public
'lice a new leadership that is ecologically oriented, for.
education must hel
in a techno-scientifi age, young fogies are even more daagerious than old ones.
They are mire vigorous and they may be ambitious."
.

1

1

Kelman endOrses global education, though he offers a caveat regarding
the pOssible indoctrination of "internationalist values."
In the light of changing realities, it is the rale of the schools to prepare

students to understand the nature of the global society that is developing and to
function within it I do not mean that schools should deliberately foster internationalist values, but they should enable'stasnts to obtain a realis.i: picture of
the extent to which we are in fact living in a global society and of the conse..

II

e

ZO

1

1-

quences of organiziag various funetimis in a transnational as compared to a
national way. I assume.tha,his would 'make internationalist values a more
viable option for the new gneration of,citizens. . . .38

In an artiCle titled "A Global Perspective: The New Imperative," Ernest

L. Boyir,.S. Commissioner of Edhcation at the time of publication,
opined that education must 7focus on a new curriculum, one that gives us a
clear vision of the unity of our world, in both a social and a physical sense.

Education must teach us that all our actions on this planet, physical or
social, are irrevocably interlocked.".39
4t.

t

Some Ingredients of Global Education
.

Having offered some definitions of lobal education," and having
provided arguments in its favor, I an) no ready to turn to certain of its
properties. As I see it, there are at least three aspects of global education
that should be mehtioned in this paper. These three ingredients overlap and

;ould be comtined into a single statement, but emphasis i$ warranted.
First, the availability of global 'education to all children and adults as
:ontinuously'as possibk is discussed frequently in the literature. Second,
the subject matter of global education is most often treated i ha multidisciplinary fashion. Third, the instructional media suggested are rich, varier
gated. Since Professor M. Eugene Gilliom, my colleague in social studies
education and my co-ed itop here; concludes this publication with an entire
chapter devoted to specific,methods, 'materials, and the like associated
with global eduCat i on, the treatment that follows is brief and general.

Availability: A number Of writers involved in global education have ,
expressed the belief that genuine worldmindedness requires a lifetime of
living and learning, long-term growth as a result of myriad, accessible
experiences acquired in the home, extended family ,teighborhood;church
(synagogue, temple, etc.), ,Eecreation center, school, community, city,
state, regioh of states, nation, '.other countries, continents, the planet,
andperhaps to a progreIsing extent=she solar system. There I's a sense in
-which every persoh should be both a learner at some times and a teacher at

er times so global education can take placion a womb-to-toinb basis.

.

-

Slbject Matter: Leonard S. Kenworthy's farsighted book Introducing
Children to the World: In Elementary and Junior High Schools, published
in 1956, said that
Worldmindedness is not,a monopoly of any grade level or of any subject
field. Any effective program needs to include a wide variety of experiences for
every grade and every group of children nor...matter what.their ability is. Al:
children are going to live in the world and all of them nee an introduction to the
nation.
world-wide society as well as to their own community

1k

,

'
It is no simple task to introduce boys and girls to this vast, complicated,
zhaotic, chinging world community. It cannot be done by adding another
subject to the already overburdened curriculum; It must be done by having the
Iwilyld dimension added to all phases of existing subjects. It cannot be done by
the social studies field alone; it must be done by work in all fields. . ...40

Possibilities forfostering a global perspective exist in every subject aref

.

l2
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from art to zoology, and they are present from kindergar n to the twelfth
grade and before and after formal schooling. Social studies educators and
classroom teachers may have been among the first to see opportunities td
nourish worldmindedness through history and the social sciences, bul they
have been arid are being joined by others in numerous disciplines.

Instructiortal Media: People who are deeply committed to g)ohnl education hope tg reach all children and adults. Obviously, these chWieri and
adults hav(heterogeneous deeds, interests, abilities, talents, advantages,
handicaps, problems; aspirations, and so on. it follows, therefore, that
innumerable methods and materials must be tailored to individual-differences. Included in a long, long4ist could be lectures, discussion, buzz
sessions, role-playing, simulations, pines, resource persons, freldtrips,
study tours, exchanges of students and others, extended residence in other

places with various peoples, newspapers, periodicals, bulletins, bOcflts,
textbooks, bulletin boards, displays, learning centers, paintings, photographs, slides,Jilmstrips, films, records, tapes, videotapes, television pro-grams, plays and other performances, timelines, charts, graphs, maps,
,globes, models, kits, realia, artifacts, and 'many miler things that have
doubtless occurred to you.
Conclusion

I decided that the dedication in Richard A. Falk's A Study of Future
Worlds would be a fitting way to close my chapter. Just as Falk's sorts,
Dimitri and Noah, provided him with
continuous rationale for trying 40
rder to build the case for global reform," so also I had my sons, Scott and

Mind when I chose to include the follOwin$:
So that my children
and your children
and all children
might live
in a future world
that is peaceful and fair
that is mindful
of nature
- and that is hopeful
about the
material and spiritual
development
of humankind.'"

Ji
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Introduction
My father was boiii in 1882. He spoke several' languages and was
considered a widely traveled marr, yet he never left the European continent. When he was a young man, the map of the earth still showed some
white spaces: terntincognita. Neither the North nor the South Pole had
been explored, and even Tibet and distant region; of India had not been

mapped and reirned areas from which only occasionally mysterious
reports flowed intb the literature of the time. He was forty-six when in 108
the Atlantic was crossed by plane from East to West, a flight that took more
than 35 hours. When he died in 1956, my father had never taken a passenger
flight in an airplane. He had never learned to drive an automobile, nor had

he ever looked at television.
I often let these observations pass before my inner eye when I want to
demonstrate to myself and to my children how much the world has changed
in just one hundred years, how much smaller it seems to have become, and
how much closer people all over the world have moved together. When my
father had to inform his brother in New York in 1909 that their father had
died he wrote him a letter, and the news arrived several weeks later in the

United States, A response to a letter could not be expected earlier than a
full month later.' Today, one would transmit the message by phone via
satellite within minutes or even seconds. All these changes have not occurred since some distant historical past, but during the life-span of just two
gen-orations.

I.

-

The astounding changss which have brought us instant news communication between all parts of the globe and easy and affordable transportation
to any major city on earth are all due to the enormous strides made .by
science and uchnology during the last ten decades. Most of the advancements have been welcpme and good, particularly those that have helped to '
eradicate disease and to abate hunger in many parts of the world. However,
all technological changes have been introduced without consideration of
their relative value, or their ecological impact, or their possible effect upon
17
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the social structure of our society. Only recently have we begun to discover
that our uncontrollable, unsatiable appetite for manufactured goods of little
value and for non-essential amenitits has caused our rivers to be polluted,
. the air we. breathe to be hazardous to our health, and has rendered endangered many species of plant and animal life.

Yet the environmental concerns are almost overshadowed by even
greater apprehensions. We can proudly state that this country exemplifies
technological progress-and know-how. For many decades we have ex-ported our knowledge all over the world. The exportof goods and expertise
Was usually accompanied by our goodfaith attempt to also sellfhe "American way of lift.' Bythis we meant the proliferation of our political beliefs
and of our political system of demperacy; tut to many people it also meant
-the-export of unbridled consumerism, of cultural elements and societal
mores alien to other civilizaticins. Wehave been increasingly surprised, in
many cases bewildered, that our good intentions have not been recognized
as such, and that our offers of help and advice have been interpreted as

Avarranted interference in the internal affairs of dther nations. Rather
than withdraw like unrequited lovers into a political position of isolationism
and insularity, we must examine why matters have taken this turn and what
we as a nation can do to create a future in which the USA, a world power in
economy and in military might, does not stand alienated and isolated in a
hostile world. For this we have to rethink our positions and must strivefor a
broader and less one -stied view of the modern world. The humanities can
make a valuable contribution towards this goal.

The Humanities

Before we examine possible areas of learning in, the humanities that
gravitate towards a global perspective it is necessary to reach a common

understanding of what the humanities are. For our purposes here the
humanities shall be understood as those disciplines which are concerned
with human serf- expression either through language or the arts. In their'
languages the people of this world preserve for subsequent generations the
tradition of their thought and wisdom, both secular and religious. They
hand down to their children a written record of the events that took place
before them and during their lifetime and an account of how they influenced
and affected them. Their writers and poets record the wide range of human
experiences that provide the common bond for all mankind: love and
passion, selflessness and egotism, loyalty and betrayal, the joy of living,

the agonies of aging, the existential fear of dying, the hybris and the
humility of man, fear and courage, and the ultimate greatness of man. The
sum of all thinking, of chronicles and feelings is carried by language, and it
is therefore appropriate to say that the humanities are janguage centered.
The arts are a close cousin to the humanities, because they too are concerned with human self-expression through the medium of painting, ar-

chitecture, music and the performing arts. The altar paintings of the
medieval masters, the temples in the Asian jungle, the grandiose castles of
feudalistic Europe, the Acropolis of Athens and the architecture of our
nation's capitol are all manifestations of human self-expression and are
symbols of the relationship of man to larger intangible concepts. For the
purposes of this essay we will understand the humanities in this broad
comprehensive view.
18
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A New Approach to Teaching Civilisation and Philosophy

,

Rekognizing that the world has shrunk and that a global perspective is
necessary for our citizenry to obtain, we must ask how the humanities can
,

contribute to this new and enlarged- view of the world. Should we add
courses in Asian philosophy to those already taught in Western thought?
Shquld we add courses in culture studies from other parts of the globe to
those in Western civilization? Should we increase the study of foreign
languag-s? Do we need mare exhibits of African art? The answer is: All
these efforts would be helpful, but the approach to teaching a global
perspective is much more radilal and fundamental titan adding nonWestern curriculum content or making merely cosmetic changes.
The new beginning will have to lie in a different approach to the introduction and presentation of any new material in our field. The humanities, we
should always remember, deal with human self-expression in general, i.e.,
w, are dealing with humankind as a whole, not a particular nation or group
bound together by a common history or language, When we taught history
in the past wetaught essentially our own national history; beyond that we
would at best introduce a brief survey of ancient Greek and Roman and
perhaps a glimpse at the history of the modern nations ofWesterkurope.
When we taught literature in the past we concentrated pretty mlich, not

unlike in our historical surveys, on a chronological' survey of the great
authors of our own country including several English writers. The same can
be said for studies in philosophy and iti many areas of the arts. Generally
speaking, our approach has been informed by our own cultural sphere and
has been chronological/historical.qhis view we would nifty hold as limited
and parochial. The global perspective attempts to transcend the national

boundaries and even the larger realm' of the cultural sphere. The new
perspective has to open the broad panorama of contemporary events all
over the world. In the study of history we should not look at the chrorK ,ogy

of a national history: we should review the historical/political ,events
worldwide.at a certain moment in time. In other words: We shot& prepare
horizontal profile rat ;c: than drop a historical plumbline vertically into the
centuries.
I was taught a lesson long remembered about this proposed methodology twenty years ago when a global perspective was still considered unusual. When I prepared for my oral exams for the doctorate I presented
myself to the university's premier historian who was to examine me in
history. As we discussed the upcoming orals he suggested that I select a
particular century for the exam. I would then be more certain of the subject
matter, he maintained, and he in turn would be able to go into greater depth
and detail. Delightedly I accepted, choosing the 17th century. When the

day of the exam arrived I recognized the mistake I had made. I had
assumed, as everyone in those days would have, that the discussion word°
be abotit 17th century German history and more specifically about the great

Thirty Years War which devastated the European continent during that
period. Instead, the exam quickly turned to the Pilgrim fathers, religious
persecutions in other European countries, the cc4onialization ventures of
the English, the French, the Dutch and the Spanish all ove; the world, the
development of newspapers, the budding coffee trade, the state of medical
science, and the introduction of new forms of taxation in the old and the
new world. "History is world history," I was told, and ever since I have
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held to that view. Surely, the_ orld events were tightly ihierconnected in.
the 17th century; how much truer is this for our own century!
Our proposed approach should, then, be substantially different from the
Western Civilization course approach which all too narrowly confines the
historical viewpoint to a group of nations held together by a shared JudeoChristian tradition. Insrad, appropriate considerate n should be Piven to
the observation that atihe boundaries of the West
civilizat
'stem
other cultures were rising and developing, mo
tably that of the Arab
world which customarilyonly steps into the historical scene as an intruder
when the Turks beseige Vienna or the Arabs take possession of the Iberian
peninsula. The moment they are driven from European soil they disappear

again for many centuries at a time. Western intrusions into their territory
through colonialization and imperialism are seldom chronicled. Only recently have historiographers begun to provide insights into the effects

"our" history has had on Asia, Africa and South

merica and on the native

inhabitants of our own country. The study of t effect of colonialization
and of 19th century imperialism on the countries which we have come to
call the "Third World" is extremely important for the understapding of the
reservations, ill feelings, mistrust, and even hatred many of these nations
hold for the West. There is not much use in constant breast-beating over the
often cruel acts committed with both thoughtlessness and ruthlessness by
our forebears. The study of worldwide perspectives, however, has to lead
us to realize that our civilization's impact on the rest of the world has been
ambiguous, bringing both technological, economic and medical advances

but also being at times destructive to and without any regard for foreign
lives and for the indigenous cultures and their inherent values.
A second major task is to raise an awareness in our students that
judgments on the relative superiority of some cultures are at best dubious.
Great emphasis should be put on demonstrating the richness and complexity of other cultures and their spheres of influence arouild the globe. Here

the sister disciplines of the humanities, namely art, architecture, city
planning, music, dance, etc., can lend powerful color to the canvas on
which we paint the broad histOrical picture. We need to teach the vise of
thought and the perfection of the philosophical systems of the Arab world
which during many centuries preserved philosophy and scientific insights
of European 'Antiquity and which for long periods vastly surpassed that of
Eur"Spe in its .,uphistication. Our students should appreciate the advanced
state of the arts, of science, of many crafts and of religion and contemplative thought in the history of
Asia which is still a mysterious region to
most Wtsterners even though the West has been deeply involved in that
part of the world through three major wars.
A global perspective in these studies should not only brit% about a more
realistic understanding of the dominating role and impact the. Western
nations have had on major parts of the rest of the world (mainly the Third
World), it should also foster a strong appreciation of and respect for the
cultural, and in many cases social and political, accomplishments of other

civilizations and their influence on our own. If successful, this double
strategy would doubtlessly lead to a deepened understanding which in turn
might initiate improved relations among culturally diverse but interdependent neighhors.
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The Teaching of Literature
methodology which Uwould suggest for the teaching of history also
'

applies with some appropriate modifications for other subjects in the
humanities. Let us first direct our view to the teaching of literature. In
teaching literature we pursue a variety of goals. Predominant among them,

however. are two. We look at a play, a novel, or a poem, assessing its
esthetic properties, we look at style, metaphor, imagery, structural elements, and we look at the idea, the "message" expressed in the literary
work of art. Beyond that we look at how people in these different works of

literature. live: how,they relate to one another; what events, character
traits, or social conventions guide and influence their lives; what their
general economic coalitions are: how they react to and cope with their
environment, physical and historical. On this second level of observation,
literature becomes the carrier of information and messages from different
times, from other parts of the world, fr6m unknown strata of our own as
well as foreign social structures, and from value systems that may be very
familiar or frighteningly alien to us. The global perspective approach can of
course seize upon both of these aspects of dealing with literature. It can be
highly rewarding and informative to compare structural elements of Western and the Chinese opera, Japanese No plays and British dramas, African
epic narration and chronicling and the Homeric poems, etc., and to gain
insight into the cultural esthetics of literary art in various civilizations.
However, this approach is by necessity limited to persons with sharply
honed skills in literary criticism.
It is die second level of approach to a piece of literature which yieldsthe
best returns for a global perspective. As it history, our teaching of literature has largely been restricted to national literaty'reg. Again,.we have to
transcend these narrow bounds and introduce br6ader topics and themes
that lend themselves to the desired viewpoint. I suggtsted in my opening
remarkp on the humanities that they essentially deal with human experiences and feelings which are fundamental to the human condition. Our
teaching should take as its base the assumption of sameness among all

human beings and all human societal or political organizations, ana it
should show at the same time the differences which are often only different

,,
outward manifeitations.
By selecting a series of books with a similar theme from different times
and/or cultural spheres one can illustrate this point quite well. Since love
stories deal with the most universal theme in literature one should select in
topic in our
a reading course some five or six novels that deal with
..
society, in another closely related one (perhaps Europe) .. then arleast
two or three from cultures with different social rituals, conventions, and
taboos. The more contrasting the examples, the better. The reading of such

novels vapid without doubt demonstrate to our students the stunning

differences which exist among our culture and others on many levels of
social interaction. One can look at the vastly different ways in which young
men and women chose marriage partners from arranged marriages to the
system of completely free choice which most Americans would instinctively deem superior. Or one can observe the general differences in the
woman-man relationships in different societies, or the striking di erences
in the various forms offamily structure which may offer, in other so 'eties,

the utmost personal restriction and even subjugation but also ul mate
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protection and security for the individual. Another quite important aspect
would be a view of the almost opposite ways in which persons of old age are
treated in different societies, ranging from veneration and respect to almost
complete neglect and isolation. The greatly contrasting sexual mores of
other cultures canbe examined, or the value sistem that each culture has
erected based on its tradition, its societal needs, and its religious beliefs all
of which often mutually inform each other.

I am choosing the contrastive reading of novels as one possible approach. One might select a multitude of other literary genres, for instance:
plays showing thematically the topic of human conflict, beginning with the
classic one between loyalty to onesnY and to one's own moral beliefs and
the demands of the laiger societal order, usually the state. This theme is a'
Major one in the literatures of all -,eoples. Or one can choose poems from all
times and periods which reflect the suffering of human beings in/periods of
great fear and distress, most typically in times of war. The examples are as
Obvious as the-, are endless. They can be extended into many other areas of
xeading that lie either outside of or at the borderline of literature. I am now
ieferring to autobiographies which are often a "'fascinating mirror of social
mores and conventions. Autobiographies of important contemporary figures from other countries will often reveal how we are looked at by others.
Next to biographies; the holy books and religious texts from other cultures
offer a fine introduction into the comparison of neighboring but culturally
different peoples. Recently, we have introduced films into our curricula as
a relatively new art form which also lends itself well to offering information
and material for cultural comparison. The movie medium has had the added
advantage that it offers visual images which tend to find easier access to our
students than the impressions created through literature.
Be it pure literature, biographies, philosophical and religious tracts or
motion pictures, the common theme should be selected in such a fashion
./ that broad transnational, indeed, transcultural observations and comparisons can take place. The outdated apprdich which limits the teacher and'
the students to a linear development of a theme through various historical
periods in but one national literature should be abandoned. Broad transcul_, tural comparisons will lead to a realization of the enormous differences

which literature reveals with regard to the life-styles, the belies, the
traditions to which people adhere in different cultures.
This realization is the first level of insight the teacher of the humanities
hopes to reach in his students. The next step should be to bring the student
to the understanding that many of these glaring differences appear stronger
in their outward appearance than they truly are. The student can be made
aware that underlying most of these differences is a great sameness when
he recognizes that all people, no matter what their social mores and conventions may * be, strive for the same basic happiness and human fulfill=
ment, for love, respect, security and dignity intheir human existence. After
the unlikenesi has been observed, the likeness must become apparent, the
common tie that binds humankind tOgether. If this goal-is accomplished,
the student will have reached the ircreased appreciation for cultural value
systems other than his own; and, having recognized or sensed the samehess
of human desires and intentions, the student will experience a heightened
understanding and an informed respect for the otherness of the foreign.
With this result, the humanistic education has moved the student towards a
22
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global perspective in hii general outlook on the world. One may hope that

in small measure this changed viewpoint has broadened the student's
preparedne,ss for improved transcultural relations.
The Tending of Foreign Languages

In conclusion, I must deal briefly with one last area of humanisiic
learning which almost more than all the other areas will bring about
/ broadened perspectives in a young miod. I am talking now about the
learning of foreign languages. Alarmed by the poor linguistic ability among
high school and college students in the USA, a Presidential Commission
was charged two years ago with assessing the needs for foreign'languages
study and developing practical recommendations. In their Report to the

President from the President's Commission on Foreign Language and
International Studies published in November 1979 the commission members write:
Americans' incompetence in foreign languages is nothing short of scandalous, and it is becoming worse. Historically, to be sure, America's continental
position between vast oceans was a basis for 'linguistic as well as -political
isolation, but rocketry as well as communications satellites render such a moat
mentality obsolete. While the use of English as a major international language of
business, diplomacy and science shbuld be welcomes; as a tool for understanding
across national boundaries, this cannot be safely considered a substitute for
direct communications in the many areas and on innumerable occasions when
knowledge of English cannot be expected. The fact remains that the overwhelming majority of the world's population neither understands nor speaks English,

and for most of those who learn English as a foreign language, it remains
precisely that. Our vital interests are impaired by the fatuous notion that our
competence in other languages is irrelevant.

The commission report views the problem largely as a concern for
national security and for a potentially decreased ability to compete 4vith
other industrial nations on world markets. Although I share that concern, I
should rather like to emphasize the less applied aspect of foreign language
study which relates more appropriately to the concern of this paper, There
cannot bqa global approach to the study of a foreign language in any strict
sense. However, the serious study of any foreign language reinforces in the
'strongest possible way many of the attitudes that I suggested we foster in
our students. I proposed extensive cross-cultural readings. I expected that

this activity would heighten one's sensitivities-to other cultures. I fin*
believe though that a complete penetration of any other culture is only
feasible through commanding the language which preserves and transports
this culture's ideational content and its modes of thinking. Only through the
language which carries the entire cultural content of another nation can we

reach the ultimate understanding of the complexity, the subtleties, the
richness but also the limitations inherent in at-Luther culture. Translations
are of course always acceptable, most often out pf simple necessity. But
any bilingual person knows that the Declaration of Independence in a
German translation is not the same noble and inspired document that it is in
English, and, that the English version of the Marseillaise hardly grasps the

revolutionary verve of the original. I (would hold, therefore, that our students should early on in their schooling devote considerabloAime to the
study of at least one foreign language. This effort would prepare in them
splendidly an open attitude towards and an 'appreciation for the broader
vistas that a global education attempts.
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Global Perspectives

T. se are and there must bs many different definitions of global education. A narrow one which is often used defines that we subsume under this
label all teaching about subjects that are of truly global-wit-cern andthat can
only be dealt with by a world-wide effort. Such subjects might be nuelear

- war, providing food for the world, control otpopulation growth, industrial
pollution, energy problems, etc. The humanities do not directly relate to
solutions of these problems. However, people throughout the world who
wish to address'these questions must first learn how to understand each
other's histories and. traditions, the different value systems and societal
structures, the contrasting modes of thinking and of approaching problems.

Misunderstandings, mistrust and preconceiVed notions must be eliminated, respect and understanding for other peoples of the world must be
built, the sameness of humankind must be taught. It is in these areas that
the humanities can make a contribution if they shift their approach to a
more global perspective. As they deal through the teaching of language and
thought with the foundations of humankind, the humanities might help lay
the foundations for future succesi in our efforts towards global education. ,
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'-_Hamlet: Do you see yonder cloud that's almost in shape ofa camel?
!mass! and 'Us like a camel indeed.
Pdiatei :
s like a weasel.
Hamlet: Methink
Polonius:°It is backed Iite a weasel.
Hamlet: 'Or like a whale?
Polonius: Very like a whale!

William Shakespeare, iiam/et

Camel, weasel, whalediistory is and always has been all things to all
people. History, Herbert Butterfield once observed, ". . . is at the services
of good causes and bad. In other words, she is a harlot and a hireling... . ."
It is perhaps.for this reason, or partly for this reasorKiiiat there iS evident
today a discouragingly wide-spread arrogance (Is that the proper word?)
about the irrelevancy of history, the uselessness of historical perspective.

The future is what is viewed as important, not the pasttomorrow, not
yesterday. It is, of course, natural to look fprward Walt anticipation and
expectation toward the unknown, toward the future. It is not a paradox to
suggest that to better anticipate the future we must look to the past. But
historical perspective does not enjoy high regard today as an analytical
tool. We live in a distressingly ahistorical or unhistorical time when history,
we frequently hear, cannot shed any useful light on our contemporary
problems.
Perhaps like Hamlet and'Polonius, historians have too often misled'the
public by offering first camels, then weasels and finally whales, depending
on their respective vantage points. A cloud Ix mains after all only a cloud no
matter what shape it takes, and perhaps so it is with historical explanation
(or so many would argue)it remains merely a cloud, veiling the ultimate
truth from us and t ontributing little to our understanding. This view, which
seems so widely held today, is extremely unfortunate because history and
historical understanding are essential if we are to make informedjudgments
about the present and act reasonably and responsibly in trying to shape a
world in which we want to live. "The only way to prfclict the future," Eric
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Hoffer wrdte, "is to have power to shape the future,."2 One of the most
essential tools for shaping the future is knowledge of history.
Today, the forces of technology are propelling the world forward at what

often *pears to be-an apocalyptic rate of speed. This very fact keeps our
eyes too often focused squarely on the future, to the neglect of the past. Yet
a recognition of the value of history is essential if we are to:manage the
exceedingly rapid change occurring now for the better ment of humankind.
The technological capabilities of the modern world, especially the awesome,capability for destruction, require, indeed dement /14a responsible
understanding and appreciation 011ie fragile quality of human existence on
this ptanet even in an era of advanced scientific and technical expertise.
Th9 soberint lessons of history must be recognized as important ingredients in the decision-making process if we are to survhalkinlo the future.
History, Karl Marx noted, is essentially the study of man, his wisdom
and folly, his successes and failures, his advances and retreats. "History

does nothing," he added, "it possesses no immense wealth, fights, no
battles. It is rather man, real living man who does everything, wbo possesses and who fights."' History reduced to its essence is a study of what
makes man human, a study of those qualities of mind and spirit which he
brings to bear on events and on the environment and which separate him
from the more passive lower orders of life. To know the past is a deeply felt
human need that manifests itself early it the life of the human species when
the child first begins to question his/her own existence with the query,
"Where did I come from ? ", thus beginning the lifelong search_ for the
meaning of the mystery of being. Historical consciousness develops out of
this 'early personal dpncern for origins. It therefore, a natural impulse,
one which must today be revitalized and Ariented.
Jacob Burckhardt,, one of the great nineteenth-century historians, recognized that history bqgins with "the break with nature caused by the
awakening of consciousness," a consciousness of time-as part of a con-

tinuum, not just of the cyclical changes in nature, the rotatory of the
seasons or even merely of the limits of the span of human life, but rather
consciousness of the unfolding of events in time in which man is actively
involved. History becomes then, in tug words of E. H. Carr, "the long
struggle of man, by the exercise of his reason, to understand his environment and to act upon it." 5 Although recorded human history occupies but a
fleeting moment on the clock of cosmic time, a concern for history has been
a part of man's epic struggle for survival in the world. Thucydides, considered to be the first scientific historian, writing more than 2,500 years ago his
monumental History of the r'eloponneSian War, hoped that his work would,
be ". . . judged useful by those who desire an exact knowledge of the past
as an aid to the interpretation of the future."6 He had composed his

brilliant anatomy of war and'revolution, the breakdown of internal and
external order in ancient Athens; so men might avoid such tragedies in the
tliture. Thucydides' concerns are no less valid today. The French are fond
of saying, "The more things change, the more they remain the same."
Although times have changed dramatically, Thucydides' hope for the value
of his historical work remains unchanged. If we are to interpret the future
today, we still must have "an exact knowledge of the past" of the same sort
Thucydides sought to provide his contemporaries in ancient Athens, In
fact, it can be argued that we have an eves greater need for knowledge of
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the past than did the ancient Athenians because we live in a far more
dangerous ,ind potentially destructive world.
Several years ago, walking along the banks of the majestic Dnieper River

outside of Kiev, in the Soviet Union, I met a group of modern-day
Thucydideses who were discussing the terrifying events of the Nazi invasion-of the Soviet Union in 1941-42. I stopped to listen, fascinated by the
living history I was hearing as these Soviet citizens exchanged war stories.
As an obvious foreigner, my presence did not escape notice, and I found
myself drawn into the conversation about war. Having had no personal

experience of the horrors of war', I felt rather inadequate in trying to
contribute to the conversation. But my hosts were very kind and patient
and understanding. They urged me to immerse myself in the study of war so
Fwould better understand how terrible it islo be involved in the systematic

killing of one's enemies. They assured me that the Soviet people knew
firsthand the horrors of war and were not anxious to have them repeated. I
acknowledged as how the American people were no more anxious fer
conflict and that cooperation and mutual respect were preferable. "But,"
my _new friends replied, "you don't understand history. You must live
history, you must be tempered by history, and then you will understand." I
have never forgotten that strange encounter with vase Ukrainian peasants
who did have a real sense of history and whose stories and memories of war

were very much akin to Thucydides' history; and their purpose was his
purposewe should be guided by the lessons of history.
The technogical changes of the past two hundred years dwarf into
insignificance the techhical achievements of the preceding two thousand
years, and the pace is accelerating. The world is shrinking before our eyes,
and we speak now of the "global village" or "spaceship earth" as ways of
acknowledging the fact that the world has been knit together physically by
the incredible advance of technology. But a mere glance at the evening
newspaper makes it abundantly clear that humankind has not followed the

example of the machines we have created, (or we have not been knit
together into an international community of human beings. We have not

been able to overcome the powerful force of nationalism, we remain
strangers, or worse, enemies of one another. Separated not by distance nor
by the unavailability of the means of communication, man is still plagued by
ignorance, intolerance and indifference which constitute more impenetrable barriers than any physical or technological obstacles. The dangers of
this situation, if it continues in an era of increasingly sophisticated technology, are incalculable and project the possible annihilation of the human
race. The existing worldwide tension, anxiety, violence and uncertainty

are not new phenomena in world history, but they exist within a set of
entirely ne y..ivcuinstances which threaten dire results for the future of
rhe tensions and violence must be reduced and then obliterhuman
ated if humankind is to survive into the 21st century. There have, of course,
always been purveyors of doom and gloom, talk of the ultimate disaster,
and apocalyptic speculation, but there is special urgency attached to these
sentiments today.
The forces of technology of which we are so proud in this fourth quarter

of the 20th century have not only emancipated us (that is, the industrial
nations of the world) to an unprecedented extent from the forces of nature
but have also demonstrated our' enormous- vulnerability and our inter-
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dependence. Few would argue against the need for humankind, Co draw
togeth in some greater unity, it even fewer have any idea how to
procee toward the achievement of the idea) of a wort community. The
ideal i perhaps unrealizable,
re
but :his should not dete us from striving
toward, t. One necessity is f'or us to become better acquainted. with one
. - another. simple appjoach to achievi that goal is gre ter familiarity with
ach oth r's history. We cannot affor to deal merely,. ith the immediate
present, because, like it or not, we live a mental tirwa stream and are part
of an ongoing process' which includes the past, present and the future.
Without the benefit of historical perspective our view of bOth the present
and the future will be skewed. '
,.

/

Our current attitudes toward hist ry are still shaped too much by
nineteetrti-century traditions which vi ed national differences as fundamental and essential elements to be eni hasized and preserved at all costs.
The nation-state represented the frame ork in which culture developed,
',and it served as the wellspring of the ational Meal. Nationality and
nationalism have remained powerful force in the twentieth century, pro-

yelling the world into two major and nu 'emus minor conflagrations.
Today, we are again surrounded by a renewed sense of ethnic consciousness which focuses on ethnic identification and ethnic differences which,
although acceptable from a cultural point of view, often divert attention
away from the global dimensions Of problems and concerns. We hive,
theceforerbeen conditioned by a rather parochial perspective which can be
corrected only by a deeper awareness, knowledge and understanding of
other cultures and other peoples. Cross national comparisons can do much
to break down this parochialism and are valuable not only for the breadth
they provide but also because they enharrCe our ability to appreciate and
understand our own culture, values and institutions and contribute to a
better understanding of the United States' evolving tole in the world.
We must develop a sense of common purpose, a sense of where we are
going, what we are trying,to accomplish not just as individuals, nations,
peoples,'but as human beings. Drawing upon the experiences of others, we
must develop a vision of the world we wish to create and to live in in the 21st

century. That vital task cannot be successfully attempted in a vacuum, in
isolation. It can be accomplished only if we are prepared to step outside of
ourselves, to realize that other persons and other cultures hold contrasting
(often contradictory) values which must be understood and respected (not
necessary accepted). It is necessary to develop an ability to interact with
other petsons and cultures, to understand thk world not in an ethnocentric
sense as a mere extension of ourselves, but as a complex, evolving, interdependent unity. The hidebound attitude that we need .to know and
understand only our own small corner of this planet has never been more
patently false and dangerous than it is today,
Karl Marx noted in 1877 that events ". . . strikingly similar b,ut occurring in a different historical milieu lead to completely differeqt results. By
studying each of these evolutions separately and then comparing them, it is
easy to find the key to the understanding of this phenomenon. : . ."7 The
comparative method advocated by Marx, and by many others before and
since, can be, a useful tool for the student of history. New insights, new
questions and new approaches to problems can result from comparative
study. "Thinking without comparison is unthinkable;" is an aphorism of
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profound insight. In order to ask the right questions and reach significant
, conclusions the informed citizen must look beyond his/her own experience
to the experience of other's. A willingness to employ this comparative
approach is built upon the assumption that there is a certain universality in
the human condition and that just as individuals learn from one another, we

car learn something about our own and other societies by comparing
human behavior in different contexts and in similar circumstances. We can
learn much about ourselves and others by exploring these differences and

similarities. "The study of differences between American, Russian, and
Indian society as a whole," E. H. Carr has suggested, "may well turn out to

,be the best way of studying differences between individual Americans,
Russians, and Indians." 8 Our own experience too often colors our attitude

toward tne rest of the world. The American experience is viewed in this
way as the model to be emulated by others, and this arrogance reduces
progress to a quantitative accumulation of technical skill, political equality
and economic development. ThOse societies which do not strive for these
goals are often consigned to the "trash bin of history," to paraphrase Leon
Trotsky. How much do we, in the modern, technically sophisticated West
have to learn from far less "progressive" peoples? For example, from the

,

Tasadays. the gentle Stone Age tribe, insulated from modern technological
society by the dense rain forest of the island of Mindanao in the Philippines.
We can learn something about a simpler life and something about our own
origins and evolution. Other so,
.:s, even those less well-developed,
have something tc offer us if onl.. , e will make the effort to learn from
them. The study of history is the key to unlocking the world's accumulated

wisdom. something we have much need for in our contemporary world.
"Today." the historian tiajo HollAni has written, thistory is the approach
to the knowledge of man and through history we acquire the wealth of
former civilizations. The critical awareness of the potentialities of man
enables us to act in our own time with higher insight and vigor."
Few people in Europe or in the United States or elsewhere in the world
in the summer of1914 had ever heard of Sarajevo, and fewer still could have
located it on a map. Yet events occurred in that small Bosnian capital which ..00'
ignited a world conflagration whose shadow still extends across the twentieth century. Will there be another Sarajevo in this century ? We fervently
hope not, but it, could be located somewherein Poland. or in El Salvador, or
in the Straits of Hormuz. Can we afford to remain ignorant of the issues and
the problems which could erupt into the greatest and perhaps last military

struggle of all time? Again. I think not. It is, therefore, imperative we
recognize that what happens elsewhere, even in remote and unknown
places, can have profound effects on our lives. I am fond of telling students
that what occurred in Russia in 1917 represents.probably the single most
important political event so far to have occurred in the twentieth century,
be use the Russian Revolution of 1917 was an event that today affects

eaAtand every one of us in very profound wfys. The response to this
assertion, s usually consternation and disbelief. How could anything that
occurred so long ago and so far away affect the lives of Americans living in
:he 1980's? Yet on reflection, it is clear that the advent of a communist
regime in Russia in 1917 has helped to shape world affairs in the twentieth
century-more significantly than virtually any other event. To understand
the current aspirations of the Polish people or the conflicting forces in El
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Salvador or in a number of other troublesome areas in the world, an
understanding of the Bolshevik -Revolution and what it represented is
valuable Lad eettaps even essential. Everywhere we turn, the lessons of
history shed light on our contemporary world.
the asstunption.of ibe historian, even amidst predictions of world anal
trophe, is that histos*will continue and that the process of change will
accelerate and the impact of that change will continue to expand. The
concasro ofthe historian will of necessity broaden to encompass the expand-

ing process of change and bring it into some meaningful and coherent
structure, to make it more accessible and understandable to more people.
There is adanger, however, in viewiitg this historical process. as merely an
expansion of Western values and institutions and particularly of American
values and institutions. We lupe already seen some signs of the rejection of
American claims to lehderihip of the Western work!. The dominant role of
the United States as one of the world's two military superpowers is unlikely

to change signifioundy in the foreseeable future, but America's moral
leadership df the Western world has suffered numerous setbacks in the
l%cent pastin Southeast Asia, in Latin America, in Africa, in India ad
even in Europe. These setbacks have stemmed in part from our insensitivity to others, to their history, their dignity as humawbeings, and above all to
their culture and values. That we believe others must master English to
enjoy the benefits of superior American civilization is the height of arrogance at a time when nations, especially in the Third World, struggle to
improve the well-being of their citizens and maintain at the same time their
own values and culture.
How often has the world been brought to the brink of catastrophe by
misunderstanding, ignorance and lack of communication' over the past
20-30 years? Ate time when the United States and the Sovjet Union were
entering the Cold Writ following World War II, we had a mere handful of
experts in Russian-Soviet affairs. Mutual misunderstinding was the product of mutual ignorance. How little do we understand today of the nature of

Islam and the Islamic revolution in Iran? How much did we know of
Southeast Asia in the 1260's? How well pfepared are we to analyze de-

.

.:lopments in Poland or China or Japan? What can we say of the conflicting
forces in El Salvador? If ever there were a time when reasoned understand-

ing and historical perspective are needed, it is today in our world which
seems to be hovering precariously between continued advance and development and a retreat to the Stone Age. To eke out an existence as a
Chinese peasant, an African mine worker, a Turkish mountaineer, or an
Indian villager is to live in a world that is almost incomprehensible to most
Americans. Yet lest we take comfort in a false sense of security we hardly
need be reminded of the jungle-like qualitypf many of oar msjacities, the.
poverty and ignorance which plague far, fFtoo many of the citizens of the

world's richest country, the crime, unemployment, racial prejudice and
corruption which are rampant everywhere. We need to recognize;' however, that our problems are not necessarily unique, nor do they,
problems iii\the
precedence over others' problems. There are co
I

'

world, problems which we must strive to resolve and w

, we can perhaps

help others avoid in the future. We in the Unittd States hove achieved a
level of material comfort unprecedented in the world's history, but we
canpot sit back smugly and ignore other parts of this tiny globe, areas
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whose history, valusi and cultures may not parallel precisely our own. No
one in the last decades of the 20th century can escape the interdependence
of the world, and we must strive to develop knowledge of one another that
leads to mutual respect and human dignity, understanding of the common
problems which face us all in the form of population, food supply, energy,
environment and health; skills which will allow'us to make better and more

informed decisions as individuals and citizens, not of this country or that,
but of the world in order-to take advantage of the challenges and opportunities of this shrinking planet. As the Chinese would say, we are cursed to live
in interesting times, times fraught with dangers but fillfd with opportunities

as we I. Without a truly global perspective we can At hope to meet the
challenges and opportunities of the 21st century.
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A Geographic Perspective

S. Earl Brown
Professor of Geography
The Ohio State University
Fur the United States, born in a revolution of separation from Great Britain, the

dominant political myth remains that of independence. But, increasingly,
Americans are being forced in recognize that their economic well-being is
greatly affected by a pervasive interdependence with other nations, whether
highly industrialized or developing, Communist or capitalist, oil-rich or oil-poor.
Leonard Silk'

Introduction
The above quotation is only one of many that could be used, and'are
being used in this volume, to emphasize the need for global education.
Despite the anguished cries of some auto producets or apparel manufactur-

ers for protection from foreign imports, most people recognize the futility
of economic, political or cultural isolation. Iran and Iraq, engaged in border
wars which few Americans understand and fewer still could locate on ad
outline map of the world, disrupt the flow of oil and raise the gasoline prices

at our pumps. A blast of cold air in a region of Brazil unknown to most
Americans raises the price of coffee enjoyed, indeed considered almost a
necessity, by many. A Soviet invasion of Afghanistan not only results in a
decision that prevents our athletes from competing in the Olympics, but
also disrupts the flow of wheat from our mtdwestern farms, affects wheat
exports from Argentina and realigns much of the South American trade in
that commodity. These incidents exemplify the interdependence referred
to in the opening quotation and illustrate the necessity for an increased
understanding of global interaction.
The discipline of geography plays a major role in enhancing our know-

ledge of global issues. This chapter will atteihpt to substantiate this,by
of the field and by illustrating geography's potential
revie*ing the
contribution to the study ofglobal problems. A final section will explore the
frequently overlooked, position, of geography in global education and
suggest' how this, might be remedied.
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Thinking Critically about Place

The lscipline of Geography
It is not the purpose here to become involved in a lengthy, philosophical

definition of geography; many other sources exist for that purpose. It is
necet5ary, however, to summarize the central concern of this particular
approath to knowledge. A colleague has stated most simply that the study
of geography forces the student to think critically about why things are
where they are. Thus, the discipline is concerned with a place perspective
in mu-b the same way as history is concerned with a time perspective.
Asking the what ,'where and why questions of phenomena on the earth's

surface is essentially pravicing the study of geography. The curious
traveler who wonders why a factory appears on the,landscape at a particular point, or why a city is located where it is, or why Kansas seems like an
endless trarnse through wheat fields is at least asking the right questions
from a geoi Aphic.perspective. For the uninitiated, the right answers might
be elusive.
The stw.,y of geography may seem to lead to an endless cataloging of
facts, a criticism to which the discipline has often been subjected. All too

many of us recall having to bound our state, 'cal a its leading products,

or- -worse stillmemorize the countiesin alphabetical order, yet! Currently, however, the stress is on the explanation of location to discern
patterns, to develop generalizations and to appreciate the interrelated
nature of phenomena on the eIrth's surface.
,,

Site and Situation

There is no more basic concept in geography than that of place in a site
and situation context. These are the most critical elements of location and
the start of understanding "why things are where they are." In the extreme, a site may be defined by its latitude and longitude. Or it may be
indicated by some physical feature such as the site of Pittsburgh at the
j ctioa of the Allegheny and Monogahela Rivers. But it is when the
situational element is added that life can be brought to the study of place.
To recognize that the Mohogahela River valley drains Ihe bituni, sous coal
fields that teed the steel mills of the city and that the Ohio-River valley gives
access to markets is to begin to understand the city's interdependence with
the surrounding area, the country, and indeed, with the world itself.
A second example can be found in the geographic analysis of the world's
Jargeo. port, Rotterdam. Its site near the mouth of the Rhine River would
1' "e little significance without an appreciation of its superb situation. The
Rhine anti its tributaries provide easy access to a highly prodictive hinterland which uses the port as tts major outlet. But the area a' so has demands
which tie Rotterdam to the rest of the world. Middle East oil. Appalachian
coal, African minerals and Asian tropical crops all find their way to this port
city creating an interdependence which links it to the rest of the world.

Traditional Approaches to Geography
In a brief, but important article, William Pattison identified the four
traditions of geography.' These are labeled as the earth science, man-land,
34
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regional and 'spatial approaches to the study of the discipline. All are valid
and in use, though the last is more current than the first. More importantly,
for the purposes of this essay, each approach can contribute, to the theme of
interdependence or global education.
Tne earth science view reflects the geographer's concern with the physical environment. Many departments of geography in this country had their
origins in departments of geology, and strong elements of physical geography remain as basic components -of many departments today. Thus, most
geographers in the early years of this decade were geomorphologists ". . .
concerned with the classification, measurement, and description of landforms, and with the history of the processes that have produced them."'

Currently, physical geographers espousing the earth science view also
study the elements of weather and climate, natural vegetation, or soils.
With the increasing emphasis of geography as a social science, the
purely earth science view has been overshadowed by the man-land approach to the discipline. The initial stress cn how the natural environment
affected man's activities led to the justifiable criticism of environmental
determinism. This was moderated by the recognition that man and nature
are mutually interdependent. In 1923. Harlan Barrows identified geography as "human ecology" and stressed just such eelationships. These
human ecology concerns are still with us in the form of research on the
1

potential disaster of occupanceof flood plains, or of the effect of pesticides
' and defoliants on the environment, or in the outcries for clean air and clean

water. Increasingly, what man is doing to the environment is far more
critical than how the environment has constrained man.
The regional approach to geography attemps to integrate all of the major

elements which give distinctive character to a given area of the earth's
surface. The word "landscape" assumes importance as one identifies the
interdependent elements that permit one to use labels such as New England, the Corn Belt, the Ruhr or the Tropical Rainforest. The student is
forced to make generalizations, the validity of which vary with the scale of
the study. Hence the Pittsburgh Steel Region at one scale gets swallowed
up into the North American Manufacturing Belt at another, yet meaningful
interpretations and explanations can be made at both scales. Criticized as
being too descriptive with too much emphasis on the unique, the regional

approach can nonetheless provide a useful view of the world and its
interdependence.
Finally, the most current approach of the discipline is the spatial view.
"The contemporary stress is on geography as the study if spatial organiza-

tion expressed as patterns and processes."' Geographers increasingly
view interdependence by studying the pattern and process of industrialization, the diffusion of innovation, the systems of urban hierarchies, the eat
s.
and water budgets of the atmosphere, or the intensity of transport link
Such emphases increasingly yield useful generalizations about the compl x
world in which we live.
-While these four approaches have been presented in the historical se-

quence in which geography is perceived, it should be stressed that all
provide valid ways of studying the world and obtaining some understanding

of the interdependence of its physical andior cultural elements. All erre
currently in use and are contributing to our knowledge of the world around
us.
.
..,

,
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Geography's Contribution to
Global Education

.

The author of the first chapter identities ten problems or events which
have global ramifications and require the attention of humankind on a

worldwide scale. At Ikast seven of these are of direct concern to the
geographer (3, 5, and Are more peripheral) and can provide illustrations of
geography's role in global understanding.. Space, however, permitt the
selection of only thregto examine in some detail: (1) the explosion of world

population, 12) the rapid depletion of the earth's resources and (3) the
"smaller world"idea.
Explosion of World Population
Geography shares with many disciplines the concern for people, but, as
always, this discipline's emphasis must be on place. Thus, the questions
asked are: Where are people living? Why are they there? Why are some
areas 'empt y, or nearly so'? Where are the regions of high rates of growth'?

Where are the areas of major migration?
Even a cursory glance at a world map of population will show that most
of the world's population is centered in four arcasEast Asia, South Asia,
Western Europe and Northeastern United States and adjacent Canada. But
it is insufficient merely to identify the locations. The gedgrapher must then
consider a host of interrelated elements which help-to explain that distribu-

tion. This may involve 'a study of climate, soils, mineral distribution,
agriculture, urban development and several other elements of the physical
and cultcral landscape.

But the, geographer cannot be satisfied with an analysis of the static
picture of population distribution, for it is often the question of population
dynamics which is critical, especially the relationship of areas of rapid
population growth to food supply. Norman Borlaug, winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize for work in developing the Green Revolution, has stated that
since ". . . world population is expected to double by early in the 21st
century, that means that within the next half century, 'world food production must be increased by at least as much as was achieved during the
12,000-year period from the beginning of agriculture up to 1975just to
maintain per capita food production at the inadequate 1975 level . . If
disaster is to be averted, much of the additional production in the next
several decades must come from increased yields on land under cultivation
in Thit'd World nations, where yields are still low."b This cannot be ac-

complished by Third World countries in isolation, but will require the
cooperation through trade of the entire global community.
On a different scale the geographer examines the effect of population

dynamics within political units. While such studies may appear to be
isolated cases with no global implications, we cannot fail to recognize that
what happens to demographic change in Haiti, Uganda or t'ie population
giant of the People's Republic of China creates ripple effects through theworld economy. Clearly, one of the ' opeful-signs in world demography is
the latter country's marked and rapid decrease in birth rate. That rate in the
PRC has dropped from 30 per 1,000 in 1972 to 18 per 1,000 in 1980, one of
the most dramatic declines found anyWhere in the world today. Not only is
this change required for the PRC to make its internal economic progress
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possible, but it also affects the role which that country will assume in the
world economy.
At the other extreme are the 4.1estions of the world's empty areas and
their potential for relieving the prlIssures of an exploding population:At the
present stage of technology, which regions offer the greatest potential
deserts, the tropical rainforests. thphosavanna lands? What does the attempted expansion of irrigated acas do to the ecological balance of deserts? What results from trying to clear the rairforest? By examining these
kinds of questions, the geographer, with.his interest in the patterns and
processes of spatial organization, makes Wmajor contribution to our understanding of the global problems cf population distribution and dynamics.
Depletion of Resources

Mapping of the world's resource base and analyzing the effects of that
distribution have long been objectives of geography. One cannot understand the Ruhr without the knowledge ofthe coal beneath it. The glistening
yellow mounds of geld tailings are the hallmark of Johannesburg. The fine
strands of pipelines link the oil of the Middle East to the rest of the world.
The chernozem soils of the Ukraine aid in making it the grannary of the
Soviet Union.
While, all these may appear to be local examples of resource analysis,
each clearly plays a role in global education and an interdependent world:
Not only has the Ruth's steel found its way into world markets, but the
depletion of the Ruhr's coal has made it possible to place Appalachian coal
on docks of the region cheaper than it can be brought to the surface. South
Africa's gold affects the money markets of the free world. Any failure of the
harvest in the Ukraine sets off a chain reaction in other vheat-producing
areas in the world.
Nothing illustrates spatial interi.ction and interdependence better than
the petroleum situation. Any decijon made by OPEC countries affects
supply and price and ripk-les thrvigh the economies of the industrialized
woi Id. Gasoline prices increase :Ind bring about an increased demand for
smioer cars. This affects the v irld trade flows of automobiles and changes
the structure e` the auto industry in the United States. Increased petroleum
pric upset balance of tra Je figures, causing tanker shipping capacity to be
unused and shipyards to lay ,off workers as tanker demand is reduced.
Indeed, such action by petroleum producers is changing our functional

definition of oil shale as i resource from a potential to a practical oil
supplement. Perhaps even more critical is the effect on the Developing
Countries that find it lifficult to ray for petroleum-based fertilizers needed
to increase food suoply.
Cleatly, geography's concern with the patterns and processes of resource availability is central to the discipline. It is a fact that most of the
university cour.es entitled "Conservation of Natural Resources" are offered in Deparilaents t t Orography and much of the research on this viral
topic originates with geographers.

The "Smaller World" Idea
Muessig notes in Chapter I that ". . . radical changes in transportation
and communication have brought the peoples of the world closer together,
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increased their interdependence, emphasized specialization with gains in
comparative advantage and losses in autonomy . . ." The concepts expressed in his statement embody the very essence of geography as the
,
science of spatial interaction.
Flow maps of world trade clearly indicate global interdependency. Indeed, if students at the conclusion of a world regional geography aurseare
. able to make some interpretation of the nature; direction and volume of
commodity flows, they can be said to have learned their lessons,well.
Several examples of trade analysis have been alluded to in this chapter,
but a case study of current interest can be cited to illustrate the need to J
udderstind this aspect of global interaction. One of the major commodities
en the Pacific trade route is Japanese automobiles entering the United
States. The magnitude of this trade has had severe repercussions on the
American auto industry and has led to a call for protection. If heeded, such
a move will surely affect other elements in the tr.r.liminneirlide flow.
An understanding of such interrelationships is an absolute necessity for
those considering a protective 7olicy.
Finally, one can see how all three of these examples of the geographer's
craft are interrelated. The world population pressure places great stress on
the resource base. The differential resource base fosters the exchange of
goods. The exchange of goods, increases global interdependence.

Geographythe Forgotten
Discipline

If knowledge of the spatial organization of the earth's physical and
human resources is basic, it can be questioned why geography is so often
ignored. Rarely does it appear as a separate subject beyond the middle
school. When it does, the course frequently lacks the academic standing of

other disciplines. Attempts to integrate geography into history courses
usually result in its receiving little or no attention. Indeed, most regional
history texts may devote a first chapter to geography, but this usually
-consists of nothing more than a description of the landforms of the area and
is promptly forgotten in the remainder of the course. Even a recent report
from the Council on Learning entitledEducating for the World View makes
no mention of the discipline, nor does their Task Force on Education and

the World View contain a single geographer.'
The reasons for this omission arc many, The number of disciplines
compet ng for the limited time slots of secondary schools' class schedules
cludes the offering of geography. The inadequate exposure of
often
teachers Ito geography means that few feel comfortable in offering such a
course. But much of the blame must be shouldered by the discipline itself.
It still suffers from the early emphasis on environmental determinism or
from the purely descriptive nature of much of the early work. It has been
difficult to wian the public away from a perception of the field as one
memorizing capitals (reinforced perhaps by the television game show
"geography" category) to one analyzing spatial interaction. The reasons
need not,be belabored. More important is the recognition of the weakness
of geography jn the schools and of the necessity of injecting the geographic
perspective into 'global education.

.

There are several solutions to this problem. Ideally, one would like to
see better teacher preparation in geography through stronger state certifi.
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cation requirements or increased university emphasis on subject matter
fields. Recognizing that the discipline cannot attract its own time slot in the
teaching schedule, geographers might press for the ipfusittn of geographic
concepts into history. For example, the history of the westward movement
in the United States needs to be placed in proper spatial comexi. Appreciation of the Industrial Revolution can be enhanced by some understanding of

the location factors of manufacturing and hoW these operated to bring
about major industrial regions. And the history of modern japan can only
be understood in thrcontext of its world-wide trade relations. Such fusion
of disciplines is not easy to accomplish, but the skilled and well-trained
teacher can greatly extend a student's social studies knowledge by this
technique.
Conclusion

In the opening paragraph of "What Students Know.about their World"
in the Council on Learning's report, the authors identify the question which
a knowledge o(geography can aid in answering. "Students graduating from
American colleges in 1980 live in a world whose people and institutions are
increasingly interdependent. 'Are these educated citizens prepared to understand the interactions of nations in an interdependent world '." Note the

emphasis on "interactions" and "interdependence." The patterns and
processes of spatial interaction provide the core of geography, the knowledge of which contributes substantially to global education.

Gilbert White has summarized the major objective of teaching geographic understandings. He believes that a liberally educated person
should be able to identify the patterns and processes of selected landscape
features on any given part of the earth's surfice and suggest the changes'
expected from a shift in conditions affecting the processes.s A sound
knowledge of geography will do this. With such knowledge liberally educated citizens can comprehend the world's diversity and interdependence,
can under -.and the links betw-tr. global issues and their daily lives, and can
make the intelligent decisions which arc required in a shrinking world.
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James E. Harf
Professor of Political Science
The Ohio State University
Perhaps no academic disciplind has a greater claim W making a significant contribution to global education than does political science. Before we

can present the evidence in support of such a coOtentioN.however, we
should have a clear understanding of what we mean vfh9n we use the words

"politics" and "political science."
What Is Politics?

There are many definitions of- olitics and political science, but there is
substantial agreemInt among practitionersof both the academic discipline and of the way of life we call politicsto allow us to describe the
contours of each.
Politics is. first and foremost, a process. This process or set of activities
is undertaken by actors interacting with one another in pursuit of goals and
values. This interaction takes place in the context of each actor or all sets of

actors suggesting policies (and specific programsof implementation for
these policies) which, if successful, will result in the achievethent of desired

goals or values.
Conflict, competition, and cooperation are styles of behavior adopted
by these political actors as they attempt to make their influence felt, and
these styles manifest themselves in strategies of threats, promises, rewards, and punishments. These strategies--once determined by an indi-vidual or members of a group interacting with each otherare then communicated with the targets of the selected strategy via (a) normal cor.respondence, (b) the verbal relaying of information through a designated
representative in normal channels, (c) the use of the public media-, (d) the
use of the official bodies of government where public distussion and debate
are allowed, or (e) negotiations at the bargaining table.
Thus, politics is concerned with dedsion-making'pith respect to the
set of values which one deems paramount in guiding one's thinking, with
respect to the kinds of goals which one wishes to accomplish, with respect
to the selection of policies to achieve these goals and to specific programs
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to carry out these policies, and with respect to the strategies one selects to
maximize the likelihood that these policy choices are advocated by the
'appropriate sets of individuals in order to ensure their adoption.
As you can observe, these steps constitute a process, and thus we can
rettirn to our initial statement in this chapter that politics is a process. But
as youppoder these various steps of the process, it should become obvious
we really have not limited_ the subject matter very much. And
to you

indeed we have not k "datee's" dilemma over whether to accept an
invitation-from a "dater" to attend a (twice; a student's dilemma ger a

aunt

choice eon academic major, or specific course to take, or even the
of time to be allocated for studying for an examination during the same
eye** as an important athletic event on campus; or a graduate's dilemma
Over which job to take --all of these constitute decision-making environments which are addressed through the process of politics.
Ob-iously, we need to f u s out attention much more toward what we in
our "gut feeling" belie o be politics. Here we are concerned with those
goals, values, policie , programs, and strategies which relate to the way
humankind has organized itself in informal (social) and institutional ar-

rangements for facilitating the group's members' desires for--as the
preamble to the set of rules for one Such orderly society suggests
provision for the common.defense (protection of self), promotion of the
general welfare, establishment pf justice, and the ensutement of the blessings of liberty. Thus, we focus on those political actors who are requesting
or demanding such services on the one hand and on those actors who are
attempting to erovide (or prevent) such services on the other hand. Types
of political actors which come immediately to mind include governments;
political parties, interest groups, voters, and other private groups bent on
non-conventional (usually violent) change. And the relevant types of behavior as distinct from the three styles megioned earlier, include voting,
pursuing office, passing legislation, seeking to influence the passage of laws
(lobbying), establishing the legitimacy of such legislation, campaighing for
issues, debating, negotiating, engaging in verbal conflict, ai.1 fighting wars.

These types of actors and behavior are present in all political activity
whether it be a local issue in your community or a global issue affecting all
members of the race.
What Is Political Science?

The second question raised in the opening paragraph of this chapter
What is political science?is much easier to answer. It is simply the formal
,study of the processes (Affecting the social and institutional arrangements
(and the ruies of behavior for such collectives) created by humankind in

pursuit of those desires that cannot be met by individuals acting alone
without such arrangements !.n. rules. But because we attach a second
wordscienceto our discipline, certain assumptions guide us as we seek
to study our subject matter. We are concerned with theories of behavior,
with why some event occurred or what caused it, with how decisions are
made, with the characteristics of thesedecisions, with the action taken to
impkment the decisions, and with the consequences of these decisions (the
specific intended consequences for the specific targets of the decision as

well as those more general xnd perhaps unintended consequences for
society as a whole).
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Furthermore, we attempt t6 use a clearly defined set of proceduresthe
scientific methodto answer these questions. We first select a problem,
phrase It in terms oF a researchable task, speculate about how the above
questions might be answered, collect our evidence, examine the evidence,
,draw conclusions from the evidence, and interpret these results. In shogt,
we use the tenets of science to address the relevant aspects of a political
problem; (I) the antecedents of a_ decision: (2) the process of decisionmaking itself: (3) the actual decision to perform an action and the action
itself: and (4) the consequences of such action.

A Global Political
Perspective

In the above sections we have addressed both the nature of politics and
of political science. We turn our attention now to how our understanding of
politics contributes to a global perspective. More specifically, we want to
demonstrate that a fundamental understanding about the nature of political
processes in general and a comprehensive knowledge of how these principles work in the contemporary global environment are essential to fulfilling
our global education mission. We live in an increasingly interactive and
interdependent world where knowledge of the rest of the globe, and particularly of those reople of the world whose heritage differs from our own,

is basic to such humanistic goals as eliminating parochialism.ouch
humanitarian desires as eradicating global hunger, disease, and inequities,
such pragmatic aims as encouraging international trade, and such critical
necessities as avoiding war. But before our students can begin to address
these issues. they must first develop: ( I) the ability to conceptualize and
understand the complexities of the global system; (2) a knowledge of world
cultures and international events: and (3) an understanding of the diversity
and commonalities of human' values and interests.'

Clearly at the heart of, this Set of characteristics is politics. Global
complexities are complexities beeause of the failure of individual actors to
solve problems which, left unresolved. hive created a world of uncertain-

ties. Uncertainties and disputes over preferred outcomes ("the consequences of policies" step mentioned earlier) and/or over programs to
achieve such outcomes abound everywhere.
Let us examine the situation more closely in order to understand how
politics provides a foundation for developing a global perspective. In
Chapter ;. the author revealed a list of problems. dilemmas, and develop-

ments which have global ramifications. What distinguishes this list
explosion of world population, depletion of earth's resources, threat of

nuclear destruction, environmental pollution, human rights, and so
forthfrom previous lists of problems is a number of characteristics which
have political significance. These relate to the nature of a global issue. By
definition they transcend the traditional boundarieS of die nation -state as
the impact is felt far beyond. Thus, these issues are characterized by an
incapacity for autonomous decisions. No single actor is capable of resolving these issues. A second fundamental quality of today's issues is the
existence of a present imperative. which not only impels various actors to
press for resolution but whiep encompasses the varied aid often competing
views as to how that resolution ought to proceed. A third characteristic of
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thestrissues is that their resolution requires policy action. And finally.
these issues are characterized by their persistence.
The following scheme compares the two different frameworks discuised
so far in this chapter and suggests how these fit together in an analytical
perspective (right -bond column). The right-hand column represents an
analytical approach which shows how knowledge of political processes
allows students to understand the complexities of these global problems. In
short. this approach suggests four distinct analytical perspectives: (1) who
are the global actors involved in the issue, and what are the linkages among
them? (2) what prevailing values are operating, and how have the relevant
actors responded to these values? (3) what policies are applied by these
actors at the global level, and how are these policies determined? and (4)
what futures are represented in the values and policies of these global
actors? In a sense. these four categories represent steps or stages in the
process of addressing an issue. Thus. actors become involved in an issue
because of some interest. This interest is generated because of a set of
underlying values which characterizes the actor. and the actor, in turn.
decides how this general value orientation will be translated into specific
values for the specific issue under consideration. This leads the actor to
seek to make policy. that is, to decide the range of options and the risks and
opportunities associated with each, to select a policy. to determine how the
policy can be transformed into a program of action. and to implement the
program. Finally. the actor examines the consequences of the action. that

is. the future:
Let us examine the four specific political perspectives outlined above.
who become involved in the international
The first is the kin
with global issues. We can distinguish -them accordarena. that is. who
ing to legal structure and level of organization anthor participation. Legal

structure refers to whether the participant is a governmental or nongovernmental participznt. The former group has been' created by governments, and the individuals participating serve as representatives of these
governments. The second structural type is composed of private organizations or individuals. By level of organization andior participation we mean
that point in the global hierarchy where the actor tends to operate. We can

distinguish three such levels: subnational, national. and intera.:Ional
(sometimes we also refer to this last category as transnational or supranational). The following scheme classifies typical actors in the global arena
according to these two criteria.
Level of Organization
I

Subnational

12) National

13) International
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Structure
(B) Non-Governmental
(A) Gciernmental
individuals; very ingovernments of subformal groups; local
units, such as the
organizations ,
state of Ohio
national voluntary
central governassociations
ments of nations
international non-govinternational governmental organic&
ernmental organitions; multinational
cations
corporations

Who Is Palliest

of
Glad Rorvirammat

(1) Actors,

Incapacity for
Autonomous Decision
Present Imperative
Required Policy
Action

(2) Yalu") and Goals
(3) Process of Decision-Mating

Polic y

Pormies
Programs

(4) Consequences

Values

Their Persistence

Futures

AU of these kinds of actors are found in the global arena. Governor
James Rhodes of Ohio, for example,, can be found traveling arpund the
globe Seeking to bring foreign business to Ohio. The number of national or
central' overnment agencies involved-in-globaLactort_ numbers in the

hundreds. And international governmental organizations (100's)
composed of representatives of at least three governments and created via
some formal arrangement emerged as a oow :dui force after World War II
and now number over 300. Some of these are universal, that is, open to all
-ssadonal governments of the globe, while others have a regional focus.

Examples of the former include the United Nations or World Health
Organization. The latter category includes such types as the Organization
of American States, open only to Western Hemisphere nations.
Non-governmental actors include individuals who make their mark on
the glt bal. arena by, for example, designing some invention which has
global consequences or serving as a (private) goodwill ambassador to help
ease tensions among warring peoples. Terrorist groups also are important

subnational actors. At the national level, we find such groups as the
American Legion, American Red Cross, and the Canadian Olympic Committee among the thousands of groups that participate in global activities.
At the international level there are over 3,000 formal non-governmental
organizations (I NCO' s) operating in order to deal with issues of importance
to them. Examples include such varied groups as the International Olympic
Committee and the International Airline Pilots Association. Most of these

INOO's are non-profit ih nature, although all exist to further the pals,
including economic ones, of the people whom they represent. A second
example of a group operating at the international level consists of multinational corporations (MNC's), profit-making companies that, though
headquartered in one country, have subsidiaries throughout the globe.
There are over 10,000 such corporations operating today, and these (generate a tremendous impact on global events. Thus, when we think about the
types of actors who are either engaged in making global decisions or who

we trying to influence decision-makers, it is useful to apply this three-bytwo classification Scheme in order to appreciate better/the- complexity of
trying to resolve/global issues in a world where power' is distributed very
differently from the vertical structure (from the top downward) typically
found at the national level in solely.domestic issues.
Let us turn our attention now to the types .of values typically found as
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.nee global issues are addressed by the variety of actors just described
above. Nine such values can be isolated:
(1)Meentee Iona! peace
(2Eaationel $0E-determination

la

(3) eadeent development
(4) iskrantinael scommic equity
(s) tational stemonty and serf reliance
(6) ecelesical balance rn tits 14,111

(s) basic 'human seeds
(IA pareicipatioei2

We aka briefly describe each of these. International peace refers not rinly
to actual violent conflict but also to other kinds of cortfict behavior between actors. A variety of /mechanisms have been created io counteract the
Ukeelhood that th problems *menial, ht the global area will erupt into
physical conflict. Among these include disarmament swots, alternative

MOM of insuring security. such as alternative collective security arnts, and many attempts to control the use of weapons.
rastronai self-determination, the ability of people to select their own

social, economic, and political systems, was the greatest post-World War
11 drive among many developing areas of the world. This value aim exists
today, although, since political self-determination has occurred in most
corners, other aspects such as 'economy self-sufficiency loom important,.

National development emerged among the lea developed or poorer
countries (LDC's), as the pp between the "haves" end the "have nuts"
grows larger as traditional development strategies prove ineffective. Thus,
the drive for "a new international economic order" (NIEO) has emerged
among the LDC's as they strive to limit their dependency upon the developed or rich sector.
International economic equity is the fourth global value suggested
above. This is the preferred goal of the LDC's at their new development
strategies begin to work, and the NIEO highlights a variety of economic
relationships designed to bring about a more equitable situation. For example, such specifics include stable commodity prices tied to prices paid for
products bought from industrialized countries or permanent sovereignty of

the LDC's over their natural resources.
National autonomy and sett-reliance refer to the poor countries' disengaging themselves from the developed sector in a manner sufficient to
permit autonomous goal setting and their own strategies of development.
The sixth global value suggested above is ecological balance as the
forces of development come in conflict with environmental issues. This has

consequences for both the developed and developing sectors. For the
former, "over development" has entered their vocabulary, while for the
latter, development strategies adopted in earlier times by the current developed sector may need to be revised.

The state represents an implicit value as it has been upheld by some as
the justification for pursuing many of the global values mentioned earlier,
but is also used to justify the denial of other values deemed important by
individuals who reside within the confines of a country.
dual level, the value of hark human needs gives to individu4t the

als what other values provide for the large units, such as nation-states.
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Food, housing, clothing, water, health services, education, and access to

transportjtion constitute the basic needs demanded by individuals
throughout the globe.
And finally, individuals Ind groups throughout the system, including the
local sector, are seeking arishtional avenues for increased participation.
The process oL decision-making and the policies agreed upon constitute
the third part ot" our global perspectivekfrainework. The same steps in
reaching decisons are discussed earlier for all-political decison-making are
also rekve,nt.iii the global arena. But the unique nature of the global arena
suggests a number of factors which tend to exacerbate the situation: the

large number of different kinds of global actonwith an interest in key
issues: the absence of policy makers atlhe global level who can function in
a context-of sovereignty; the diversity Of problems and differing perceplions in their interpretation; and the complex linkages across issues. As a
consequence, there is an emphasis on political rather than techmOal solutions to problems. Policy programs, if identifiable, tend to be diffuse, while

interdependence of actors and issues prevents focusing on any single
pioblem without considering its effect on other issues.'
Finally, an analysis of the future forces us to examine the historicil
dynamics that created the global issue, to outline the various scenarios that
are possible given the policies adopted, and to ascertain whether, in fact,

these policies are leading to the desired outcome. And, if necessary, we
must return to the decision-making stage if the policies must be changed in
light of the initial consequences. ,
Population as a Case Study

Applying this framework of actors, values, policies, and futures to the
set of globalissues Much as those outlined in Chapter 1 will demonstrate the

utility of politicat science for generating a global perspective. For if a
requirement for successful global education is the preparation of responsible citizens for participation in this global system, then students must be
able to analyze global problems in a systematic fashion.
I4order to give you an appreciation for this link between the tenets of
politics and the infusion of global perspectives, let us examine the first issue
of "lined in Chapter I, that of population. We have been fold that population
as an issue affects the judgment and actions of large segments of the world's
4

inhabitants either directly or indirectly. But to underStand this fully we
have to comprehend the characteristics of population which fine its
impact beyond the limits of a nation, and consequently, mike it analogous
to any political decision-making issue.

Recall that global issues are characterized by an incapacity for autonomous decison. The population issue is no exception. No single actor or
neclass (nations, for example) of actors is capable of resolving the issues

ssociated with populationits growth, the pace of that growth or the
lacement of limits on either its pace or level. It takes but a moment's
reflection to recognize that the dimensions of the earth's population are the
result of action by individuals and couples throughout the world. And those
individuals and couples become the object of the actions, seldom concerted

and often competitive, of a wide variety of governmental and nongovernmental actors at all Nvels. While a large number of nations may
47

agree that population issues shouldbe addressed at the national level, other
actors, such as the Catholic Church or the International Planned Parenthood Federation, may not support such a position. And the various sets of
should be taken.
actors may hold widely differing views of whet
Some may prefer a groWing population in order to
to provide employment or

military manpower; others may wish to limit population( size in order to
protect apparently scacite resources. The develriping nations may see an

obligation of the developed countries to aid in relieving the effects of
population growth; the deyeloped world, in turn,`may demand popUlation
control as a prerequisite to aid. This incapacity for autonomous resolution
characterizes population as a global issue. This emphasis on actors, the
linkages among them, and their competing goals suggests one way in which
politics influences aikobal perspective.
The second part8 the franiework focuses on vahtes , and the population
issue suggests a present imperative. Consider, for example, that there has
been for some time now an expression of great concern in the developed
nations, particularly the United States, concerning the threat to international peace due to rapid population growth (expressed dramatically as
the population bomb'-'). This view has lent a growing sense ofurgency to
adoption of an active position advocating population Control outside of the
developed world. That position, however,-chailenges a number of countervailinlk values in the very target areas where the rate of population growth
has been high. ,\s noted above, national survival for some means sustained
population growth. The efforts to limit such growth froit already developed
countries is thus seen with suspicion as a device to keep poorer nations in a
state of overall dependency. Yet, again, some developing nations have
perceived national survival in precisely the opposite terms and now lead
the way toward population control. While an imperative is present due to
population trends regardless of competing views, the outcome of those
trends will depend on which values, or combination of values, will prevail.
Hence. a I afue.s perspet to e. a second analytical focus in this chapter. also
shows the link between political science and global perspectives.

The third aspect of our framework goes to the hgart of politics the
actual process of demon-makingwhich occupied much of the early part
of the chapter. ft is evident that actitonthe process which combines actors

with valuesimplies policy. The targets of such policies remain those
many couples who must make individual daily choices which affect world
population growth. But other actors may make choices which are more
clearly policy relevent. Nation-states, for instance. may set and enforce
both emigration policy and immigration policy which govern the movement
of people and therefore populatiorf distribution. By the same token, be-

cause of the nature of the target actors. the outcome for other policy
choices may be less effective, and less sanguine. Policies to reduce fertility
may. for example, have limited impact, because there are other, competing
policies active in thq same arena and severe constraints Upon enforcement.

Couples tend to make theirApopulation decisions in private and without
,reference to policy pronouncements. And, as was suggested earlier, global
issues tend to be related. Thus, population policies may prove to be closely
linked with those relating to food, to energy, to the environment or to other
perhaps more specific areas. Indeed, population policy may simply be the
consequence of action taken in several of the%0 and riot in population as
4$.
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suoh. The poll( leA perspeetn e is ther :fore a critical nexus for understand.

ing the interrelatedness of issues and actors affecting population in the
global environment, and serves as the third link between political science
and global perspectives.
signifies the persistence
The final element in our framework, the.,
that characterizes the population issue Technical solikkons already exist
which wou4I enable us to deal effectively with populationOroblems, but the

proper political, social, and economic environment does not exist. So
governments do not adopt the "right" policy, or, even if they do, couples
do not make the "right" decision. Demogiaphers can tell us what the
population will look like twenty or thirty years from now, but hopefully
these projections will he wrong. If they are to be wrong, howevef, it is
pontn-s which is the reason for this, that is. the playing out of, stages
suggested above ny result in political decisions which will alter the way
we func7ion as population actors. Projections on mortality {deaths), for
example. in the Third World will decline as modern health procedures are
diffused throughout the developing countries. Thus, unless-political intervention allows a corresponding drop in fertility (births), population growth
late, will increase*, and the global problems created by pdpulation will grow
as the de% eloped world will find itself adversely affected as well. The fourth

link. then, between politics and a global perspective is the future and
futures analysis.

Canclulion
In this chapter we have attempted to define politics und political science
and to shilm how this field of inquiry contributes to a global perspective.
Our strategy has beer, to select the basic steps embodied in what we call the

political' process, and then to demonstrate how these steps represent
neveAiry stages in understanding topical issues of the day and their glcba!
consequences. We could perform the same exercise with all of the issues
outlined in Chapter !, Out. hopefully, the population example should provide enough insights into how critical the link is between political science
and global perspectives
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In a word, prior to the modem era humankind's economic life was decidedly
non - global.

In tht Sixteenth Century, this millennia old condition began to change.
During this century a rudimentary world economy came into existence. In the
course of the next four centuries the embryonic world economy of the Sixteenth
Century evolved into a global economy that now incorporates in varying degrees
and in differing ways all of the world's local, national, and ,regional economies
and makes the contemporary world a single economic unit.
Lee Anderson'

Introduction
In examining what economics can contributiw :, global perspective, let
us begin with a homely ekample: some of the transactions that might take
place in theproduction and final consumption of a bushel of Ohio corn.2

Start with the seed. If last yearsseed c- ii crop were inadequate, seed
might be secured from a southern hemisohere crop, perhaps Brazil's, in
time for planting. Fertilizer could be potash sh1Pped by railroad from
Canada. Herbicides and pesticides and gasoline for the tractors and harvesters might be produced front Saudi crude. Somet?me between three months

before the corn is planted to a year after it is harvested, it is sold to
Landmark, Inc. at which time Landmark sells a futures contract at the
Chicago Board of Trade. Landmark subsequently sells the corn to Cargill,
Inc. (one of a half-dozen big international grain traders) and buys back its
futures contract.
Cargill (also hedging with futures contracts) sells the grain to an importer
in the Netherlands and, in the ship exchange in London (which also has
futures contracts). arranges for shipping from Toledo t. Rotterdam. The
corn is harvested, trucked to an elevator, loaded in railroad cars bound for
Toledo, and finally dumped in the hold of a freighter on Lake Erie. As the
ship is bound for Rotterdam, the importer sells the grain to a German feed
mill, which in turn 'Swaps this corn fora later shipment ordered by a Polish

feed mill, which finally takes delivery.
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The processed corn is sold as feed to a Polish hog farmer whoifiells the
fattened hogs to a slaughterhouse where, among other things, hami are
canned. The Polish hams are sold to an American importer who arranges
for shipping to Toledo. In the meantime, the importer sells the hams to
Kroger, which ultimately takes delivery and places the hams on the shelves
of stores in Ohio, where one is purchased by a classroom teacher.
The bushel of Ohio corn, either inside the pig or out, was sold ten times
tin reality, the grain alone might have been bought and sold fifteen times or

more). It was transported by truck, railroad, and ship over six thousand
miles. From securing the seed to selling the final product, Polish ham,
businesis in eight countries using eight different currencies entered into
the transaction.
This is certainly a roundabout way to acquire a ham. Why not feed the
pig Polish-grown feed Why import ham at all, since many pigs are raised
anti slaughtered daily r the United States? The same questions could be
orted products we use daily, from automobiles to
raised with countless i
y situations exist. Consider the case of silison
shirts. Some seemingly c
chips; - produced in Taiwan, shipped to the United States for testing and
sortifig, then returned to Taiwan for assembly into electronic games that
are finally sent back to the United States. What accounts for this apparently
wasteful behavior?
This chapter explores some of the'economic principles that explain the
strange case of Polish hams. These principles are central to understanding
why economic factors are,one force in making the world more interdependent. Next, using OPEC as an example, we shall see how other economic
concepts can be used to help understand the actions of others in cultures
very different from our own. Finally, consideration is given to multinational corporations, one of the current global issues about which economic'
reasoning has much to contribute.

Because It's Cheaper
The Economics of Trade
In trying to decide why Polish hams are produced in the way previously
described, an obvious answer is that It must be cheaper somehow; or it
would not be done this way. Cheaper in what sense and why?
The answer lies in a brilliant idea -conceived by David Ricardo (1772 l$23) called the principle of comparative advantage, which states: "A
country, or individual, having lower opportunity costs than others in the
production of some product is said to have a comparative advantage in the

production of that product."' Suppose a physician is a better typist than
her secretary, as well as being a better doctor. Should she do her own
typing? Every page she types has an important cost, the lost opportunity to

employ her skills as a physician. Her secretary'also has an opportunity
cost, namely whatever other useful work he might have been doing had he

not been typing, As long as the physician's opportunity cost of typing
exceeds the secretary's opportunity cost of typing, the secretary has a
' comparative advantage. It makes sense for the secretary to do the typing
. even if the doctor is a better typist.'

This same principle can be seen in interregional trade within a country.
hio "imports" oranges from Florida in exchange for other products, say,

4-, "'
t

for example. tarn. (The actual exchange is conducted using money, a
complication we can ignore for the moment.) For Ohio to produce its own
oranges, many resources would have to -be diverted from other useful
production into the construction of huge greenhouses, energy for heating,
imgation systems, and so on. The opportunity cost in terms of other
products not produced would be quite large compared to the opportunity
cost of producing oranges in Florida. Thus, Florida has. a comparative
advantage in producing oranges.
This simple example demonstrates that trade can allow different regions

to specialize in the production of those products in which they have a
comparative advantage and can promote greater total production as well.
More oranges and corn are produced by each state specializing in the

product in which it has the comparative advantage than if each state
attempted to be self-sufficient in both products.

For a variety of reasons, the fundamental advantages of free trade, so
obvious in personal and intracountry trade, are often Overlooked in consid-

ering international trade. Yet, the same principles apply. Polish farmers
import feed from the U.S. because of the comparative advantage enjoyed
by'U.S. farmers. By specializing and trading, more Polish hams and more

feed grain are produced. The people in both countries benefit. With
worldwide trade, something resembling an international division of labor
results, conferring benefits on all trading partners-.
Trade has several other implications fora global economy. For example,
trade permijs the same output as without trade, but uses fewer resources to
produce that output. In other words, it can help to conser.e global resources. Trade also benefits consumers by subjecting domestic producers
to the ngors of competition. In general, quality will be higher, prices lower,
and the range of choices greater where consumers can choose products

from a world marketplace. Trade-promotes a more efficient use of resources as factors of production are employed where their use value is
greatest, as reflected by prices bid for those resources. Trade also implies
greater global interdependence as countries specialize in particular prc..,ucts, trading for the other goods they need.
Of coarse, world trade does not mean that each country will necessarily
specialize in a narrow range of goods. The U.S. imports cars from France,
Bntain, Japan, Germany, Italy, and Sweden in spite of a large domestic
auto industry. The degree of specialization is determined by many factors,
including the declining efficiency of the productive resources used and the
opportunity cost of employing those resources in other uses. For exam*,
at some point it is just as cheap (in the opportunity cost sense) for Ohio to
build greenhouXs (or import oranges from elsewhere) as it is to drain the
Everglades 'Milani more orange trees. The value of Miami's tourist trade
makes the opportunity cost of growing oranges on the beaches too high to

expect their conversion to orange groves. Thus, while the Principle of
comparative advantage demonstrates the sizeable advantages from greater

specialization and trade, it does not imply that real patterns of trade will
result in complete specialization.
Because of the obvibus gains from' trading, humankind has engaged in
interregional trade for at least 12,000 years (when tribes from Europe and
Asia began exchanging goods).` As transportation and navigation improved, trade increased rapidly. "Estimates show that the value d world
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trade increased fifty-fold from 1750 to 1913 . . . From 1913 to 1970 world
trade increased 460 I
.
..b The General Agreement on Tariffs and
.

Trade (GMT), first negotiated after World War II, has helped to lower
trade barriers and promote trade. Recent data show that the upward trerd
ci-ntinues. "Between 1963 and 1979. world export volume rose 200%,
according to GATT, while world prodUction climbed 123%. Trade volume
in 1979 alone rose 6%. compared with a production rise of 4%."7
in the United States, a dramatic increase in the extent of interlependenim with foreign economies is taking place, For example, the value of
exports plus imports, expressed as a percentage of GNP, was 9% in 1950.
Exports plus imports grew sfowly to 10% of GNP by 1960 and to only 12.5%

of GNP by 1970. But foreign sector economic activity nearly doubled
during the 1970's, reaching 24.5% of GNP by 1980 (2n, eliminating oil
imports from OPEC)." The export sector as a percent of GNP has tripled
since '1955 "

Thus, there is no doubt that the use of the phrase "global economy". is
truly warranted.
Government Imposed Restrictions
on Trade

The explosion in world trade and our daily use of many Imported
products obscure the reality that relatively free worldwide trade is a'very
recent development. Only lately have low-cost, rapid, reliable communication and transportation systems emerged that are copal* of tistainirg a
global web of trade Furthermore, governments erect obstacles to trade for
a ianety of reasons, often with perverse results. This section examines
trade restrictions and some of the reasons why their imposition remains
controversial.
There is a continuing perception that' exports are good and imports are
had. For example, a surplus of exports over imports is tei'med a "favorable" balance of trade. This attitude was the foundation of Mercantilism. a
dominant economic philosophy of the 18th century. The idea was to accumulate gold and silver by limiting imports, maximizing exports, and
pocketing the difference in specie. Adam Smith (1723-1790) exploded this
notion (in 1776 in the classic Wealth of Nations) by the deceptively simple
charge: What good is the hoard of gold and silver? One cannot eat it or wear
it It is useful only to purchase real goods and services for consumption.
That, coupled with his realization that trade would permit greater specialization, David Hume's (17,11.'1776) brilliant analysis of international specie
flow, and Ricardo's principle of comparative advantage, spelled the even-

tual doom of-Mercantilism. Indeed. Britain became, at least for a time, a

natioi of free trade by IR14.'"
Even today, these therrit s remain the foundations of -free trade for
.
which
, Milton Friedman has forcefully argued: "Economists often do dis-

agree4 but that has not been true with respect to international trade. Ever
since A 4rn Smith there has been virtual unanimity among economists,
whale% er their ideological position on other issues, that international free

trade is in the best interest of the trading countries and of the world.""
Nonetheless, trade is re.stricted by obstacles falling into two broad
categoriestariff and non tariff barriers. A tariff, a tax placed on imported
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commodities, Makes the Imported commodity more expensive to consumers and alters the calculatibn of comparative advantage. If Ohio were to
place an import tanff on oranges from Florida (a useful but unconstitutional
example) at a sufficiently high rate, the differential in opportunity costs
would disappearalong with the advantages of specialization. Similar results occur with tariffs levied by countries.
There are many non-tariff barriers to trade. including: import quotas;
import licenses; export subsidia: dumping; buy-domestic-products earnpaigns; rules, regulations, and product 4tandards; and prefe tial trading

arrangements.0 Space limitations preclude a full discussia of each of
these, but all liMit free trade and reduce the benefits of in national
specialization."
An obvious question is why countries impose tariffs and other barriers if
free trade is so wonderful. Are policy makers ignorant? Do they simply not
understand basic economics' Let us examine IsVo of the most frequently

/

given reasons for trade restrictions."
,
First. maximizing economic welfare is -but one goal and must, be balanced with other desirable outcomes. For example, the stated policy of the
U.S government is to reduce depend nce on foreign oil,particularly from
If egion. As a society, we are presumthe politically unstable Persian
ably willing to trade-off some economic welfare, by imposing quotas on
foreign oil imports and substituting higher opportunity cost energy subStitutes. In exchange for somewhat greater national security. Similar arguments are made for subsidizing the -Maritime industry and other sectors
thought necessary for national defense.

Second. trade harriers are suggested to protect domestic jobs endangered by cheap foreign labor. as in the case orate current call for
'voluntary Japanese auto export quotis.to protect U.S. jobs. In reality.
such a policy protects one grOup of workers at the expense of other wOrkers
and consumers while reducing the benefits of trade. To see why this is so.
,.

we must carefully analyze the arguments involved.
Suppose Japanese workers are paid lower wages than American workers. What does -lower- mean in this context? Japanese workers are paid in
yen. Amencan workers in dollars. We need to know, first, at what rate yen

and dollars are exchanged (the exchange rate) and how such a rate is
determined. Second. even ifJapa nese woi4ers have lower wages. that does

not mean that their products will he cheaper. since wages areonly one
factor in determining cost of prodution. But let us assume that in dollars.
at the present exchange rate of about 206 yen per dollar (or.4854 cents, per

yen, all, Japanese goodscars. cameras, television sets, sound systeins
food, everythingare cheaper than U.S. 1OZ)ds. Thus. a U.S. television set
03,0()0 yen): a Japanese one WO (82.400 yen). Would this
might cost
me'

at all domestic jobs would he Itist and that we would import

everything?

Not at all. for two reasons. First _how would we pay for all of these
products? If the Japanese will accept green pieces of paper called dollars.
the U S. government could print up a hatch and send them over. But what
would the Japanese do with them! By assumption.'all of their domestic
products are cheaper at a rate of 206 yen to the dollar. They certainly would
not want dollars to purchase items from us that are more expensive than
their domestically produced goods.
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-In fact, the Japanese would not want dollars at all. They want to be paid
in yen, just 'as American exporters, want to be paid in dollars. International

currency exchanges perform the function of swapping one currency for
another, the exchange rate being determined by the bids for one currency in

terms of another.
Suppose we were to offer more dollars on the currency exchange, say,
twice as many, for the quantity of yen necessary to purchase the same
goods. This is equivalent to changing the exchange rate by doubling the
fraction of a cent required to buy a yen (to .9807 cents per yen) or halving
the number of ye.1 exchanged for a dollar (to 103 yen per dollar). Now,
many goods produced in the U.S. might be cheaper than the Japanese
goods at the new exchange rate For example, a U.S. television set would
cost 51.500 yen (500 x 103). At this rate it is possible that more yen to pay for

American goods would flow into the currency markets than dollars to pay

Japan for their goods. This would result in a further adjustment in the
exchange rate, but hack in the opposite direction.
This process would continue on a daily basis in the transnational web of
foreign currency markets. Thus, even if we begin in a position of complete

disiquilibrium where all Japanese goods are cheaper. exchange rate
changes assure that the value of exports and imports will eventually bah
ance.

Second, recall the principle of comparative advantage. Even if all
Japanese goods were initially cheaper than American goods at the prevail-

ing exchange rate. the important comparison is the relative opportunity
costs of producing products ithin each country. For example, say that the
same rttsources used to produce one Datsun could produce 100,000 bushels
of wheat in Japan. while in the U.S. the cost of producing one Pinto in terms

of wheat is 500,000 bushels. In the U.S. the opportunity cost of a car is
relatively more expensive (500.000 bu.) than in Japan (100.000 bu.). In
Japan the opportunity cost of 100.000 bu. of wheat is relatively more
expensive ( I car) than in the U.S. (1'5 of a car). These differences in internal
opportunity costs assure that it will he mutually advantageous to exchange
U.S. wheat for Japanese cars.

How do exchange rates and the principle of comparative advantage
affect our analysis of protection of domestic employment? It is clear that
action to restrict auto imports will reduce price competition in the auto
market. Consumers will have fewer choices and pay higher prices. It is also

clear that there will be more jobs for U.S. auto workers.
But jobs that would have been created in other industries will not be
.
created. Because the Japanese export less to the U.S.. there will be less
demand in the currency markets to exchange dollars for yen. (The U.S.
needs fewer yen to purchase Japanese cars.) The price of the yen in terms of

dollars will fall. All U.S. goods. Valued in dollars, will become more
expensive it-. terms of yen. Thus. U.S. exports to Japan will fall as will the
number of jobs in those export industries. Fewer Japanese tourists will visit
the U.S.. thereby reducing jobs in those businesses. On the world market
some Japanese products will become cheaper than equivalent American
goods, further reducing U.S. exports (and jobs).
Therefore. quotas on autos act to protect one group of workers and one
industry at the expense of consumers. other industries, other workers, and
a general loss of economic welfare through less specialization and trade.
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Policy makers often respond to the. demands for protection by special
interests precisely because the lost jobs are concentrated in one sector and
are highly visible. Hy contrast the jobs never created in other industries and
the higher costs to consumers are widely diffused and less visible.
To summarize. the trend is clearly toward a global economy with inter-

national markets. greater interdependence, and increasingly efficient
methods of currency exchange. But these developments are very recent in
the sweep of history. Interdependence imposes costs in terms of the political and economic freedom of nations to act. In crucial areas such as oil.
enriched uranium. and advanced technology. other goals often supersede
the economic advantages of world trade. And while Mercantilism is dead.

its ghost still influences national policy debates whenever the foices of
international economics disrupt particular sectors.
Economic Explanation of Behavior in Other Cultures
Part of the beauty of life in 11 more intimate world is the exposure to the
rich diversity of other cultures. One challenge of global education is to help
students t a understand the customs and the traditions of othersto make
others' perceptions and modes of thought intelligible to us. The thesis of
this section. using OPEC as an example. is that economic concepts. judiciously applied, can he one useful tool in helping us to understand the actions
of others

Consider a rather extreme example the apparent rationality of rats
both as an example of applying economic concepts to explain behavior and

as a caution against -forcing others' actions into a comfortable model.
McKenzie and -hillock in The New World of Economics report on Kagel
and Battalio's experiments with rats. which apparently respond to prices in
the same way as humans." Rats pushed levers to receive certain quantities
of different soft drinks. By increasing or dec'reasing the amount received
per push: prices were varied. As expected. rats drank morat lower prices
than at higher prices. As the price of cherry cola was increased, the rats

substituted greater quantities of root beer, much as humans substitute
chicken for beef.
The behavior of the rats (and, from other similar experiments, coal tits.
snails, and the microscopic Stentor Coeruleus) conforms to economic
theory based on expectaijorit of rational behavior. Does this mean that rats

are "rational"? Do they "think"? Does economic theory "explain'their
4behaviorl This example illustrates that economic principles often can be
applied usefully in unusual situations. It may also caution us that, while it is
tempting to fit the actions of others into familiar models, reality might be
very different.
With that in mind, consider the pricing and production decisions of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. OPEC. Douglas Feith
notes that Western governments and analysts are confused by the unpre-

dictable actions of OPEC. a confusion (he claims) it intends: "The oil
sheikhs encourage their customers to adopt (a] non-economic view of
international oil trade. The denser OPEC's mystique. the more potent the
oil producers' image. the vaguer and less businesslike their perceived
motivations, the more popular the belief that the Arabs. when they produce

oil for sale, are doing us a favor.""
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Stobaugh and Yergin, keen observers of the world energy scene, note

that: ".

.

.

Slid' Arabia dominates OPEC and thereby sets world oil

prices. But there is no way to determine exactly on what basis the Saudis

set the price." They are buffeted by forces "pushing them in opposite
directions." Arguing for higher production and lower prices are desires for
goo.' relations with the U.S., good economic conditions in Europe. and
lower revenues for arms purchases by potential enemies such as Iraq. On
the lower production, higher price side are fear of selling its major asset as
too low a pnce and wariness of too-rapid developmentol ran' s expenence a

clear warning)"
Press reports of OPEC deliberations and decisions present no clear
picture. stating that ". . decisions arise from the air states' desire 'to tame
-the market' to avert 'sudden lurches followed by painful periods of eco.

nomic readjustment." to unify prices,' to help reduce the current glut of oil

on the world market.' or to perform some other regulatory mission! '"
Some reports of OPEC pronouncements emphasize the need for the West,
particularly the United States. to conserve.''' Or they stress Mideast political objectives.'" The million-barren-per-day hike in Saudi production during July 1979 was reportedly proclaimed by Prince Fand to be a "birthday

gift" to the U.S."'
Given this confusion. it is clear that hew one interprets OPEC decisions
is largely based on the analytical tools brought to the task. While foreign
policy experts. using their concepts, might arrive at one set of conclusions,
many economists have arrived at a different understanding by using economic theory. They believe OPEC (and particularly the Saudis) acts like a
monopolist, its pronouncements on bringing order to the market. Mideast
politics, and birthday gifts being gratuitous. Economit Robert L. Welch
writes:
.
.

.

The behax tor of Saudi Arabia is perfectly consistent with a profit maximizing
monepolist Price has been set so that work! demand is no longer inelastic.
Production is cut when the market is soft (along with dire warnings to the U.S
about its friendship towards Israel land requests for more 1--150 Production is
increased when the market is tight (along with the praise for the U.S. in taking a

hard line toward Israeli

To understand this explanation, let us begin by contrasting oil pricing
decisions under competitive conditions with these under present conditions. If a market is perfectly competitive, producers are price-takers. i.e
they may,, sell all of the product they can produce, but only at the equilibrium price determined by the forces of supply anddemand. No individual
producer can influence price by withholding its product from the market.
The aniount a firm produces depends upon its particular costs of production. The firm will expand output until the value received focike last unit
produced (in economists' jargon. "marginal revenue") is equal to the cost
of producing that unit (marginal cost). No firm would willingly continue to
produce additional units when the cost of each one exceeds the revenue
received.

This is dead:. aot the picture of world oil pricing and production decisions. OPEC members produce nearly all of the oil available on the world

market. Saudi Arabia dominates OPEC, accounting for "30(4 of total
production and Uri of total reserves."" When sudden shifts in supply
occur, as when Iran stopped producing in early 1979 following the fall of the
SR
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shah, price responses are large. Iran had been producing 5 mbd (million
barrels per day ), about one-sixth of OPEC production. Other producers,
primarily the Saudis, tilled 3 mbd of the shortfall.24 But the shortage of 2
mbd sent prices skyrocketing, 40'' by March, then 60% and finally by
year's end, 100r;." This is evidently not a market filled with price-taking
competitors.
Rather, many economists believe that OPEC makes decisions as a
monopolist, setting the level of production that will achieve prices that
-maximize profits. It is important to understand that achieving the end of

profit maximization will sometimes require production cuts, but other
times increases, depending upon changing demand conditions. Under
some conditions, the monopolist will earn more by selling less burcharging
higher prices than he was before. (Economists call this the inelastic portion

of the demand curve ) Under other conditions, the monopolist would do
'better to sell more at lower prices (the elastic portion). He seeks that level
of output where further increases or decreases in output and prices will not

benefit hiM (the point of unit elasticity which occurs where marginal
revenue equals marginal cost). Thus, many economists think that production decisions by OPEC, whether they are increases or decreases, have
more to do with what level of production it thinks Will maximize profits than

with politics.
To complete the economic puzzle of OPEC production decisions requires one further but important pieceOPEC is a cartel, i.e., several
producers colluding to form a monopoly. This is extremely/important in
understanding the actions of individual countries; partiMarly Saudi
Ara'aia. The monopolist has only one level of production that maximizes
pr ')fit since he faces only one set of production costs. But each cartel
member has'idifferent costs and, hence, a different level of optimum price
and output. There may be an optimum level of output for the cartel as a
whole, but that leaves the question of how to share the output among cartel
members, an issue that has never been resolved by OPEC.26 Therefore,
there is pressure for each member to go its own separate way in setting
production and asking price. This is a major reason why there is so much
haggling airOPEC meetings and such great discussion of the need to "unify
prices." It is also why the actions of Saudi Arabia are so important. As the
lead producer, it has the key position and the greatest interest in maintaining discipline in the cartel. Thus, many observers interpret Saudi actions as
balancing their desire to maximize their own profits with the goal of holding
tlie cartel together.
Thi, is certainly not the only way of looking at OPEC behavior. Intleed.
If one begins by asserting that profit maximization is not the major objective
of the Saudis, one might end up with very different conclusions. Nonetheless, as this example demonstrates, economic principles can be a valuable
tool in attempting to understand others.

Multinational Corporations
Friefid or Foe?
Whether it be the Ohio corn discussed in section one, the OPEC oil from
section two, or some other product reaching world consumers, chances are

good that at least one multinational corporation (MNC) win have been
ins olved in the production of the product at some stage. It might be that an

6'
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MNC suppliedThe raw materials, built the machinery used in the production process, secured the fuel for transportation, provided financing to the
producer, or produced the product itself. In fact, the image of the global
economy wherein firms within a country trade with firms (or governments)

in other countries is giving way to one of transnational companies that
"internationalize the production of goods and services.""
The rising importance of MNC's, has promoted vigorous. controversy.
Some, have argued that multinationals are too big, too powerful, and beyond accountability to the world citizens they serve. They have charged
that MNC's exploit Third World countries and contribute to inequality of
wealth on a world scale. Others haw found MNC's to be a rational outgrowth of a global economy, an efficient mechanism for stimulating world
trade, and an engine of wealth creation for the world. This section provides

a brief outline of the nature and activities of multinational corporations.
There are many definitions of what constitutes a multinational corporation. One broad standard is "companies with assets in more than one
country. Using this definition, 1973 estimates put the total number of such

companies world-wide at I0,000."2" (This figure is used in the previous
chapter.) A more restrictive definition places an arbitrary lower limit for
foreign sales as a percentage of total sales, 25%, for example.'" Another
expert de'nes an MNC as ". . . any firm which has a number of directly
controlled operations in different countries and which tends towards a
global perspective. '"
By most definitions. there are t. %usands of MNC's in a bewildering
variety of sizes, styles of operation, degrees of diversification, and locations of home offices. The largest are very large indeed, with total sales
greater than the GNP's of many countries. ". Others are small operations
with a few million dollars of overseas sales to a handful of foreign custom-

ers." While multinationals were once predominantly based in the- U.S.
(71(4 of the largest companies in 1959). by 1976 56% of the largest MNC's

were based elsewhere." Interestingly, the number of multinationals located in the developing countries ("Third -World multinationals") is rising
sharply."
This fluid and varied situation makes it extremely difficult to form
accurate general statements about MNC's. Different definitions, by focusing on sales, or assets, or location of production facilities, change the set of
MNC's considered and, perforce, conclusions about their activities. Little
controversy is created by the small companies which make foreign sales,
companies which are, nonetheless, multinationals by some definitions.
Rather, the battle is a,ver large MNC's, however detihed, with far-flung
operations and tremendous diversitythe 300 or so that "may control 75
percent of the world's productive capability . . .'" It is on these that the
following sketch of the controversy will concentrate.
Power and controlthese are at the heart of the attack on MNC's.
Opponents fear that these enterprises have tremendous economic power
which can be and often is translated into political and even military
power. '6 Of particujar.concern are relationships with Third World counvies. It is argued that these relationships are characterized by "dependency" with giant multinations "dominating" weak nations. Indeed, the
portion of a less developed country's domestic economy affected by
foreign operations can be substantial." Some charge that MNC's bribe
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local officials," subvert the host government's political processes, and
overturn governments." The most radical analyses posit an international
conspiracy of business interests and Western governments engaged in a
capitalist exploitation of,the world's workers."
Other investigators dispute the extent of the political and military influence df the multinationals. For example, Louis Turner (not known as an
apologiit for MNC's) has concluded that little recent evidence exists for
these charges. "Companies are not meddling in any significant way with
the domestic policies or particular 'countries. There is little evidente that
they are persuading intermediary bodies like the CIA to do the job for
them. " Raymond Vernon, recognized a:, aleading authority on, multinationals, thinks that political power only sligialy explains the arrangements
between enterprises and host countnes.42
A more widely shared concern of both developed and.less developed
nations is that of control: Vernon argues persuasively that, as many factors
combine to heighten world tensions, individual nations are experiencing
reduced ability to control events that affect their interests. In this environment, the multinationals are seen as yet another factor. spinning out of
national control. For example, during the Arab oil embargo, British Petroleum (48.437- owned by the British government) failed to comply with gov-

ernment requests for extra oil. BP had other "contractual obligations."
ime Minister Heath reportedly had a "temper tantrum. "43 Vernon concludes that "The capacity of any government to command a lx.rticular firm
to undertake a specified task in support of a public policy . . . has been

reduced.""

If the industrialized countries are experiencing a loss of control over
multinationals. one can imagine the threat perceived by the weaker host

nations. Ironically. as the home governments are losing control, host
governments continue to view the multinationals as instruments of the
home governments." But some observers argue that in spite of the less
developed countries' perception of lack of control, their actual power over
multinationals has increased for several reasons. First, the povier of the
industrialized nations to influence Third World countries has declined and

with it the home govenvent's protection of the foreign operations of
MNC's.4h Second, MNC s foreign operations are under the control of the
host government.4' Third, the management style and organization of many.
multinationals place much decision-making authority with the local subsidiary rather than the headquarters." Thus, Turner concludes thgt "the
balance of power Ihas shifted) firmly away from the multinationals."49
There is a long list of other indictments lodged against multinational

corporations,- We can but list a few. MNC's introduce inappropriate
technology and products into the Third World; they exploit Third. World
resources: they engage in a variety of monopolistic practices: they repatriate excess profits to the detriment of the host governmerfts; they thwart
Third World development by not investing enough, investing too much,
making the wrong kinds of investments, and eh lying local competitors out
of business by being more efficient. And, of course, the defenders of
MNC's believe these charges to be false or greatly exaggerated.
In spite of all the controversy, multinational corporations seem to be
here to stay. Like increased trade and OPEC, they are products of a truly
global economy. They are an outgrowth of the forccitthat have created a
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smaller world. As Raymond Vernon puts it, "If scientists and engineers
had not found a way to shrink International space over the past century or

so, the odds are high that the multinational enterprise would be.a rarity
today.
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Anthropology as a Discipline
Anthropology is the study of the continuous stream of human
phenomena. It includes all aspects of culture that are past or present. It
sticorpora:c structures and functions of human groups and the changes
that occur in these structures and functions. Anthropology is historical,
psychological, and philosophical, for it focuses on human chronology,
personality. and relationships to the cosmos. Anthropology has many
perspectives. It views humans from biological aspects (animal origins and
nature). environmental factors (both those that affect and are created by
humans), language (verbal and nonverbal modes of'communication), and
other aspects that are unique to the human community and derivative of the
above. These perspectives are formally grouped into areas of study named

biological, linguistic, culturalisocial anthropology, and archaeology. Finally, anthropology contributes to the study of how humans lives interact,
and build cultures collectively as cultural groups whose customs are beat
understood both in terms of psychological and cultural perspectives.
A unique feature of anthropology is that it views human beings in global
terms for the obvious reason that humans are ubiquitous. It is primarily this
feature that makes anthropology particularly germane to global education.
This globaexisence is characterized by a long history dating back several

thousands of years and by cultural variations and universals. Culture, a
total lifeway of all human groups, has significantly influenced how humans
think, act, and view the world to which they adapt everywhere in space and
time.' The three variables that are basic to this experience are: information
received from the past; the acquisition of such information; humans mod-

ifying, adding, and deleting such information.2 The four distinctive cialides of anthropology through which an anthropological understanding of
human existence has been achieved are: the study of humankind as a whole
(holism), the development of the concept of culture and the significance of.
this concept in anthropological thought, a strong commitment to the use of
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the comparative method, and an emphasis -on fieldwork for colleoing
anthropological data. ',.These qualities are discussed briefly below,
Holism
Anthropology attempts to cover the WHOLE scope of what hunt nkind
is in order to arnve at generalizations. It tries to present a composite view
of a cultural system as a functional whole in which all parts relate to each
other as components of one system. Hence, what happens in any component of the system invariably has some effect on the structure. and the
functioning,of the whole. Religion, politics, values, kinship, education, and
economic organization are, according to this view, regarded as interconnected parts of a sociocultural system. Unless we relate these parts to each

other in an effort to see how they are tied together, we cannot achieve a
good understanding of a cultural system
Comparison

Anthropology emphasizes a comparative approach to the study of cultural systems. It compares society with society, tradition with tradition,
over space and time. II attempts to identify likenesses and differences in
order to arnse at generalizations. It tries to determine the Common and the
unique features of human behavioral patterns.

Fieldwork
Direct, person-to-person involvement in the lives of the cultural group
being investigated is 11 major characteristic of anthropology. The core of

fieldwork is participation and observation. As participants, anthropologists live closely with members of the society they have chosen to
study, sharing in the people's day-to-day activities. But they also remain
detached from the people's lives to some degree. They are there to under-

stand the people's way of life and then to report such understanding to

others. Hence. complete involvement is incompatible with the anthropologist's primary objectives.
Culture

The shared patterns of learned behavior and beliefs constituting the
totality of a people's way tilde are then-culture. Culture embraces the sum
total of tools, thoughts. acts, and institutions of any given human group.
The Components of an Anthropological
View of Humans

The anthropological view of humankind is in terms of four aspects:
biotic, psychic. social, and cultural.4 The biotic aspects of humans include

what is necessary for the physical survival of individuals in the human
phylum, the psychic aspects include what is necessary for the development

and survival of the human personality. Related to these 'are the social
aspects, which include sexua' relations, care for the young, and other
individual needs and phyletic drives that contribute to stabilizing a given
social system. Cultural aspects everywhere are derived through language
as the means for transmitting knowledge from one generation of humans to
another. Because culture separates humans from nature, it creates in them
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non-biological needs that are essential for the survival of individuals.
Among these Luitin al needs are family, economic systems, language, polit-

ical system. and all %mtl structures that Once established become as
necessary for human survival as biological needs.
Human beings every w here construct their °chef% and adapt their behavior in response to the same basic cultural needs and problems. Their needs
include %wally . other human beings, learning, food, clothing, shelter, and

explanations for observable phenomena. the solutions they have developed for these essentially similar cultural needs has e been enormously
vaned in time and space !These solutions clearly demonstrate that human
flexibility, and creato ity are among the most precious pan-human qualities
possessed by the human species

Anthropological Insights in a %odd Society
Anthiopology is useful for pros iding insights that can help us examine in
17.!obal terms our cultural past. assess our present condition, and critically
evaluate our future the discussion that follows delineates the major anopologu.al insights that are pertinent to an emerging world society and to
global education
I

We are one species on one globe.

Only one species of hominid'. Mtn° eret itt, ed on this planet after
s00.00 years ago A transition gradually occui ied from Homo ever no to
the earliest llorno %aptem, and subsequently . co the modern Homo %amens

to which we all belong Hy about 250.000 years ago. the transition to
modern Homo %omens had been comple.!d. Since then, human beings
everywhere have been simultaneously selected for their ability to live as
cultural beings Hence. today there is only one human species whose
members have been simultaneously selected for language competence.
intellectual capacity . and the various human qualities that
2

now possess

Human variability and uniformity arc global phenomena

Air

All human beings. as members of the same species. are one in
capacity to take on new ways of life or adapt to new ecological niches As a
result, there have always been great. in fact almost'infinue, global variations in the content of the v anous cultures. the morphological differences
between different human populat'ons have also been equally numerous
Each cultural vanahFuy has always been internally coherent and logical.
and each morphological variation has always possessed its own adaptive
significance

Variability is. of course, not the whole human story. There are, in
addition to the global v arability just mentioned. numerous and very widespread cultural patterns found in every known human society. It should he

reemphasiied that these include systems of sex, marriage and family.
differentiation in age and sex, recreational or play activities, governmental
functions. systems of religion. knowledge. and economy

3. -Culture Is essentially biocultural, L'ecause humans everywhere have
been both biological and cultural beings
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7.1

1 he cultural and biological interconnections that made us eventually
human occurred with the beginning of an elementary form of culture over
two million years ago among the % arum, Australopithecus grips in Africa This elementary form of culture occurred before the hominid organic
de% elopment reached the le% el attained by our omnipresent specks, the
Homo vapien% ' Hence. the last stages of the biological evolution of humans e% ery w here occurred after the beginni.4, stages of cultural development
4, The visible mot phological differences among human groups are globally

adaptive.

The physical differences of the different human populations known as

'race;' might hale occurred between 50,000 to 120,000 years ago.'
Hence, in the winds of Geertz, "Modern races are just that. modern. They
represent % ery late and v ery secondary adaptations Jn skin color, facial

structure. etc.probably mainly due to climatic differencesas Homo
sapiens dispersed throughout the world toward the close of the glacial
period
5

Hehas ioral differences among human porralations are global 'and

learned

Neatly all:he significant differences in the way different human groups
has e behaved in the past or are behaving in the present can he under stood

as behavior patterns they has e learned culturally rather than biologically
programmed and inherited behaviiir patterns
fi Our daily Its es are constantly ins ol% ed in a global network.

E% en though we are unaware of the complex global relationships sur-

rounding us. the fact remains that our daily Uses are,either directly or
ingisectly affected ti v the economic or political events occurring in other
part, of the world urmg the last fifty years, the process of globalization
has occurred at an unusually rapid rate Among the major factors that have
contributed to this rrocess of glOalizat ion are (a) invention and diffusion
of technological inno% ationsl (h) sanous political mo% ements that have
resulted in the transformation of several European colonial territories into
modern nation- states in Africa and Asia: tog the emergence of non-state

organizations with prominent, recognized, and effective roots to play in
world afTairs Examples of suet; non-state organizations are the United
Nations. the European Common Market, the Economic C --nmumnes of
West African States. the Red Cross. General Motors. the Ford Foundation,
Operation PUSH. and ethnic-group organizations.
Conclusion

Anthropological concepts can he very useful in making people become
more know ledgeable about their global connections and helping them
acquire the needed information about their local connections to our emerging global village.

The vanous anthropological concepts that are relevant to this kind of
understanding can assist educators to obtain the knowledge and skills that
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are necessary for the development of a global perspective. They can also
help teachers develop their own global perspeCtive. Such anthropological

concepts as "acculturation." "cross-cultural sensitivity," "intercultural
communication," the global individual," the emerging global culture,"
and "species membership" should be incorporated into social science
curricula that aim at introducing a global perspective t3 teachers and
students.

The world has shrunk so much in our present life that the fate of all
humans is tied together. The growth of numbers and technology on our ,
planet has made all of us more interdependent. Hence, there is a global
ordir for us to build so that we may solve the global problems of conflict,
ignorance, and ethnocentric myopia that will become increasingly prominent in future cross-cultural interactions.
We must face up to the needs of a dynamically growing world in which
the fate of every person and every nation affects the fate of tither persons
and other nations.
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Introduction
i

This chapter is being written in the wake of one of America's greatest
technological achievementsthe successful flight of the space shuttle Columbia. This event was the capstone of a long series of successful space
accomplishments that have fundamentally changed humankind's percep-

tion of its habitat, the world, and its relationship to that habitat. John
Glenn's successful orbit of the earth dramatically shrank our world to less
than an hour and a half in circumference. Our percvtio,:i of the world's size
diminished even fdrther when the astronauts relayed back pictures of the
earth from the moon and we saw for the first time an earth-rise over the

horizon of the lunar surface. In one glance we could take in the entire
surface of the earth. The earth appeared as a blue marble floating in
limitless black space. American and Russian exploits have provided a
spectacular setting in which to consider global education and the priority it
should
in our total educational effort,
The technological achievements of the space age and especially the
recent flight of Columbia have presented humanktnd with endless frontiers

to be explored and used for the benefit of all. We will have within our
capability, for example, t11 transport of minerals from ;the moon and
asteroids to factories in- o 1 around earth, thereby making abundant
resources available. Gravity ill be neutralized in such factories, simplifydifficult and expensive to conduct
ing many industrial processes that
interested in the use of space for
here
re on earth. Industries are alrea
industrial processes such as growing rystals used in manufacturing the
semiconductor chips that are the basis of modern electronics. Crystals
grown undetzero gravity could be larger and more uniform than those now
growdin factories on the earth's surface. We also will have the capability of

obtaining limitless energy from the sun, using solar energy collectors
placed in orbit by advanced versions of the space shuttle. These material
benefits can extend to all the people on earth. However, more important

than these benefits will be the expansion of the frontiers of knowledge
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provided by such technological achievements. We can now see eight billion
light years into the past; half way to the beginning of the universe. Obiting

telescopes placed outside the earth's atmosphere will permit us to look
even further into the origins of the universe. Already we have seen sights in
but own solar system that no one had predicted. The recent Voyager flybys

of Jupiter and Saturn have provided us with spectaculir views, such as
erupting volcanos on loa moon of Jupiter and a thousand rings around
Saturn. Space programs are providing the human race with a startling new
perception of its place, not only in our world, but also in our solar system
and in our universe.
Science and Global Education

The accomplishments just refen-Pd to are technological. They are applications of the accumula ed principles and facts uncovered by the work of
thousands of scientists hroughout history. One of the basic problems in
achieving a global per ective is to establish understanding among peoples
across barriers of Ian age and culture. Science can provide a useful Model
for achieving this understanding. Japanese scientists converse with Ameri-

can scientists. who converse with Russian scientists. Scientists of all
language and cultures have a §ubject of study in commonnatureand a
process they apply in studying. Scientists start with an unbiased description of facts. They then logically develop arguments and interpretations
based on those facts. This approach of science can provide a model for
achieving dialogue among peoples of different_ languages and divergent
cultures.
What is science? In simple terms it is observationa careful, meticulous
and accurate collection of data. It is analysisthe study of data for relationships. It is interpretationthe development of relationships into a
general statement, hypothesis or theory. Science is a human endeavor
not individual, though individuals comprise the scientific work force. One
scientist will uncover information and subject it to analysis and interpretation. Another will chill;mge the results and attempt to replicate them. And
yet another scientist will attempt to replicate the result f of the first and
second.

raitties and falay even intenlibilities of the human state. They make mistakes. T
tionally falsify data. But science has correct' g mechanisms which, given
time, tend to diminish the influence of the sho comings of the individual.
Mistakes and falsified data will be revealed b the work of others. The
result of this process is a product that is honest nd that accurately repre-

Scientists, as individuals, are humanwith all

sents nature in as far as the available evidence allows. Sciedce, therefore, is

ethical overall. It is not influenced one way or another by current political
winds or social convenience. Its basic value is honesty. It simply seeks the
best representation of the natural world. Therefore, science is amoral; that

is, it does not seek right or wrong. It simply seeks the best explanation.
Leaders in government, industry, business and society select from among
the principles and information made available by science, often with the
advice of individual scientists. Science is used by these institutions in ways

others may judge as being right or wrong, moral or immoral. Our future
leaders and citizens must understand science as a process for discovering
more about ourselves and about our world. They must recognize that the
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application of information produced Iv; sc nce can benefit or damage the
lives of all If they are to make wise decision regarding the uses of science.
ntific findings not for their
Our leaders must be prepared to draw OP s
own self-interest but for the sake of the comma goodnot in the narrow
crest f all the
self - interest of their country and its citizens but
world's. people.
If this understanding is to be ee%eloped. it is clear that science must be an
integral part of global education

Plate Tectonics as an Analogue
of Global Education
The past two decades have seen a tremendous explosion of scientific
knowledge and consequent revolutions in science concepts and theories.

The field of earth science, for example, has seen the theory of plate
tectonics mature from a harebrained scheme called "continental drift."
first proposed in 1912 by z young meteorologist, to become the unifying
theory for the geological sciences. Plate tectonics provides, in science, a
model of what global education can be for education. Prior to the 1960's,
geologists, applying the techniques of rock and fossil identification and
mapping of rock units and structures, studied and mapped a myriad of
apparently unrelated pieces of information about the crust of our earth.
They invented theories about how mountains were built and how plains
were eroded; how igneous rocks ongiriated and how metamorphic rocks
were formed: how continents evolved and oceans occurred. But these
theories had little in common. Additionally, many data simply could not be
explained by any of the many theories.
By the 1950's. chemists and physicists had developed techniques for
determining the ages of igneous rocks, such as those formed from volcanoes. These techniques were applied to determining the ages of volcanoes in the Atlantic Ocean. In 1964, a Princeton professor, Harry Hess.
suggested that the ages of the volcanic islands on either side of the mid.
Atlantic Ridge could be explained by an idea he called "sea floor spreading." That is, the mid-Atlantic Ridge represented a gigantic crack in the
crust along which material from below oozed upward. cooled and provided
new crust. In the process. it pushed aside the older crust and, along with it.
the continents. According to Hess, then, tne Atlantic Ocean, centimeter by
centimeter, year by year. was becoming wider through this process of sea
floor spreading.
Parallelling Hess' work. a graduate student at Cambridge University
was studying some puzzling data provided by physicists on magnetic
anomalies that had been found on either side of the mid-Atlantic Ridge. He
saw in these anomalies proof of Hess' concept of sea tloor spreading. An
article by the Cambridge graduate student, which appeared in the geological literature, alerted geologists and geophysicists to the reasonablerns of
sea floor spreading. From that point on, convert after convert within the
scientific community came to embrace the concept that Harry Hess had
introduced. Some of the new biologist converts, studying fossil reptiles
found in Antarctica, provided additional supporting evidence in the late
1960's. Sea floo. spreading and the idea of continental drift have now been

transformed into a total global theory called "plate tectonics," which
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account% for most, if not all, of observed features and processes of the
earth's crust Ea' thquakes ands olcanoes accur along the margins of great
plates comprising the crust Mountains are built at these margins. New
oceans, such as the Atlantic, evolve. Old oceans, such as the Pacific, are
destroyed. This resolution in geology was possible because of the contribu-

tions made by scientists from several countries working in a variety of
disciplines. including chemistry, physics and biology, as well as geology.
In a sense, global education seeks to provide an all-encompassing struc-

ture for education, just as plate tectonics has done for the geological
sciences. It seeks to tie together concepts from all disciplines to help the
individual understand the worldnot just the physical world, but the
cultural, the social, the political, the economic world and not just in Ohio
or in the United States, but across the globe.
The Effects of Technology

Science pros ides knowledge that can be used to improve the living
standards of people. Industrial and political leaders make decisions regarding the use of this knowledge., This knowledge then enters the sphere of
technology. technology does not have the self-correcting mechanisms of
science and, therefore. lacks its ethical base. Knowledge can be used in

different waysfor the long-term benefit of all, for short-term political
gain, or for destructive purposes. Even when used for the most beneficial
purposes. the technological use of knowledge can be destructive if inadequate consideration has been given to the long-range results. High
technology. for example. requires the expenditure of energy. The manner
in which our leaders have responded to this need for energy reflects their
failure to understand the long-range implications of excessive energy consumption. All too often, decisions have been made that maximized the
short-term gain or profit from energy use, but resulted in problems with
which we are now forced to deal.
Technology ha!, , on the one hand, lightened the work load of those of us
in the industnalizeci countries, but it has also placed tremendous demands
upon the energy resources of this planet. For example. our exploitation of

fossil fuelsincluding coal, oil and natural gashas had lasting detrimental effects upon our environment. Some are readily recognized: the ravaged
landscape of strip -mined areas and the oil spills from damaged tankers.
Other effects. though more subtle, are perhaps much more threatening to

our survival. One effect of global concern is the introduction of carbon
dioxide, a gas, into the atmosphere, through the burning of fossil fuels.
Although most fossil fuels are burned in the Northern Hemisphere,
higher than normal levels of carbon dioxide have been observed througriout
the world. Carbon dioxide has unusual properties. It is transparent tolight,
but not to heat. Light coming from the sun passes easily through the
atmosphere to strike the earth, where it is changed to heat, which in turn

radiates tack into the atmosphere. The heat that strikes carbon dioxide
molecules will be absorbed, or reflected, by them, remaining intim atmosphere, while the rest of the heat radiates into space. This is called the
"greenhouse effect.- Since the natural content of carbon dioxide :n the
atmosphere is small, there is very little heating because of it. However,
over the past forty to fifty years, we have added about ten percent addi74
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tional carbon dioxide through the burning of fossil fuels. This amount could
have a warming influence on the world's climate. Carbon dioxide levels in
the atmosphere, however, have risen, not By 10%, but by less than 5%.
Where did the missing gas go? Part of it might have been incorporated in the

tissues of green plants, but most of it has been absorbed by our ocean
waters. Carbon dioxide. like all gases, becomes more soluble in colder
temperatures. Ocean water at the high latitudes, both North and. South, is
very cold and will therefore absoib a great deal of carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere. Also, it is so cold that the ocean water freezes. As the water
freezes, its salt is left behind, making the remaining water not only very
cold, but also very salty. This combination of characteristics results in very

dense water ti at sinks to the bottom of the ocean, carrying the carbon
dioxide along with it. This is what has happened to the missing gas that
resulted from the burning of fossil fuels. If carbon dioxide levels in the
atmosphere continue to increase, the surface waters eventually may be-"/come saturated and no longer able to absorb the gas being produced. The
carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere will then build up rapidly, and
along with it, the greenhouse effect and consequent warming of the atmosphere. As the atmosphere/ warms the surface, ocean water near the poles
will also warm. It may reach a point where the oceans, instead of absorbing
carbon dioxide, may release it, causing an even greater build-up of the gas
in the atmosphere. If we allow this process to go on long enough, it could
become a runaway system that would threaten the very existence of life on
earth. -

Recent Russian and American space probes have found a very high
concentration of carbon dioxide in the Venusian atmosphere. They have
also revealed surface temperatures nearing 800 degrees Celsius. Might
Venus be a model of the earth some time in the future we fail to control
our appetite for fossil, fuels? Scientists do not know. Our political and
industrial leaders and our citizens must understand these types of uncertainties about how the natural systems of our earth function and what our
impact might be upon those systems. There are alternatives to the use of
fossil fuels. stra as nuclear energy, solar energy and conservation. To shift
our emphasis to these alternatives, however, requires understanding,
commitment and leadership.
A striking examSle of the application of the results of scientific inquiry to
commercial uses withopt adequately investig .zing the possible detrimental
effects is the case of polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs. PCBs are petroleum derivatives that have remarkable insulating capabilities. These compounds have also been used in producing certain types of plastics. Through
the 1950's and '60's, many products were made using PCBs. They ended up

in landfills, dumps and incinerators around the world. The tragic effect of
this chemical on human life was revealed in an event in Japan in 1968, when

four people died from a mysterious distase. More than 1,000 others suffered symptoms, such as stillbirths, 'Miscarriages, skin disease, nervous
disorders, hearing loss, and discharge from the eyes. The one thing that all
of these people had in common was that they had eaten rice oil prepared at
the same plant. The plant had used PCBs as a coolant in pipes that circulated through the hot rice oil. The pipes had developed leaks, discharging
PCBs into the oil, which was eaten by those who developed the di ease. In
some patients the symptoms continued for three years after the rice oil was
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consumed In the United States we has e had to curtail commercial fishing
in Lake Michigan because ofthe dangerously high PCB content of trout and
coho salmon. Some of the PCBs were carried into the lake bygrounci water
that had passed throug:i garbage dumps containing,the chemical. Others
were carried through the 'air from burning plastics containing PCBs. In each
case, the PCBs ended up in the food chain, being concentrated in the trout
and coho salmon, where they pose a health hazard to people consuming the
fish. The PCB problem is Just one of many resulting from our inadequate
Understanding of all possible consequences of applying scientific knowledge

We must learn from past mistakes and be especially alert to how we use

information from future scientific discoveries. For example, there have
been dramatic breakthroughs in genetic research, such as amniocentesis, a
technique to identify genetic disorders in unborn children, and gene splicing, a technique for designing new'plant; and animals.This knowledge is
Just now beginning to be used. Gene splicing, for example, is one of several
procedures that comprise the new field of genetic engineering. In fact, at
least one corporation has been set up solely for developing and marketing
new products resulting from genetic engineering. These developments
pose ethical and moral qdestions that are not answerable within the domain
of science They are questions that must be faced in the social, political and
philosophical arenas. What children should be allowed to live? Who makes
the decisions'? What new life forms should be created? For what purpose')
How should they he controlled'? We must be prepared to deal with such

questions now before the technology has out-stripped our social institutions
Global Education, Science,
Technology

Kenneth Goulding. in his presidential address to the American Associatam for the Adv anctment of Science in January of 1980, drew an anology

concerning science. The address was delivered on the twelfth day of
Chnstmas. which, in the Western church, is celebrated as the day of the
Magi, or the three wise men. Boulding stated:
In the first year of the child /the Magi/ came hearing gifts. and strangely enough
these are deeply symbolic of the gifts of science. Gold symbolizes the great
increase in riches that science produces . F, ankincense symbolizes the joy of
science. the sheer delight of discos ery the excitement of the Mars pictures, the

Myrrh symbolizes the bitterness, the
wormwood and the gall, the chemical waste and the nuclear weapons, the

solanoes on lo, the double helix

agonies of doubt Perhaps we ha' c io have all three But also there is,hope. that
we can lessen the third. increase the second. and control the first

Through global education,we can meet Boulding's hope. Teachers ofall
disciplines, especially elementary school teachers, need to recognize the
importance of science in the curriculum, not simply as science per se, but in
its relationship with the social, political and economic spheres of human
endeavor. We must focus on science at a process, a way of thinking, a way

of approaching reality, a way of solving problems. But we must also
consider the products of science. They can be used for the betterment of
our life on earth. However, their use can also be destructive if used in
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conflict. It can despoil our habitat if resources are used unthinkingly,. It can
cause human health-problems because of casual regard to hazardous indus-

trial wastes. Finally, we must be sensitive to the stress that technical
applications of scientific knowledge can impose on existing social structures.

An Infusion Mod0 for Incatporating
Global Education
To accomplish the goals referred to above, all teachers must consider
the implications of science for their curriculum areas. Science teachers
have a special responsibility to deal with the social implications of the use
of the products of science. How can this be done, given the tight time
constraints of the existing curriculum?. Can teachers who already have
more to do than can realistically be accomplished in any given day, week or
semester be expected to assume yet another responsibility? Those of us
developed an infusion model
working in marine and aquatic education

for incorporatingpmarine topics into the curriculum that could prove of
some help.= Marine education is closely akin to global education and, in
fact, can be considered subsumed under it. The infusion technique should
be equally appropriate for introducing an international dimension to the

curriculum. Through Ohio Sea Grant, we have developed a series of
investigations designed around basic topics or concepts already taught in

middle school curricula. They are unique in that they use a marine or
aquatic focusinstead of a land focusin developing the topic or concept.
In addition. they draw upon a variety of disciplines in addition to science
and the social studies. They are short and self-sufficient and thereby easily

inserted into existing curricula.
An example of the infusion technique is the investigation entitled it's

Everyone's Sea: Or Is Ir It explores the interests efferent types of
countries in using the sea as a resource.' It starts with a Map reading
exercise. Students identify the topographic features of the Atlantic Ocean
Basin and locate the major resources, including potential oil reserves of
continental shelves, manganese nodule deposits in some of the deep ocean
basins, and the major fishing areas. They also examine the positions of
eight countries relative to the seas, ranging from landlocked nations, such

as Bolivia. to island states, such as Bermuda. The second part of the
exercise is a simulation of the Law of the Sea Conference. The class is
divided into eight groups representing eight different countries. The countries present their respective positions when debating four proposed resolutions concerning rights to free passage of ships, pollution control and the
allocation of sea resources. In the third part of the investigation students
examine the manner in which international borders are designated and
analyze sources of border conflicts between Canada and the United States.
Through this activity, students learn that problems of resource use are not
solved merely by the technical application of scientific knowledge. Rather,

they require informed guidance by political specialists, frequen4 in an
international context.
Applying this type of infusion approach as used in marine and aquatic
education to global education should facilitate the rapid evolution of existing school curricula toward a truly global perspective.
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Conclusion

Rod Nash. Professor of History at the University of California-Santa
Barbara and a well-known wilderness advocate, has described what he
calls the evolution of ethics as it has proceeded from the past and will

proceed into the future: This evolution is *resented in the following
diagram:

The Evolution of Ethics
in Civilization
Future

Environment

Life
Plants

Present

Animals
Mammals
Humankind

Past

Nation
Tnbe
Family
Self

Race

Early in our civilized history we were concerned primarily about ourselves. It was individual against individual. As society evolved, the family
unit became important, and individuals defended members of their family
unit against outside threats. With time our allegiances progressed from
tribes to nations and eventually to races as identifiable units of Concern. We
defended ourselves against other races, but treated those within our own
with love and respect. We even sold those of a different race into slavery.

1.

Ultimately, we fought the Civil War in an attempt to move upward in our
ethical evolution to a concern for all races and humankind in general. As
Nash points out, at the present we may be at the mammal level on the
evolutionary ladder. We are concerned, for example. about the preservalion of the whales. a concern identified in Chapter 1. We all love dogs. But
we will step on a cockroach ifgiven the chance. We have not yet progressed

to the ethical level labeled "animals."
Despite the craze a few years back to possess "pet rocks, we do not
consider our environment. the earth, with the same respect that we reserve
for the mammals that inhabit it, or for ourselves. We sell the earth. We kill it

through bulldozing and erosion. We must continue to climb the evolutionary ladder. as a society and as individuals, if we are to survive. Primitive societies have an environmental ethic. They understand their close
kinship to the earth and its creatures. There is a second part of the ladder,
inverted in time. with primitive societies starting at the top. Somehow the

"civilization" process appears to bring societies down the ladder to the
point where self is the focus of ethics. Global education oilers the perspective to continue society's climb back up that ladder. Translated into classroom activities, global education can provide the mechanism to achieve the

holistic attitude toward the environment once held by primitive societies
but lost through the ages as we have struggled to "protect" ourselves from
what we perceived as a hostile environment. Most of the applications of
science were made by technology to protect us from nature, to enclose us in
7$
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a supposedly benign, artificially createttAnvironment. Science is now
providing us with new perspectives, through our space exploits, through
providing a better understanding of the biological and physical processes
that surround us. and through elucidating our interrelationships with our
natural environment. Science, then, as a component of global education,
can help us to reach the highest rung on the ladder of the evolution of ethics,
if we give it, and us, a chance.
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Introduction
A compelling case for global education has been set forth in the previous

chapters. The need for nurtun a global perspective among elementary
and secondary student.. has been argued, and a charge to teachers and
administratois to meet this need has been presented. The purpose of this
chapter is to describe instructional methods that can be useful in carrying
nut that charge and to identify sources of supportive materials and services.
Instructional mei,lods and materials can be considered realistically only
in light of one's teaching goals. We will assume that the basic goal Of global
education isto cultivate in students a global perspective and to develop in

them the knowledge, skills and attitudes needed to live effectively in a
world possessing limited natural resources and characterized by ethnic
diversity, cultural-pluralism, and increasing interdependence. Implicit in
this assumption is that global education has both cognitive and affective

dimensions.. number of key conceptsculture, change, interdependence, and perception, for example clearly lie at the heart of a global
perspective. Focusing on such concepts and the data supponing them,
however, must be complemented by the cultivation of attitudes reflecting
openmindedness, empathy for others, a r-spect for cultural diversity, and
appreciation of differences if g'- \al education is to be more thana mere
academic exercise. In addition, tonly,tic skills involved in problem solving
and decision making must be developed. It is goals such as these with which

this chapter is concerned. The chapter does not spell out a step-by-step
ijobat edlication curriculum nor does it describe all instructional methods
available to.teachers,. Rather, it presentf examples of selected methods that

have proven effective with students on, the assumption that creative
teachers can adapt them for use with their classes and will design similar
methods and materials of their own.
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Global Education in the Curriculum
As implied by the authors of the preceding chapters global education
should not he stewed as the private domain or responsibility of any one
teacher or academic area Nor should it he equated with discreet subjects
such as history. Spanish. or geography. Rather. the subject matter of glob..-ti
education conies from a wide range of disciplines and permeates the total
curnculum. It can he a part of all subject areas and can be studied in a wide

ariety of ways Global education should he s iewed as pervasivea thread
that runs throughout a student's entire school experience.

What would a "globalized- curriculum look like? How would it differ
from the standard elementary and secondary curriculum with which we are
familiar'', Although relatively few prototypes of comprehensive world centered programs have been des eloped Iodate, the Alcott Elementary School
on Chicago s North Side is an example of a school dedicated to creating a
global perspectis e in its pupils. The Alcott program is described by John
Cogan. Associate Professor of Education at the University of Minnesota.
as follows
aLh veal a global theme c. organizing concept is chosen. I hen the students
and stall work toward intergrating the theme into all aspects of the cornculum-soLial studies. reading. mathematics. literature. language arts. science. music.
art. and physiLal education Each class may choose to approach the theme in its
own way but the olganiiing concepts remain the central locus throughout the
sear I hemes for the past ses chit y ears have included "It's A Small Small
World i I971-74). nit Stun teller and the Development
t olklore of People
I975-76). t)n)I "Reading as a
Around the World t I974-7s1. "Bicentennial
means to Global I. nderstanding. (197( 77)
the program includes all children in the school from the headstart classes
through the 8th grade. the E MR. learning di sabled. and those from the English as
a second language program the 1 anety of acto dies taking place throughout the
year is overwhelming Children research and play games natiLe to other countries research their own ethnic heritage. prepare food of the v anous background
nationalities °I the students. learn songs from around the world: reseoich customs. traditions. the holidays of other lands. plant seeds from different countries
and study their growth in Chicago*s climate. learn dances from around the wont]
in physical education classes. engage in cream e writing projects. read stories
from other lands and study about storytellers and their role in society'. both now
and in the past illus. Alcoa s global education program involves all are of the
elementary curriculum '

';, en though global education is rapidly gaining acceptance in American
education. it is unlikely that many schools in the near future will structure
their curricula around international, cross-cultural themes as comprehensively as has Alcott School in Chicago. Some schools might well add an
entirely new course on global matters or replace a more traditional course
with a new one reflecting international concerns. Rarely, however, will the
total curriculum be altered in one fell swoop. Rather, efforts to change the
curriculum during the next several years likely will be somewhat piecemeal
and largely dlpendent upon the efforts of individual teacheis and administrators. Nevertheless, a beginning can be made. A commitment to global
education by a single teacher might well lead taits acceptance by an entire
departnient. Enthusiastic commitment by members of a department could
in turn pave the way to the infusion of a global perspective thro-ghout a
school's total curriculum..
$2
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One lo .cal way to introduce a world view to the curriculum is to
integrate global topics into existing courses through units and less....s that
has e already been adopted At the elementary level. for example, astudy of

ens Ironmentl problems could be broadened from an analysis of local
concerns to include a study of the ecosystem as a worldwide phenomenon.
In a lagh school gosernment course a unit on the American court system
could he enriched by a study of human rights throughout the world. In a
health class a study of nutrition could be expanded to include an inquiry
into problems related to feeding the world's population. lit an-English class
a study of American literature could be enhanced by concurrently dipping
into literature from other cultures that addresses similar themes from
different perspectis es. (Please refer back to Dean Haenicke's treatment of

I he TeaLling of Literature" .n Chapter 2.1
A word.of caution seems advised. Although new units and courser on
international and cross-cultural topics are important and should be encouraged. global education will have minimal impact if it is viewed as merely
another entry competing with traditional subjects for space in an already
overcrowded cur- culu m. (Professor Mayer acknowledges the "tight time

constraints of the existing curriculum" in the preceding chapter ; By the
same token. if the effort is limited to isolated bit.i of time and energy in the
form of such activities as "world studies week" or "foreign culture day,the effect on students will likely be fleeting. In order for global education to
become an integral part of the curriculum, teachers must seize every
opportunity to add a-global dimension to their teaching as a matter of course

and to reinforce their srdents' expanding view of the world whenever
possible.

If clas,room ieachers are to play a key role in introducing a global
perspectise to the curriculum, they themselves must cultivate a world view
and recognize the complexities of living in an age of increasing interdependence and cross-cultural contact. As much as possible they should serve as
hying examples of the enlightened citizen they are attempting to produce.
However, a commitment by a teacher to global education, no matter how
lofty. will make little difference in :he classroom unless it is complemented
by action. But where does a teacher begin? What instructional methods can
one draw on in carrying out world centered education? What resources or
organizations are readily '.vailpble to help.'
Fortunately, internationally focused teaching materials are being published at a rapidly increasing rate, and support for teachers who want to
' ntroduce a global perspective to the curriculum is readily at hand. The
remainder of this chapter will be devoted to suggestions regarding n.ethodology and helpful sources of materials and services.
Examples of Selected

Instructional Methods

The decision to use a particular teaching method is based upon one's
assumptions regarding the role of the teacher, the role of the student, the
nature of content, and the nature of the learning process. The methods and
materials described below reflect a commitment on the part of the author to
inquiry-oriented teaching. That is, it is assumed that the primary goal of
education is to develop intIlectually autonomous individuals who buttress
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a commitment to rationality with skills, understandings. and attitudes
requisite to thoughtful inquiry. Inquiry-oriented teaching invites active
participation in learning on the part of the student as opposed to passive
ingestion of other people's ideas and collections of facts. In turn, it requires
that a teacher do everything possible to stimulate thought and to encourage
a free interchange of ideas in an atmosphere in which doubt is prized and
students' points of view are courteously and fairly entertained. Content in
the inquiry-oriented classroom is viewed less as an end in itself than as the
raw material out of which understanding is forged. Data are ferreted out,
analyzed, and used in the process of resolving doubt and in the pursuit of
answers to the perplexities that surround us.
It cannot be guaranteed, of course, that the instructional methods preseqed here will free students of parochialism and ethnocentric attitudes or
mini them into models of rationality. The methods can, however, serve as
springboards for inquiring into global issues and for nurturing in students
'sharpened awareness of the complexities of living in our increasingly
interdependent world.
Simulations
4.

During the past two decades simulations have become increasingly
recognized "ts powerful teaching tools at virtually all grade levels. Simply
stated, for our purposes simulations are operating models of social processes which have been simplified for study and analysis. Simulations
cannot and should not be expected to present total reality. Rather, they are
miniaturized representations of the significant factors of the process being
studied, much like road maps that identify basic features of a terrain but
delete the irrelevant.
Many simulations are available which ran aid teachers seeking to introduce a global dimension in their classes. Three good examples are PiFi
RaFa and Starpower, published by Simile II, and The Road Game, iblished by The Center for Global Perspectives.'
Rah; Bahi: BaFa BaFa is a simulation designed to introduce students
to the rure of culture and to sensitize them to the feelings, anxieties, and
misperceptions that are commonly a part of cross-cultural misunderstand-

ing. In the simulation each student becomes a member of one of two
different cultures, characterized by their own sets of rules and behaviors.
Through observations and confrontations an attempt is made to identify
and analyze the values, norms, cuttoms, and reward systems of the other
culture. BaFa BaFa is appropriate for use in grades 9 through 12, particularly in courses in anthropology, contemporary issues, and sociology.
Starpot;er: Starpower is a highly effective simulation in which threelevel society is created through an unequal apportionment of wealth and
power. The exercise involves trading and bargaining, and the winners of

the competition are the participants who accumulate the most points
(wealth) by the' end of the session As a tool for introducing global concerns, it is particularly useful for surfacing issues regarding the distribution
of the world's wealth and resources, the relationship between social sys-

tems and the behavior of individuals, and relations among members of
different cultures, races, and social classes. Starpower can be used effec-

tively in either junior or senior high school.

,t

-

1 he R 'ad Gil Me' The Road Game focuses on the concept of territorial-

ity. and is especially useful when studying interaction among groups.

teams compete to build roads through each other's land, and, depending
on the focus of study. the teamscan role play nations, community interest
groups, or ethnic groups competing for power and territory. It is an inexpensive. highly adaptable game that can be used to in!roduce global conflict
and stress to students in grades 4 through 12
Sources

Starpower, and The Road Game are merely examples of the

Ba }a

many commercially produced simulations with a global focus. Several
catalogs describing the full range of simulations available have been published and can be of enormous help to teachers seeking appropriate simulations for their classes. Among the most widely used catalogs are:
Bels.h. Jean. imtemporars Games. I 0/aine //. lithhograph% Detroit Gale,
19-4

Guide to Smudation Games /or LA, anon and 7 ruinHorn, Robert E
ranford Didactic Systems. 1977
kiwi sal. Ronald G . Wiegman. 1-red B . and Powell. Jim R .1r., Dircenin of
I. dui animal Simulations. Learninc Games. and Dalai to Units St Paul- Insiruoion Simulations. 1969
int;

`Oath kie

.

Ron. / /uioI/u ook ot Si mulatain Ga nuns: in Sin ad Education (Part

II Duet tors I t nos ersity institute of Higher Education Research and Services.
Simulation Ss stems An Annotated Bibliog1 water Paul A , In sin',
raphs C onalln Continuiog Education Publications. 1969

Teachers should not overlook the possibility of their designing globally
oriented simulators for use in their classes. Several helpful sources for
teachers who wish to try their hands at this task areirti Root ill Game, and Simulation Belmont'
( ruickshank. Donald R
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc . 1977
SI Eugene. Pia, to al Warm's for the Sin ail Studies Belmont:
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc 1977

Glazier, Ras . Hun to Deily' Edui airmail Games Cambridge Aht As-

sociates. 1970
Lis ingsion, Samuel A and Stall. C lance S , Simulation Games An Introduction for the SO( la/ Sillaie% I eat her New York Free Press. 1973.
Marsh. C olin1 . Smut/warn Games fn Ar twit New York Ashton Scholastic.
19'9
Stadeskles . Ron, //apii/b004 0/ S, idatninGarnurst a, Sus ail Mai whin (Purl

Iesthou,t, University Institute of Higher Education Research and Services.
19-'4

I 45 tor. John I
Penguin, 19-'2

and Walford. Rex. Simulation in the ( lacsrpom London:

Case Stu Jies

Case studies are-being used increasingly at both the elementary and
secondary levels as a tool for bringing problems and Issues of the "real
for providing
si orld" into the classroom. They can be particularly effective
students with glimpses into human nature and conflict, and can serve as a
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means for personalizing the study of other cultures. A typical case study
focuses on a human dilemma, presenting the students with conflicting
points of view or interpretatit a of an event, a decision, or a situation. The
stud its are challenged to examine the cast, consider alternativeways of
resolving the conflict, and justify their conclusions. By concentrating on
selected dimensions of human experiatce, case undies can provide a
glimpse of reality which adds to the students' perception of the world.
Case studies can take many forms and can be based on materials such as
court cases, interpretive essays, memoirs, eyewitness accounts, and published narratives. One of twmost effective types of cases is the vignette.

Cases of this kind are brie word pictiires which provide glimpses of a
limited portion of human experience. No attempt is made to develop a plot
or to present characters fully. Vignettes are especially useful for assessing
students' pefceptions regarding.issues and for surfacing value conflicts
among class members. Let us assume that a 6th grade class is studying the
nature of culture and the ways in which frame of reference affects one's
interpretation of events. The following vignette might be used.
Linda . . . returned to her clasaroonnifier an active recess. She and her best
friend, Sandi, had just finished a vigorous round of T-ball. Linda's teacher was
preparing the class kir the weekly test in current events.

"Now, boys and girls," he began, "It's time to settle down. Go to your
tables, pull out some paper, r.nd answer the questions as I read them."
The class quieted down. Midway through the test, he noticed Linda whispering.

All right, Linda! No talking during exams! Next time I catch you cheating,
I*11 take your ttst.'
He continued the quettions. Then,
Linda, what's if that note you're passing to Sandi?"
"Answers to the questions."
What ! You've got to be kidding: You're not supposed to cheat!"
"But, Fm," sputtered Linda, "Um not cheating. Sandi doesn't know the
answers and I'm . ."
"Yeah, sure, you're helping Sandi
He threw Linda's test in the wastebasket.'
.

After reading the case, the class could be asked questions such as the
following: Do you approve of the teacher's actions? Why or why not? What
would you have done if you had been the teacher? Why? Why might Linda
have been giving answers to Sandi? What feelings might Linda have had.

about the incident? How might she now feel about the teacher? About
school?
After discussing their reactions to the case class members can be asked if

they are certain that Linda was cheating. ConsiderLinda's full name is
Linda Redcloud. She is a Seminole Indian Who was raised in an extended
family, consisting of her grandparents, parents, and six brothers and Asters. Above all, Linda was taught by her parents to share what she owned
and to place the welfare of the family above her own. EXcessive competition alid selfishness for personal gain had no place in her family.
Thd discussion can then continue. Does the added information affect
your analysis of the case? If so, how? Knowing what you do now, would
you have dealt with the situation differently heal- you been the teacher?
What does this case tell us about our communicating with and attempting to
understand other people? What does the case suggest regarding the nature
and influence of frame of reference on our behay. or and perceptions? How
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does culture influence one's frame of reference? Can you think of instances
when you might have been misunderstood or might have misunderstood
someone else because of failure to communicate across cultures? What

i

does this suggest to us about our dealing with people from around the
world?

Two Mcthods for Analyzing Communication as .1 Global Phenomenon
Perhaps no other technological developments have served to link com-

munities of the world in recent years more than those in the field of

communications. The rapidity with which visual and oral messages can be
sped around the earth is unprecedented in human history. One could not
but be impressed with the on-the-spot television coverage of the unfolding
drama during the freeing of theAmerican hostages by Iran in January, 1981.
At one point during those tense hours the ABC Television Network offered
live a coordinated linkup of the hostageodeplaning in Algiers accompanied

by commentary by Peter Jennings in Frankfurt, Frank Reynolds in

Washington, and family me nib ...s of one of the hostages in San Diego. The

implications of such an achievement are staggering. The technology involved is neutral, as Mayer has observec, in Chapter 8; but the results of its
use can be either beneficial or hazardous. Dramatic cos :rage of a damaging

earthquake in Italy can result in an immediate outpouring of moral and
financial support from around the, work',. On the other hand. sensationalistic reporting of an act of political terrorism even as it is occurring can result
in public clamor for retaliation and confrontation far surpassing the import

of the act itseif.
Modern technology has resulted in our being bombarded daily with
countless messages from all corners of the world. In a single television
news program we might well be provided on-the-spot reports, albeit fleetingly, from the border of the Soviet Union and Mghanistan, the rugged

countryside of El Salvador. Buckingham Palace in London, and the streets
of Warsaw, Poland. Unfortunately, our capacity as individuals for dealing
with this flood of messages has not necessarily kept pace with the technol-

ogy that brings it to us.
One objective of global education should be to make students aware of
the fidictioning of a global communications network and to prepare them to
be critical consumers of messages they receive via that network. They
should learn, for example, to distinguish fact from opinion, to be alert to

-,

biased reporting, and to recognize the effect of frame of reference on
perception. Two effective methods for demonstrating potential pitfalls in
communication are the Rumor Clinic, published by the AntiDefamation
League of B'Nai WRith,4 and a cross-cultural analysis of television
scheduling.
The Rumor Clinic: The Rumor Clinic kit includes a brief filmstrip depicting a variety of events. One frame, for example, shows a scene involving a

street vendor with a pushcart from which a boy appears to be swiping a
piece of fruit. In the background a policeman is running toward the pair

while another boy lounges against a pole observing the action. Siit students
are assigned to be "reporters" and are sent out of the classroom. After the
tea her introduces the demonstration to the rest of the class, one reporter is
asked back into the room and is shown one of the scenes on the filmstrip for
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one minute. The first reporter then describes the scene to the second
reporter. The second reporter recounts to the third what he has been told,

and this is repeated until the story has been passed along to the final
reporter. As one might expect, the distortions that develop during the
passing of the "rumor" are revealing, and they serve effectively to launch
discussion regarding the nature of rumors, sources of information, frame of
reference, and the quality of evidence.
Television Analysis: Television puts us into instant communication with
people from all parts a the world and plays a major role in the formation of

the images we have of others. Television and films provide millions of
people around the world with virtually the only information they receive
about cultures and events in faraway places. Although some-programs
reflect sensitivity and balance, many offer representations out of which
dubious stereotypes are developed. One way to alert students to this
possibility is to gave them analyze typical television schedules from Other
countries. The following program listings, for example, appeared during
the summer of 1980 in newspapers in New Zealand and Australia:
New Zeoleout-Herakt

Auckland
June 24, 1980
4-

Tekvisioo Two

2:30 CROWN COURT, "Still Life with Feathers."
2:55 THE GOOD OLD DAYS. Music Hall Entertainment.
3:40 "SEVEN HiLIS OF ROME" (1958)
Mario Lanza stars as an American singer who follows his nice Italian
fiancee to Rome only to fall in love with a poor girl. Repeat.
5:2.5 MA*S11*. Ha *keyc almost loses his sight after an explosion and is
confined to the ward. Repeat.
S:55 NEWS

4:00 WKRP IN CINCINNATI. "Doctor'. Daughters."
4:30 BIONIC WOMAN. The Six Million Dollar M. e helps Jaime stop a missile
threat to Los Angeles.

7:30 ROBIN'S NEST. Robin decides to fly the nest for warmer pastures.
unaware that other plans are hatching.
8:00 HART TO HART. Jenhifer's research into prostitution takes the Harts
into a destructive, deadly underworld.
9:00 EYE WITNESS. Current Affairs.
9:30 THREE'S COMPANY. Jack tries to tell Larry that his brideto-be has
made a pass at him.
10:00 NEWS AT TEN
10:30 ON THE MAT. Professional Wrestling.
11:00 THE STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO. A manhunt gets underway when a
hotel is held under siege.
11:50 CLOSEDOWN
The Age

Melbourne
July 4. 1980
Channel 9

12:00 THE MIKE WALSH SHOW.
1:30 DAYS OF OUR LIVES.
2:30 THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
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MS NEWS
ISO GENERAL HOSPITAL
3:30 SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
441 THE CURH)SITY SHOW (Programme for Children).

5:00 HEWS LUCY
5:341 FAMILY FEUD
COS THE YOUNG DOCTORS

6:30 NEWS SPORTS AND WEATHER
740 HAPPY DAYS. Noisy but generally wdtchable American comedy series.
Tonight Fonzie's pigeon coop causes the roof to collapse on the Cunningham's garage.
7:30 THE MISADVENTURES OF SHERIFF LOBO. Noisy "good or boy,"
American comedy series starring Claude Akins. In tonight's episode Dean
Martin tries to avoid becoming involved in local politics by refusing to

entertain at a re-ekctioh rally for Lobo.

11:34 MovleBAREFOOT IN THE PARK. A 1967 Neil Simon Comedy about
newlyweds in a dektpidated apartment in New York's Greenwich Village.
10:40 ADVANTAGE BORG. Documentary that looks at Bjorn Borg.
10:59 TILNNIS-Direct satellite telecast from Wimbledon.
Many questions can be initiated by a review of the television schedules.
For example: How v uld you characterize the American programs listed?
What images of Amencans and life in the Unita; States might the programs
present? Why might these particular programs be popular in New Zealand
and Australia? What programming changes would you recommend in an
attempt to present a balanced view of American life to New Zealanders and
Australians? What misconceptions might we form about people from other
countries by watching. American television? By reading American newspapers? What Steps can we take to avoid forming unfounded stereotypes of
other people and cultures based upon information we receive via the mass
media?
Follow-up activities can involve students' analyzing local televisioa

programming, films and newspapers to find what stereotypes are perpetuated by American media.
A Survey for Launching a Cross-Cultural Study
A logical starting point to study any foreign culture is with the "facts"
and concepts currently held by the students. It is important to realize that
often what we know is based on questionable stereotypes and misinfonnathin. One effective way to demonstrate this fact is to present the students
with an open-ended questionnaire designed to assess their present level of
understanding of a culture to be studied. The foll wing survey was detion provided by the
signed to launch a unit on China. The less info
teacher about the Chinese before distribution of t e survey, the more
revealing and fruitful will be the findings.
Survey on China

Please complete the following statements dealing with Chinese people

living irljThe People's Republic of China. Your papers will not be
graded.

I. I think that most Chinese are .

. .

2. If I were to go to China. I would expect to see .
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3

If Chinese students my age were to visit the United States they would be
most surprised by
.

4. Most Chinese pew* would like to be . .
3. Most Chir-se peopk would like to have . .
6. Most Chinese peopk believe . . .
.

.

Please draw and color if possible) two pictures to accompany this
sheet: (I) a picture showing a typical scene in the daily life of a person
your age in China (2) a picture showing some aspect of a typical day in,the

life of an American student of the same age.

Bear in mind that the students' statements and pictures are starting
points for the study. They should be neither scorned nor taken lightjy.
Rather, they provide the stuff out of which a useful and interesting study
can dtvelop. In a sense, the statements can be viewed as hypotheses to be
investigated as the students seek to find what the Chinese, or whomever
they are studying, are really like. Questions to be pursued could be: How
would you characterize your views of the Chinese? Why do you think you
regard the Chinese this way? On what information and experiences did you
base your statements? What were your sources of information? How can
you judge if your information is valid or not? What impact might the media
have had on your thinking? If we wanted to find out what the Chinesee are

really like how could we go about doing it?

Pursuit of answers to the final question could lead into a stu

of

stereotyping. Such questions as these could be entertained: Why do people
stereotype others? On what bases are stereotypes usually formed? In what
ways might stereotyping be damaging? How were the stereotypes of the
Chinese held by our class inaccurate? What could be the harmful effects of
bne's holding these stereotypes? What stereotypes of Americans fright he

held by the Chinese? On what bases would these stereotypes likely be
formed? What other potentially harmful stereotypes can you think of?
What might we do to avoid stereotyping people as we seek to understand
them better?
A Method for Introducing the Concept of Ethnocentrism
One of the basic concepts students should ccrae to comprehend as they
grow in cross-cultural awareness is that of ethnocentrism. Glenn E. Lambert developed the following handout to be used with junior high school
students as a means of introducing the concept. The handout provides a
description of the Nodnelds, er,Mctitious group of people whose culture is
foreign to the students.
t.
The Nodnelds
The Nodnelds are a small group of people who live on a very large island
near the equator. They are a friendly and peaceful people. They have no wars

and do not believe in fighting other tribes.
Honesty, religion, and cooperation are the three most important characteristics of their culture. They believe in honesty so much that they punish
anyone who lies, steals, and cheats by putting him or her to death.
If a person is accused of lying, stealing, or cheating he or she is taken to the
Ragna, the head man. The Ragna prays to the fire-god and the god tells him if
the person is guilty. If he or she is guilty, the god will shoot flames out of the
mountain. The name of the fire-god is Itrono. The Nodnelds believe Krono is
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the maker of all humans and that the Nodnelds are his favorite people. Krono.

they believe, made them the perfect type of people.
They show their belief in cooperation by helping each other and oth r.
people on the island gather fruits, nuts, and berries, and hunt wild animal .
Because they do not know how to plant and grow-crops, they spend most o
their time looking for food.
The men do all the hunting and are considerectsuperior to women. The
women have very fewrights. They have to follow orders from the men. if any
woman does not follow orders, she is not allowed to eat for two dais.
It is the women's job to gather fruits, nuts, and berries, WI-carry home the
wild animals which the men have killed, and to prepare the meals. The
Nodnelds eat only one meal a day. That meal begins at sundown and lasts for
several hours. Sometime before sundown the women begin to prepare this
meal. They throw everything into a big pot and let it cook for an hour When
the food is cooked, it is put into the "eating pot" and all the people in the
family eat out of this pot. They have no forks or spoons. They use their hands
and fingers. To show that the meal is good, they chew loudly, burp, and belch.
Licking their fingers is also a common practice. If an outsider ate a meal with
a Nodneld family and ate very quietly and made no noise, the family would
feel insulted. In addition to eating out of th same pot, everyone drinks out of
the same water container.
The Nodnelds have several problems 1 their way of life. They do not
always get the tight foods and sometimes they suffer from an improper diet.

,

When they get sick, they gd to a medicine man who tells them to fast and pray

to the firegod for help.
Soaps and deodorants are unheatd of in the Nodneld culture, and this
causes some problems. The people are usually dirty and sweaty and the only
time they wash is when they swim in a river. Sometimes they wait so long
between swims that their skin gets infected.

There are more women than men in this culture and this h led to the
practice of polygamy. Polygamy means one man can have more than one
wife. To the Nodnelds this is very normal: and if someone told them that a
man was supposed to have only one wife, they would laugh at him and tell him
that he was crazy.
To make sure that the tnbe never gets too large for the limited food supply.
the Nodnelds practice two things. One, they leave unwanted babies out in the
forest to die and say that they are sending them back to Krono, who will take
care of them until a later time. Two, when an old person is no longer useful to
the tribe, they send him or her away to fast, pray to Krono, and die.
You are an anthropologist. You have been sent into this area to help these
people. Write a report in which you answer the following questions:

1. How would you help the Nodnelds?
2. What would you do?
3. What changes, if any, would you make in the way they live
4. Why would you make these changes?
for this.
5 If you would not make any Changes, explain your reasons
6. If you tried to make changes in the way they live and they did not want
to go along with those changes, what would you do?'

Predictably, the students' ethnocentric attitudes will emerge during the-follow-up discussion. Most students will be abhorred at the idea of letting
infants and old people die. Otherw will consider the Nodnelds' failure to
use soap or dedorants as dirty and disgusting. Some class members will
probably think the group's eating habits and manners to be crude, vulgar,
.and unsanitary. Eventually, however, through discussion the students can
come to realize that understanding the Nodnelds is not so much a matter of
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deciding if the tribe's values are right or wrong as much as it is recognizing
that they are simply different. When that occurs, the students are well on
their way to defining and comprehending the concept of ethocentrism.

Methods for Exploring Local-Global Linkages
Virtually all communities have many more global linkages than most
students realize. Even the most "all-American" of cities and towns typically boast a variety of ethnic restaurants, stock the shelves of their stores

with imported goods, and use in day -to-day livingoften unknowingly
,

products of foreign-owned corporations. Sensitizing students to these international connections should be one of the goals of global education.
There are many approaches to exploring the global linkages of the local
community. For example, students can be asked to inventory their own

homes to find which household items have been imported from other
countries or to identify the origins of products on the shelves of neighborhood stores. Local newspapers can be searched for evidence of global
connections, and relevant items can be clipped and placed on a classroom
bulletin board. Local television programs canhe analyzed, and the amount

of time devoted tu international topics can be calculated. In short, the
possibilities for studying local-global linkages are almost as numerous as
the connections themselves. Following is a more detailed description of
one method that has proved particularly effective in this tyr of study,
followed by a brief account of two approaches to analyzing a community's
international involvement as pioneered by Chadwick Alger, Professor of
Political Science and Public Poilcy at The Ohio State University.

Searching the Yellow Pages: In this exercise the class is asked to
analyze the yellow pages of the telephone directory for evidence of the
community's global linkages. Working in small groups, the students gather
data in a number of categories. One group, for example, might list restaurants having an international flair. A second group could identify manufacturers that appear to be internationally affiliated. Another group could seek
out services (travel agencies, for example) having international connections.
After the students have developed their lists, they should identify the
ctues they used to determine that their connections were international. The
class can then list and qategorize the countries with which the local community has affiliations. A follow-up discuSsion could focus on questions
such as these: Why have companies, restaurants, etcetera in our community developed international connections? In what ways do these relationships affect the quality of life in our community? How do the international
affiliations affect our community financially, culturally, and socially? How
1

has the pattern of international involvement in our community changed
during the past fifty years? Twenty years! Why has this occurred? How
involved do you think our community will be internationally fifty years
from now? What is the basis for your prediction? What are the implications
of your predictions ?.
Your Community in the World-The World in Your Comniunity: In recent

years significant work has been done in identifying and analyzing the
international linkages of states. and local communities and in developing
instructional materials that illustrate and capitalize on these global connec92
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lions. The original effort was conceptualized and launched under Chadwick. Alger's leadership in a program entitled "Columbus la the World: The
World in Columbus. Alger provides some insight into his motivation for
initiating the project with the following observation:
People everywhere are increasingly linked to global processes through the
activities of daily lifeas consumers of energy, commodities, and manufactured
goods t in abroad and as producers of goods for export. Every day we walk by,
and even are involved in, banks. multinational corporations, and insulance

companies that girdle the globe. We are treated by physicians educated in other
countnes. We are members of service clubs and religious organizations thAt link
all continents. We enjoy a standard of living that has evolved out of technology

based on scientific achievements of a glob scientific enterprise. Ironically,
although we live our lives in a sea of international transactions, most are not
perceived. To this extent tie don't know where in the world we are

One purpose of the Columbus in the World project was to identify and to
encourage the use of local resources and expertise in enhancing the indi-

vidual's development of self-reliance and personal responsibility for
foreign policy. A part of the effort was to devise means by which students

could be encouraged to discover "where in the world they are." The
following materials are an outgrowth of the project and can be helpful in
achieving that goal. They are availtkble from Chadwick F. Alger, The
Mershon Center of The Ohio State University, -499 West 10th Avenue,
Columbus, Ohio-43201'.----1. "A World of Cities: or Good Foreign Policies Begin at Home." A 50-page
summary of the rationale and work of Columbus in the World, a diagnosis of
Columbus as an international city: etc. Price: $1.00.
Foreign Policy in Local Communities." A 20-minute filmstnp with scnpt ,
discussion aid, teacher's guide, and synchronized tape. Pnce: $20.00.
-You and Your Community in the World. A learning packagglincluding
3
discussion. exercise, and exemplary materials. 119 pages plus appendices.
Price $3.00.
4 -Your Community in tht\WorldrThe World in Your Community." A detailed
guide to the research methods used in Columbus along with all questionnaires, examples of data, etc.. for use in investigating the international links
in one's community. 78 pages plus appendices. Price: $5.00.

t!"

Several similar projects have spun off Columbus in the World, including
"Kentucky in the World" (1977), "Minnesota in the World and the World
in Minnesota" (1979), and "Indiana in the World" (1980). Information on
each of these projects can be obtained from the departments of education in

the states involved. "Ohio and the World" was published by the Ohio
Council for the Social studies in 1980 and is available from Michael J.
Fuller, Teacher Edw.:at:0i Department, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
45056. Each project has produced a modestly priced handbook filled with
instructional strategies and supportive materials that should prove enormously helpful to teachers striving to build a global perspective into their
curricula.
Resources International: Another significant effort to capita,lize on
local-international linkages as a means for furthering global education is

Resources International.' Established as &service of the Youth Education
Committee of the International Council of Mid-Ohio, RI serves as a link
between teachers in the Columbus area and locally based individuals with
international experience who havt volunteered to serve as resource people
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in the schools. !nterested teachers contact the service by telephone to
discuss their plans, and the RI coordinator puts them in touch with appropriate resource persons who can fulfill their requests. At present nearly 200
persons resenting dozens of different countries and cultures are listed in
RI's ba
volunteers. Information regarding RI can be obtained from tne
International Council of Mid-Ohio, 50 West Broad Street, Suite 2410,
Columbus, Ohio 43215 (Telephone (614) 461-0632).
Methods for Exploring Personal-Global Linkages
One of the most effective ways of impressing on students that our lives
are constantly and increasingly linked to the world is to have them analyze
ways in which they personally_ are involved with the global community. The
activities described below can be helpful in achieving this goal.
Who Among Us . . .? In this exercise students compile a list of countries
with which they have had either direct personal experiences c.. indirect
connections. Each student is given a copy of the following handout.8
Who Among Us . . .?
has a'personal link with a foreign country through:

A.

LINKS

COUNTRIES
(List)

I. TRAVEL

2. RELATIVES

3 FRIENDS
4. MEMBERSHIP IN A CLUB
OR ORGANIZATION WITH
FOREIGN BRANCHES OR
MEMBERS

\

_

(. SPEAKING A FOR-

I

EIGN LANGUAGE

6. COIN COLLECTING

7 STAMP COLLECTING
K. CORRESPONDENCE
WITH PEN PAL _

9. HOSTING FOREIGNER
IN YOUR ROM r-

N.
... ,

8

has been a consumer of goods and services of foreign origin?

GOODS OR SERVICE

COUNTRIES
(List)

I. CAR
2. CLOTHING
3. JEWELRY
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[

4. FOOD
5. TOYS
6. APPLIANCES
7. RECORDS BY FOREIGN PERFORMERS

&. ENTERTAINMENT _
9. FURNITURE/HOME
FURNISHINGS
findings
Students complete the forms individually and then compile their
projected
as
an
overhead
on a master form sketched on the chalkboard or
bulletin board,
transparency. A large map of the world can be placed on the
pins can be
during
the
compiling
exercise,
and, as countries arc mentioned
for direct
used to mark them on the map. Pins of one color can be used
for
indirect
connections.
experiences and pins of another ce!or
visually and
Whet completed, the master list and the map, will reflect
of quesdramatically the international involvement of the class. A number
pins are
notice
any
patterns
in
the
way
the
tions can be discussed: Do you
Which countries
do
you
account
for
trem?
located on the map? If so, how
would our lives
appear to have the greatest impact on our class? Why? How
identified
i.,.ere to
be affected if suddenly all of the foreign influences we've
interdependence in
suggest
to
us
about
disappear? What does this exercise

the world today?
Another follow-up activity could be to have students correspond with
mutual interests and
young people their age in other countries regarding
Names
of
pen
pals
can
be secured from the
questions of common concern.
following organizations:
League .A. Friendship
P.O. Box 509
Mt. Vernon. OH 43050
for 139
(Include a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Names can be provided
charged
for
each
name
provided.)
countries. A fee of $.30 is
Afro -Asian CenTer

C.P.O. Box 871
Kingston, NY 12401
for each name
(Names can be provided for 40 countries. A fee of $.70 is charged
provided.)

A Final Thought
In this chapter we have briefly considered the place of global education ,
instructional methods
in the curriculum and have presented-a sampling of
dimension
to
the
curriculum.
Bear in mind
that can be used to add a global
take
that the samples are merely that--examples of approaches one can in
when teaching for a world view. It is left to each teacherwhether
devise
history, the sciences, foreign language, or home economicsto
and
his
or
her
unique
instruotional-style
,strategie3 and materials reflecting
students.
geared to the special needs and interests of specific groups of
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Whether global education will make a ignificant impact in American
schools in the years to come remains to bcseen. One thing, however, is
certain. That is that interdependence among peoples of the world is a fact of
life. Our global, cross-cultural ties are here to stay, and in fact will continue
to expand at an ever increasing rate in the future. The arguments for a new

educational effort designed to prepare young people for the challenge of
living in today's changing world are convincing. It is our hope that this
modest publication will contribute to the effort to meet that challenge.
Selected Sources of Materials and Services
Related to Global Education
Organizations

The Center for Global Perspectives
218 East 18th Street
New York. NY 10003
The Center offers a wide range of publications and services to teachers. One
of its most novible publications is Intercom, a very helpful quarterly journal
which pros. ideLclassroom took, resources; and teaching ideas with a global
perspective The Center for Teaching International Relations
University of Denver
Denver. CO 80208
The Centfr produces teaching materials for use in grades K- I2_ on such topics
as food and hunger. population. ethnic heritage, and cultural awareness. It also
provides consultant services and inservice activities to schools.

The Global tieveloprntrit Studies Institute
P.O Box 522
14 Main Street
Madison, NJ 07940

The Institute piovides curriculum outlines dealing with global studies for
secondary schools and distributes 3lemos, a newsletter that annota'es materials
relevant to global education.

The Mid-America Program for Global
Perspectives in Education
513 North Park Avenue
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405
.
MAP work~ with schools and other agencies foimprove olTenngs in global
education. MAP has also developed a senes of teaching units and resource
guides dealing with cross-cultural topics that are available at a nominal fee.
National Council for the Social Studies
3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
NCSS has become increasing!. involved in global education activities, including coverage of global topics in Social Education and the publication of an
International Social :itudies Directory. In addition, several sub-groups within
the Council, such as the International Activities Committee and the Inter-Nation
Exchange Spt:cial Interest Group, are playing an active role in the area of global
education.

Penoilicalsfand Newsletters
Altus World Press ReviewPresents articles, cartoons, and editorials translated
from the world press: Published monthly by World Press Company, 230 Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
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-The BridgeA journal of cross-cultural affairs. Includes reprints from the popular

piess, original articles, and a people-tb-people classified ad section. Published
quarterly by the Center for Research and Education, 2010 East,17th Avenue,
80206.
Denver,
A newspaper that covers such topics,as disarmament and
Development
dvelopment, ec mimic development, environmental issues, and population.
Published monthly by the Center for Ecohomic and Social Information, United
Nations, Palas des Nations, CH-1211, Geneva 10, Switzerland.
ocus on Asian Studies -.-A quarterly newsletter containipg teaching ideas, book
reviews, news items, and information related to Asian Studies. Published by
the Service Center for Teachers of Asian Studies, The Ohio State University,
29 West Woodruff Avenue, Columbus, OH 43210.

Global EducationA tri-weekly letter that explores issues and alternatives in

internationaliglobal education. Written and published September through
April by Robert G. Hanvey, Box 1064, Bloomington, IN 47402.
Global PerspectivesAn information exchange newsletter that focuses on developments in global education. Published monthlyOctober through
Mayby Global Perspectives in Education, Inc., 218 East 18th Street, New'
York, NY 10003.
Headline SeriesA series of booklets that f xus on issues and developments in
various parts of the world, including Africa, Latin America, the U.S.S.R., and
the Middle East. Published five.times each year by the Foreign Policy Association, 345 East 46th Street, New York, NY 100,17.
Interom2-Mentioned above under Center for Global Perspectives.
Interculture NewsA newsletter that provides up-to-date informal: 11 regarding
new bOoks, records, and artifaCts, primarily from Asia and Africa. Published
by Interculture Associates, Incorporated, Box 277, Thompson, CT 06277.
MemosMentioned ab9ve under Global Development Studies Institute.
News and Notes on the Social SciencesA newsletter containing al-tides. book
reviews, sources:and teachinbips for social studies teachers. Published twice
a year by the Coordinator for School Social Studies, 513 North Park Avenue,

Indiana Uitiversity. Bloomington, IN 47401.
Spec trum A newsletter that examines significant foreign policy issues. Published bi-monthly by the Student Advisory Committee on International Affairs, 1717 Massachusetts Avenue, NM., Suite 503, Washington, D.C. 20036.

TransitionA bi-monthly publication that deals with such topics as social justice,
ecology, and economics. Published by the Institute of World (*der, Inc., 1140
Avenue of the_Americas, New York, NY 10036.
World Affairs Activities NewsletterContains news items and reports dealing with
world affairs. Published monthly by the Society for Citizen Education in-World-- -,
Affairs, 1511 New Hampshire Avenue, N!W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
World EagleContains reprints of maps, charts, documents, surveys, and brief
articles on current global topicssuitable for creating fluid duplicator masters
or ovemead transparencies. Published montylyexcept July and Augustby
World Eagle, Inc.. 64 WashburnAvenue, Wellesley, MA 02181.
Selected General Publications

.

Anderson. Lee, Schooling and Citizenship in a Global Age: An Exploration of the Meanvelopment Center,
ing and Significance of Global Education. Bloomington:ocial Studies
1979

Becker, James M., Education' for a Global Society. Bloomington: Phi Delta Kappa

Educational Foundation, 1973.
Becker. James M., editor, Schooling for a Global Age. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1979
Becker, James M. and Mehlinger, Howard D., editors, International Dimensions in the
Social Studies. Washington. D.C.: National Council for the Social Studies, 1968.
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Botkin, James W.. Elmandjra. Mandi, and Malitza. Mircea, No Limits to Learning.
Bridging the Human Gap Ne* York: Pergamon Press. 1979.
Collins. H7 Thomas. Global Education and the States: Some Observations, Some Programs, and Some Suggestions Washington. D.C.: Chief State School Officers, 1978

Czarra. Fred. "introduction. A Directory of Resources on Global/International Education.' The Social Studies, Vol. 70, No. 5. September-October. 1979.

Directory of Resources in Global Education. Washington. D.C.: Interorganizational
Commission of InternationL/Intercultural Education. 1977.

The Global 2000 Report. Washington. D.C.: The U.S. Government Printing Office.
Superintendent Of Documents. 1980

Mulvey. Robert G.. An Attainable Global Perspective. New York: Center for Global
Perspectives. 1974.

Kenworthy. Leonard S.. editor. Helping Boys and Girls Discover the World: Teaching
About Global Concerns and the United Nations in Elementary Schools. New York. The
United Nations Association of"the United States of America. 1978.
Kenworthy. Leonard S.. The International Dimensiorts.of Education. Washington. D.C.
Alsociation for Supervision and Cumculum Development, 1970.
. King. David C.. International Education for Spaceship Earth. New York. tlomas Y.
Crowell, 1971.
Mehlinger. Howard D Hutson, narry Smith. Victor. and Wright. B' Ann, Global Studies
1979.
for American Schools. Washington. D.C.: National Education
Millar. Jayne C., Focusing on Global Poverty and DevelopAent: A Resource Book for
Educators Washington, D.C.: Overseas Development Council..1974.
Remy. Richard C.. Nathan. )arms A., Becker. James M., and Torney. Judith V .,Inrernarional Learning and International Education in a Global Age. Washington. D.C.: National
Council for the SociarStudies. 1975.
Switzer, Kenneth A. and Mulloy, Paul T., Global Issues Activities and Resources for the
High School. Teacher. Boulder: Social Science Education Consortium, 1979..
Tucker, Jan L.. "Citizenship Education in a Global Context." Trends in Social Education.
Vol. 24. No 3. Spring. 1978.
NOTES

I. Cogan. John J.. "Implementing Global Education in the Elementary School: A Case
Study," Social Education. Vol. 42, No. 6, October. 1978. pp. 503-505.
2. The addressees of the publ.shers of the three simulations are: BaFi BaFi and Starpower

Simils II. 218 12th Street, P.O fox 910, Del Mar, CA 92014! The Road GameCenter for
Global Perspectives. 218 East 18th St.. New York. NY 10003.

3. Garcia, Ricardo. Fostering a Pluralistic Society Through Multi-Ethnic Education.
Bloomington: Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation 1978. p. 5.
4. The address of the Anti-Defamation League is 315 Lexington Avenue. New York, NY
10016.

5. Lamliert, Glenn E.. "Teaching the foncept of Ethnocentrism." Social Education.
Vol. 42. No. 5, May. 1978, pp. 408-409. Reprinted by permission of the author.
'6: Alger. Chadwick. "Your Community in the World: The World in Your Community."
Global Perspectives, October, 1979.
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Eugert. Remy, Richard C., and Woyach, Robert, "Using the Local

Community as a Resource for Global Education." Teaching Political Science. Vol. 7, No. 3.
April, 1980, pp. 251-264;

8. Fuller. Michael J., Ohio and the World. Oxford. OH: Ohio Council for the Social
Studies. 1980, p. 3.
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